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How to Use the
Study Guide to
Auditing & EDP

The Study Guide is designed to be used either in self-study of the text,
Auditing & EDP, or in connection with a course that uses the book. Auditing &
EDP contains no end-of-chapter questions or review material for self-study or
classroom use. The Study Guide augments use of the book by providing the
following supplementary material for each chapter:
o

A short summary of the chapter

o

An outline of the key concepts in the chapter

o

Glossary of new terms in the chapter

o

Self-testing exercises with answers, including comments and
explanations, at the end of the Study Guide chapter.

o

-

True/false questions

-

Discussion questions

-

Mini-cases

Discussion questions without answers (for use in a course)

The authors recommend the following procedure for using the Study Guide in
conjunction with Auditing & EDP:
1.

Read the chapter in Auditing & EDP (and any appendix related to the
chapter).

2.

Read the outline in the Study Guide to get an overview of the chapter and
compare this with the understanding you have obtained by reading the
chapter.

v

3.

Read the key concepts in the Study Guide. If you do not recall or
do not understand a concept, return to Auditing & EDP and reread the
material on that concept. Make sure you understand each key concept
before proceeding.

4.

Test your understanding by answering the questions. Formulate an
answer, writing notes in the Study Guide itself for short answers and
on separate sheets for longer answers.

5.

a.

For the true/false questions, answer true or false and explain your
answer.

b.

For the discussion questions, formulate a complete answer.

c.

For the mini-cases, formulate an answer that responds to the
specific situation described in the mini-case rather than just
repeating what the book says about the general circumstances.

Compare your answers to those at the end of the chapter in the Study Guide.
If you don't understand differences between your answer and the Study Guide
answer, return to Auditing & EDP and reread the relevant material.

NOTE:
In using the Study Guide, keep in mind that neither the Study Guide nor
Auditing & EDP represent an official position of the AICPA or any of its senior
technical committees. These materials express the views of the authors, based
on their experience and judgment. Use of Auditing & EDP and the Study Guide
does not substitute for study of relevant standards, audit guides, and
guidelines issued by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants.
The Study Guide is designed to be useful in learning a body of technical
knowledge. If you note errors in the Study Guide or wish to suggest changes
or improvements, the authors invite your comments. They may be sent to
Professor Gordon B. Davis, School of Management, University of Minnesota, 271
19th Avenue South, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455.

vi

1

The Auditor and the
Computer

I.

OVERVIEW OF CHAPTER

The chapter is an overview of the way that the computer has affected data
processing and affects the work of the auditor. The terms computer data
processing and electronic data processing (EDP) will be used
interchangeably.
The effects of the computer on the work of the auditor are in the
following areas:
o
o
o
o
o
o

II.

Client services
Data processing controls
The study and evaluation of internal control
Special reviews of computer data processing
The relationship of independent auditors to internal auditors
The need for auditor competence in computers and computer
data processing.

KEY CONCEPTS

A.

Trends in Application of Computers by Organizations

1.

Changes in hardware and software technology affecting data processing:
o
o
o
o

Intelligent terminals
Data communications
Small computers (minicomputers and microcomputers)
Database management systems
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2.

Data processing system design:

o
o
o

On-line real-time systems
Distributed data processing systems
Systems with databases and database management systems

B.

The Computer Affects Client Services Performed by Certified Public
Accountants

1.

Audit practice. If a client uses a computer to process accounting data
significant to the audit, the study and evaluation of internal accounting
control must include a review of the computer processing system. A
preliminary phase of the review must be completed. This may be followed
by a more detailed completion phase of the review if the auditor plans to
rely upon the computer data processing controls. The auditor may use the
computer in the audit as well.

2.

Tax practice. Computer software is used in tax research, tax planning
and preparing tax returns.

3.

Accounting services. A computer may be used in processing accounting
transactions, producing transaction documents, and preparing reports for
clients. CPAs may provide these services or work with independent
service centers.

4.

Management advisory services.
respect to the computer.

5.

Accounting practice research. There are computer-based information
retrieval services that search journals, government reports,
dissertations, and other documents to provide data for analysis and
research related to accounting problems. The AICPA provides NAARS
(National Automated Accounting Research System) for computer searches of
financial statements, notes, auditor's reports and accounting rules and
regulations.

C.

The Computer Affects Data Processing Controls in an Organization.

1.

Organizational control procedures for information processing.
be described in more detail in subsequent chapters.

2.

Processing controls. A number of new processing controls are necessary
when a computer is used in data processing. These will be described in
more detail in subsequent chapters.

3.

Computer system alternatives to manual controls.
o

CPAs may provide advisory services with

These will

Controls found in manual systems are not always implemented in the same
way in computer data processing systems. In computer systems,
compared to manual systems, there is a concentration of
responsibility. This reduces the control based on segregation of
functions. Also, controls based on human judgment and human alertness
are reduced.
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o

The computer often provides alternative controls that fulfill the same
objectives. For example, programmed validation tests and other tests
can be used in place of human judgment and alertness.

D.

The Study and Evaluation of Internal Control When a Computer is Used.
This will be explained in detail in Chapter 3. As an overview, there are
two major concepts:

1.

The two types of controls associated with computer processing are general
controls governing the operation and management of computer processing
activities and application controls for individual processing
applications.

2.

The study and evaluation of internal control when a computer is used
consists of two review phases. The division of the review into two phases
is an important logical separation. A preliminary phase of the review
provides an overall understanding of the basic structure of data
processing and the extent to which EDP is used, an overall understanding
of general controls, an overview of the flow of processing, and an
overview of (and controls for) significant accounting applications. If
the auditor, on the basis of the preliminary phase of the review, decides
to rely upon the controls within the data processing system, the review
must be completed with a more detailed examination. The preliminary
phase of the review is required in all cases.

E.

The Use of Computer Data Processing May Result in Special Reviews by
Independent Auditors.

1.

A data processing management review. A review of the organization and
management of the computer data processing function.

2.

Post-implementation review performed after an application has been
implemented (perhaps after one year). A group, which may include an
auditor, reviews the use of the application, compares expected benefits
with actual benefits, and assesses the development process for that
application.

3.

Computer processing continuation review. This is a review of the
provisions an organization has made to provide for computer data
processing in the event of loss of processing capabilities through
equipment failure, natural disaster, riot, and so forth.

4.

Privacy compliance review. In some cases, privacy legislation or
management policy requires certain privacy provisions to be followed in
the use of personal data. A special review may be useful in evaluating
compliance.
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III.

GLOSSARY OF NEW TERMS IN CHAPTER

Application — the set of programs and procedures that perform a data
processing application, such as accounts receivable or payroll
processing.

The Audit Guide: The Auditor's Study and Evaluation of Internal Control
in EDP Systems, 1977 — an audit guide supporting Statement on
Auditing Standards number 3.
Continuation provisions — the provisions an organization makes to ensure
data processing services in the event of interruption or loss of
data processing capabilities. The provisions include protection
against risks of loss and plans and procedures backup and recovery.
Data — refers to both numeric and non-numeric data. The term in data
processing is generally used with a singular verb even though "data”
is the plural of "datum.”
Database systems — software and other systems to implement the database
concept. In this concept, data records and files are defined as
organizational resources, and data and the management of data are
separated from the programs that create, update, or use it.
Database software is often termed a database management system
(DBMS). An organizational position, the database administrator, is
used to control and administer the databases and the database
management system.

Distributed data processing systems — the placement of processing
capabilities in user locations rather than concentrating them in a
central data processing center. Distributed processing can take
many forms. For example,
o
o
o
o

Local, independent computers in several locations
Local computers that are part of a network controlled by a central
computer
Remote job entry stations that process input of data to a central
computer and handle output
Small local computers dedicated to a few uses or a few users

Dumb terminal — a terminal that has no logic or storage capabilities and
therefore must be connected to a computer for processing to occur.
Intelligent terminal — a terminal having logic and storage capabilities
within it. This is contrasted to a dumb terminal. Because of the
logic and storage capabilities within the terminal, the terminal
may perform processing without being connected to the computer and
store data for later transmission to the computer.

Microcomputer — this will be explained further in Chapter 19. A micro
computer is a small, standalone computer approximately the size of a
portable typewriter. Often termed a personal computer, it has
limited input, output, and storage units. Microcomputers are being
used for simple data processing systems and for distributed data
processing.
4

Minicomputer — this will be explained further in Chapter 19. It is
essentially a smaller, more limited version of a large-scale
computer. Some minicomputers are used for process control, data
communications, and other non-data processing uses, others are used
for data processing.

NAARS (National Automated Accounting Research System) — a retrieval
service provided through the American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants that performs computer searches of financial statements,
notes to financial statements, auditor's reports, and accounting
rules and regulations.
On-line real-time systems — data processing systems which provide for
real-time (immediate) entry of transactions, retrieval of data, and
updating of data in files. These systems use terminals connected to
the computer (on-line), usually through data communications
facilities. On-line systems allow individual transactions to be
processed as they occur (real-time), thus supporting many
organizational processes that rely on prompt processing of
individual transactions.
Post-implementation review — the review of a computer data processing
application after it has been implemented for a period of time.
The review is normally performed by a review team. The review
investigates the use of the application, compares expected benefit
with actual benefit, assesses development process, and makes
recommendations.

Privacy legislation — privacy legislation is directed primarily at
governmental units and some specialized business organizations, such
as credit bureaus. The legislation specifies personal data that
can be collected and held in files and defines safeguards and
limits on its use.

Rule 201 of the AICPA Code of Professional Ethics — "a member shall
undertake any engagement which he or his firm cannot reasonably
expect to complete with professional competence.” This defines
need for competence. In the case of computers, this means that
auditor should have adequate technical training and proficiency
computers relative to the computer system used by clients.

not

the
an
in

SAS 3 — Statement on Auditing Standards 3, "The Effects of EDP on the
Auditor's Study and Evaluation of Internal Control." This is
section 321 of the Restatement and Revision.

Software — the programs and parts of programs (called routines) that
direct the operation of a computer. Software is generally divided
into systems software and application software.
System software — software that directs the operation of other programs
or performs general functions required for the operation of a
computer system. Examples of system software are operating systems,
compilers, and assemblers.
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Utility software — programs that handle common tasks required by
application programs. An example is a sort routine.

IV.
A.

SELF-TESTING EXERCISES (Answers at end of chapter)

True/False Questions

T

F

1.

If an auditor decides in advance that there will be no reliance upon
computer system controls, then he need not make any study of the
computer data processing system.

T

F

2.

General controls govern the operation and management of computer
processing activities.

T

F

3.

Organizational control procedures are not affected by the
introduction of a computer which performs data processing.

T

F

4.

The use of the computer introduces new processing controls.

T

F

5.

A computer system is less controlled than a manual system.

T

F

6.

The internal auditor in an EDP environment may perform activities
that are not within the usual scope of the independent auditor.

T

F

7.

In order to meet professional standards, all auditors should have the
same competence in computer data processing.

B.

Self-Testing Discussion Questions

1.

Identify and discuss the current trends in computer data processing
system design.

2.

Describe briefly the way that the computer may affect the practices of
Certified Public Accountants described below.
a.

A CPA firm specializing in providing tax services.

b.

A partner of a CPA firm whose duties are primarily management
advisory services.

c.

A small CPA firm providing accounting services for small clients.

d.

A senior partner in a large office of a CPA firm with
responsibilities for decisions or recommendations on policy matters
and unusual accounting or auditing situations.

3.

Describe briefly the elements in a computer data processing system.

4.

In addition to the internal accounting control review as part of the
audit, the client may request the auditor or the management advisory
services personnel to perform other reviews. Describe briefly some
possible reviews.
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C.

Self-Testing Mini Cases

In 1955, R. van Winkle, CPA, an experienced auditor with good audit
knowledge and good audit skills, went into a deep sleep. He awoke in
1983 and reported to his firm for assignment. The firm performs a
variety of activities. Mr. van Winkle's new responsibilities are for some
medium-sized clients that are using computers extensively for data
processing. He has not lost any of his 1955 skills and professional
judgment. As the partner in charge of personnel, you have been assigned
to make sure that Mr. van Winkle is updated sufficiently to begin
performing audit duties. Concentrate only on what Mr. van Winkle should
know with respect to the effect of a computer on the attest function and
upon client services that a partner may be called upon to suggest to
clients. Ignore changes in other auditing standards, tax laws, etc.

V.

QUESTIONS AND CASES FOR FURTHER DISCUSSION (Answer not given)

Since this is an introductory chapter, it might be useful to explore
further the trends in application of computers by organizations and the
effect of the computer on data processing activities. It might be
appropriate to review how the computer is being used in organizations and
what applications are most important.
VI.

ANSWERS TO SELF-TESTING EXERCISES

A.

Answers to True/False Questions

1.

False. The intent of SAS 3 (section 321 of the Restatement and Revision)
is to require an auditor to make a preliminary study of the computer data
processing system in all cases. The rationale is that proper decisions
and audit planning cannot be made unless the auditor has at least an
overall understanding of the computer data processing system and its role
in the data processing systems of the organization. This will be
described further in Chapter 3. (Note also that SAS 43 requires an
evaluation of internal control, though the auditor may choose not to
document the evaluation.)

2.

True. General controls are those that apply to a number of application
programs rather than being specific to a single application.

3.

False. Organizational control procedures change in a variety of ways.
There are new positions such as librarian to control files, programs and
documentation; data administrator to control the database and database
management system; and control clerk to perform control activities to
ensure the complete and correct processing of applications. There are
also other positions to be described later. Organizations need to
formulate an information system development plan because the information
system is more likely to change in a computer environment, whereas many
manual systems were stable for extended periods of time. Other examples
of organizational controls are the standards and procedures for
selecting, developing, testing and implementing new applications.
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4.

True. There are hardware controls to detect equipment malfunctions;
different controls for preparation and input of data in machine-readable
form; new controls to ensure that input data records are complete,
correct, and valid; and new controls because of computer data processing
methods. The capabilities for access to data in databases and data files
means that there need to be access and security procedures that might not
be found in a manual system. This topic will receive additional
discussion in subsequent chapters.

5.

False. It is impossible to say in the abstract whether a computer system
will be more or less controlled than a corresponding manual system. Many
computer data processing personnel feel that the computer system can be
under better control. In a manual system, the controls rely heavily on
human alertness, judgment, acceptance of responsibility, and segregation
of functions. Computer data processing reduces the number of persons
directly involved and reduces the reliance on human factors of alertness,
judgment and acceptance of responsibility, although these are not
eliminated. However, the computer provides alternative controls that
fulfill the same objectives. Programmed validation controls and other
controls for reasonableness perform more perfectly the tests that would
otherwise be performed by human operators without the loss of effective
ness due to fatigue and inattention that sometimes occurs in manual
processing.

6.

True. Internal audit activities may involve additional audit tests that
can be performed by auditors having continuous involvement with the
organization. Other activities reflect efficiency and effectiveness
studies that are not within the scope of the work of the independent
auditor. Examples of such activities by an internal auditor are a review
of control requirements for a new application during design phase, post
implementation review of applications, evaluation of operating efficiency
of data processing facilities, reviewing continuation provisions, and
continuous testing or monitoring of applications. Some of the above may
be performed by independent auditors as special engagements.

7.

False. Rule 201 of the Code of Professional Ethics for certified public
accountants requires that a member shall not undertake any engagement
which he or his firm cannot reasonably expect to complete with
professional competence. This means that the level of competence is
based in part on the engagements that a firm is willing to undertake.
Because computers are used as a general component of data processing in
such a large percentage of organizations, all auditors should have a basic
understanding of computers and computer data processing methods.
However, an auditor involved in the audit of a company using computers
for rather complex, advanced data processing systems needs a higher level
of computer processing expertise than an auditor whose clients use service
bureaus or use very small computers. Not all members of the audit team
need to be equally competent at computers, but the competence should be
represented and used as part of the audit.

B.

Answers to Self-Testing Discussion Questions

1.

Current trends are toward three types of systems which are more advanced
than traditional batch data processing systems.
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2.

a.

On-line real-time systems in which terminals used to enter data are
connected to the computer either directly or using data communica
tions facilities. Individual transactions can be entered as they
occur and processed immediately, thus supporting organizational
processes that rely on immediate processing of individual
transactions.

b.

Distributed data processing systems. The concept is to place data
processing capabilities close to the source of the data or the user
of the data. This is in contrast to centralized computer
installations. Distributed processing may take a variety of forms.
Some examples mentioned in the chapter are (1) local independent
computers in several locations, (2) local computers that are part of a
network controlled by a central computer, (3) remote job entry
stations that process input of data and handle output, and (4) small
computers dedicated to a few uses or a few users.

c.

Systems with databases and database management systems. Database
systems allow organizations to treat data as an organizational
resource, separating data and data management from the computer
programs that create, update or use the data. The database concept
is implemented by a software system, a database management system.
An organizational position, the database administrator, is frequently
used. Databases and database management systems software may be used
with traditional batch processing, with on-line systems, and with
distributed systems.

a.

The firm is probably using computer services to perform tax planning
and prepare tax returns. They may use their own computer, small
personal computers, a service center, or combinations of these in
providing these services. In performing tax planning, there are a
number of computer programs that assist in doing the computations and
performing the analyses. In preparing the tax returns, there are a
number of computer programs and computer services that will prepare
the tax return using specifications provided on input forms or entered
at a terminal.

b.

There are, of course, many management advisory services that are not
related to the computer. However, many of the services requested of
CPA firms deal with the computer. Examples of services that the
partner may now be expected to perform or supervise are assistance
with an information system master development plan, recommendations on
selection of hardware, software or processing services, assistance in
developing new applications, computer system performance evaluation,
design or evaluation of EDP organization and management, evaluation
of EDP control; and review of EDP security.

c.

Write-up services can, of course, be performed by hand and in many
cases hand processing is very efficient. However, the trend to low
cost computing through service bureaus and through the very small
computers means that the firm may use these facilities in performing
the write-up work and preparing the statements for clients. They may
also advise clients as to computer facilities they should use.
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d.

Many of these questions to be answered by the partner will require
research to examine accounting standards, government rules, regula
tions, precedents, etc. If the partner does this work frequently or
problems are difficult, he may find it useful to have a terminal and
access various databases having information relevant to the decisions
and recommendations. One example would be the AICPA-provided
National Automated Accounting Research System (NAARS), a retrieval
service that searches financial statements, notes to financial
statements, auditor's reports, accounting rules and regulations.

3.

Computer hardware, systems software (including generalized utility
software and data management software), personnel, general operating
procedures and controls, applications software and procedures, and data.

4.

a.

Data processing management review. Review of the organization and
management of the computer data processing function, evaluating the
completeness and appropriateness of management policies and
procedures, and compliance with management policies and procedures.

b.

The application post-implementation review. An individual
application, after it has been operating for some time (say a year)
may be subject to review by a team. The team can include an internal
or independent auditor. The team investigates the use of the
application, compares expected benefit with the actual benefit, and
assesses the development process with respect to the application.

c.

Computer processing continuation review. This is essentially a
review of the provisions the organization has made to provide data
processing services in the event of interruption, failure, or
disaster. The review will usually include the provisions for
protecting against loss, such as control over access, security
provisions, fire protection provisions, etc. The review will cover
the backup and recovery plan and procedures for maintaining backup
copies of files, software, procedures, manuals, and forms. The review
will also cover how well the plan has been tested.

d.

Privacy compliance review. Only certain organizations have need of
such review. In some cases the review may be prompted by management
request to ensure that the company is in compliance with governmental
regulations. In other cases, the review may be to determine
compliance with management policies that may or may not be required
by legislation.

C.

Answers to Self-Testing Mini Cases
As training director, it will be necessary to provide Mr. van Winkle some
basic understanding of computers, computer data processing organization,
computer data processing methods, and computer data processing controls.
As partner in charge of these clients, he will have to review the work of
those under him, therefore he should have sufficient knowledge to review
adequately that work. He will need to become conversant with Statement
on Auditing Standards Number 3 (Section 321) in order to understand his
responsibilities for a preliminary phase of the review and for completing
the review if the preliminary phase results in a decision to rely upon
10

computer data processing controls. He will need to be become trained in
computer audit techniques so that he can supervise personnel performing
these tasks. He should be made aware of the fact that the tax practices
use computers and the capabilities the firm has for tax planning and
providing low-cost tax reports and tax forms. He should be made aware of
the firm's management advisory services with respect to computers and
accounting practice research capabilities. You should also explain to
him the special reviews that the firm is prepared to provide to the
clients, such as the data processing management review, application
post-implementation reviews, and continuation provisions review.

11

2

Planning and
Applying Audit
Procedures for
Computer Data
Processing

I.

OVERVIEW OF CHAPTER
The chapter discusses six topics related to the planning of audit
procedures for computer data processing:

A number of different classifications
These are explained and their relevance

1.

Classification of controls.
are used in the literature.
to the audit described.

2.

The general scope for audit procedures in an EDP environment. The
chapter explains the distinction as it relates to EDP between
accounting control and administrative control and how these affect
the scope of the audit.

3.

The distinction between general controls and application controls.
A fundamental distinction in the audit literature is explained in
detail.

4.

Risk and exposure analysis in audit planning.
relationship to computer data processing.

5.

The audit program as it relates to computer data processing. The
audit activities with respect to computer data processing should be
an integral part of the overall audit program. However, there are
some unique characteristics that relate to computer data processing
and these are summarized.

6.

Scheduling computer related audit activities. The computer imposes
scheduling constraints on the audit activities. These are described
in the chapter.

This is explained in

The chapter is, therefore, an introduction to topics that are important
in planning and scheduling audit activities in an EDP environment.
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Appendix B on flowcharting is reviewed in conjunction with this Study
Guide chapter.

II.

A.

KEY CONCEPTS
Classification of Controls in Computer Data Processing
Several different classifications are used in the literature.
control may be classified in more than one category. Four
classifications are explained.

The same

1.

Accounting controls and administrative controls. This classification is
basic to auditing. Accounting controls are concerned mainly with
safeguarding of assets and the reliability of the financial records,
while administrative controls are concerned mainly with operational
efficiency. The implications of this classification will be explained
further in a subsequent section of the chapter.

2.

General controls and application controls. The general controls are the
organization, management and operation controls within which applications
are developed, maintained and executed. This will be explained further
in a later section of the chapter.

3.

Development, processing, and continuation controls. This classification
is used to clarify the purpose of controls for the three major activities
of
o
o
o

Developing and maintaining applications
Processing applications
Providing for continuation of computer processing capabilities

Development controls are controls over the development process to ensure
applications are developed according to management specifications and
have adequate controls and audit trails. Processing controls ensure
complete, accurate processing of valid transactions using appropriate
files and program versions. Continuation controls ensure the
availability of computer operations capabilities by protecting against
loss or damage and by providing backup and recovery.

4.

Preventive, detective, and corrective controls. This classification
identifies the timing of the control in the work flow. It is useful in
the analysis of controls for a specific transaction.

B.

The General Concept of Accounting Control

The general concept of accounting control defines the controls that are
within the required scope of the audit of financial statements. The basic
concepts of accounting control have corresponding EDP accounting
controls. The EDP accounting controls will receive additional explanation
in later chapters, but the correspondence between the basic concepts and
five EDP accounting controls is identified in this chapter.
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1.

The basic concept of segregation of functions is reflected in the
segregation of EDP functions between development and operations.

2.

The basic concept of authorization of transactions is reflected in EDP
controls to ensure that only authorized transactions are processed using
authorized computer programs.

3.

The basic concept of recording of transactions is found in EDP controls
to ensure complete, correct and timely recording and processing of
transactions.

4.

The basic concept of access to assets is reflected in EDP access control.

5.

The basic concept of comparison of recorded accountability with assets is
found in periodic comparison of stored data records with assets.

C.

General Controls
General controls are used in the development of applications and for
computer processing activities that apply to several applications. They
provide the control environment in which applications such as payroll,
accounts receivable and inventory accounting are processed. There are
five classifications of general controls defined in the audit and
accounting guide, The Auditor's Study and Evaluation of Internal Control
in EDP Systems. These are described in more detail in Chapters 4
through 9.

1.

Organization and operation controls. These are controls provided by the
plan of organization and designation of duties. These include
segregation of functions, control over authorization of transactions, and
segregation of functions within the EDP department.

2.

Application system development and maintenance controls. Controls applied
to the process by which new applications are developed and installed, to
the process by which applications are changed and updated, and to the
documentation procedures for backup and application system maintenance.

3.

Hardware and system software controls. Hardware controls can detect
hardware errors or failures; systems software may contain programmed
controls to detect hardware errors and various operating errors.

4.

Access controls. Controls to protect against unauthorized or improper
use of computer data processing equipment and stored data.

5.

Procedural controls. Procedures to control operations and to ensure
accurate and complete processing.

D.

Application Controls
Application controls are specific to a particular application.
generally classified as input, processing and output controls.
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They are

1.

Input controls ensure that data items to be processed are authorized,
complete and correct. They should detect lost or duplicated transactions
as well as transactions entered incorrectly. The controls should not
only detect errors but also ensure correction.

2.

Processing controls provide reasonable assurance that all transactions
for the application have been processed and that application processing
has been performed correctly using the correct data file, operating
procedures and processing logic.

3.

Output controls provide reasonable assurance that the output is complete
and correct, and that it is distributed only to authorized users.

E.

Risk and Exposure Analysis in Audit Planning

Risk and exposure analysis in audit planning is based on the risk of
material error in audited financial statements. The risk assessment
recognizes that not all computer processing activities and applications
need be included in the scope of the audit because not all are relevant
to the processing of significant financial data. Also, there is
differing importance of applications in terms of susceptibility to errors
and irregularities that will result in material error in the financial
statements. The auditor, in performing risk analysis relative to EDP,
may need to look at four different types of risk and exposure.
1.

EDP function risk and exposure analysis. The EDP function itself has
risks associated with it. These are primarily risks associated with
acquisition or disposition of hardware and software, the use of hardware
and software for unauthorized purposes, unauthorized software
development, or unauthorized copying or disposition of data and programs.
There is also the risk that errors and irregularities will impair or
destroy data processing capabilities.

2.

Application level risk and exposure analysis. Applications differ in
their importance and significance to the financial statements; therefore,
each application included within the scope of the audit can be evaluated
in terms of the risk and exposure associated with it.

3.

Transaction level risk and exposure analysis. Within an application,
different types of transactions have different risk and exposure
associated with them.

4.

o

An error or irregularity on the initial entry of data or maintenance
of stored data will affect all subsequent processing using the data.

o

An inquiry retrieving data will not have a direct effect on the
financial records.

o

Other factors to be considered are dollar amount and likelihood of
errors being detected and reported by personnel outside of data
processing.

Data item analysis. Each transaction and each stored data record is
composed of data items, and risk and exposure analysis may sometimes be
16

carried to the data
significant risk or
database management
appropriate because

F.

item level since only certain data items present
have significant susceptibility to error. When
systems are used, data item analysis may be
data items will be used by more than one application.

The Audit Program with Respect to Computer Data Processing

The audit program with respect to computer data processing is part of the
overall audit program and relates to general audit objectives. However,
there are some areas that impact the audit program with respect to
computer data processing.
1.

Unique characteristics of the EDP environment affect audit procedures.
These characteristics include the technology, the procedures for
developing and revising computer data processing application systems,
frequent changes in applications and technology, data records stored on
magnetic media and the availability of computer-assisted audit
techniques.

2.

Computer data processing affects the study and evaluation of existing
internal accounting control because there must be an evaluation of the
computer data processing controls. It also affects procedures for
obtaining evidential matter.

G.

Scheduling Computer-Related Audit Activities

The timing of computer related activities can follow the typical audit
schedule of interim work, period-end activities, and post-period audit
procedures. The activities at the end of the period and subsequent to
the period require careful planning. As an illustration, four areas for
advanced preparation are identified.
1.

Understanding client facilities and procedures. There should be an
identification of data processing organization and general procedures in
order to make appropriate planning for audit activities utilizing the
computer.

2.

Obtaining and testing of computer programs for audit use. There are a
variety of ways in which computer programs for audit use may be obtained;
in all cases, they must be obtained in advance and adequately tested prior
to intended use.

3.

Obtaining of data files for testing. The availability of data files for
testing depends on the client's retention procedures. Advance
arrangements, therefore, must be made for copies and appropriate tests
performed to determine that there is adequate access to related materials
for making use of the data.

4.

Arranging access to computer facilities. If the auditor requires
computer time, this should be scheduled in advance, either at the client's
facilities or at a service center or other outside computer site.
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I.

Flowcharting (Appendix B)

Two types of flowcharts are used in data processing: system flowcharts
and program flowcharts. Both use the same symbols. A horizontal
flowchart is a system flowchart showing flow among organizational units.

1.

System flowcharts are valuable to the auditor. The auditor may review
client system flowcharts to obtain an overview of the applications,
identify and document application controls using a system control
flowchart, or document the application system flow inside and outside of
EDP by using a horizontal system flowchart.

2.

Program flowcharts for describing program logic are frequently not
prepared by installations, and much current EDP practice discourages
their use. When not used, alternative methods for documenting of program
logic should be applied.

III.

GLOSSARY OF NEW TERMS IN CHAPTER AND APPENDIX B

Accounting controls — accounting controls are concerned mainly with
safeguarding of assets and the reliability of financial records.
These are within the scope of the auditor's study and evaluation of
internal control.
Administrative controls — administrative controls are concerned mainly
with operational efficiency. They are not generally within the scope
of the auditor's study and evaluation of internal control.
Application controls — specific controls included in computer programs
and manual processing procedures of an application.

ANSI — American National Standards Institute.
Continuation controls — controls to ensure the availability of computer
operations by protecting against loss or damage and by providing
backup and recovery.

Corrective controls — controls which operate to correct errors as they
are detected.
Detective controls — controls which operate primarily to detect errors
after they have been made and processing has begun.

Development controls — controls to ensure the development of
applications that process data according to management specifications
and have adequate controls and audit trail.
General controls — organization, management and operation controls
within which applications are developed, maintained and executed.
General controls separate the study of controls that apply to the
environment for many applications from the study of controls
specific to each application.
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Horizontal flowchart — a system flowchart showing activities by
different organizational units.
Procedural controls — general control procedures used to control
operations and to ensure accurate and complete processing. Examples
include the control function, error control procedures, procedures to
examine output for errors and to distribute output, computer
operations procedures, operational provisions for backup and
recovery, and physical security procedures.

Processing controls — controls to ensure the complete, accurate
processing of valid transactions using the appropriate files and
program versions.

Preventive controls — controls which operate primarily to prevent an
error or irregularity from entering data processing.
Program flowchart — a flowchart showing flow of program processing and
logic.

Risk and exposure analysis — assessment of the risk and exposure
associated with the EDP function, an application, transactions
within an application, and data items stored in the files of an
application or a database.

Substantive testing — analytical review procedures and detailed tests of
transactions and balances.
System flowchart — chart using symbols to show the flow of input,
processing, and output in an application.

Systems software controls — controls included within the systems
software (see Chapter 1) to prevent operational errors. Examples
include maintenance of record counts, creation and checking of file
labels, and controls to protect against unauthorized or improper
access and use of computer data processing equipment and stored data.
Third standard of field work — SAS 1, section 150.01, "Sufficient
competent and evidential matter is to be obtained through inspection,
observation, inquiries and confirmations to afford a reasonable basis
for an opinion regarding the financial statements under examination."

IV.
A.

SELF-TESTING EXERCISES (Answers at end of chapter)

True/False Questions

T

F

1.

The book uses four classifications of control. A control is
classified in only one of these four classifications.

T

F

2.

Of the four classifications of controls explained in the chapter,
only two are based on auditing standards.

T

F

3.

The basic concepts of internal accounting control apply primarily to
non-EDP systems. EDP controls are of a different type.
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T

F

4.

The unauthorized use of hardware and software to predict the
outcomes of sporting events does not necessarily affect the
correctness of the financial statements.

T

F

5.

If the auditor does not intend to rely upon the computer data
processing system, computer data processing does not affect the
conduct of the audit.

T

F

6.

When a computer is used for data processing, substantive tests must
use the computer.

T

F 7. If the auditor is using a computer for performing auditactivities on
client data, the client computer must be used.

T

F 8. Procedural controls are primarily manual controls.

T

F 9. System flowcharts and program flowcharts can use the same symbols.

T

F10. System flowcharts are of little value to the auditor.

B.

Self-Testing Discussion Questions

1.

A common control procedure is to establish a control total for a batch of
transactions. The control total is used to detect the loss or
nonprocessing of transactions in the batch. It also may be used to
detect incorrect processing of an amount. Categorize a control total
according to the four control classifications presented in this chapter.

2.

As mentioned in Chapter 1, a procedure followed by many computer
installations is a post-implementation review of an application.
Classify the post-implementation review according to the four control
classifications presented in this chapter.

3.

An accounting control concept is "access to assets is permitted only in
accordance with management's authorization." Explain how this is
implemented in EDP accounting control.

4.

The basic accounting control concept of segregation of functions is that
no person should be in a position that enables him "both to perpetrate
and to conceal errors or irregularities in the normal course of duties."
Explain how this concept is reflected in EDP accounting control.

5.

An employee made an unauthorized copy of the name and address files for
a mutual fund company. The total cost of making the unauthorized copy,
including the tape which he smuggled out of the computer room, amounted
to $20.00. Other than the $20.00 (a minor effect on the financial
statements), what is at risk and why should the auditor and the company
be concerned?

6.

Assuming that an application has been judged to be significant, why would
an auditor perform additional analysis of risk and exposure on the
individual transactions within an application?
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7.

One of the larger clients of a small CPA firm had recently acquired a
computer. As part of audit planning, the firm had performed the
preliminary phase of the review of internal accounting control required
when an EDP system is used. As a result of that review, a decision had
been made to not rely upon the EDP controls, but instead to utilize
outputs that appeared to be readily available. Immediately following the
year-end procedures, the senior realized that the accounts receivable
file was so large that it was going to become very time consuming and
costly to perform audit procedures using printouts. He then inquired of
the partner in charge as to whether or not audit software could be used.
Comment on the problems of timing in this particular instance.

8.

A new junior auditor on the job notes that an audit step involving the
testing of purchase commitments could be done by a computer program if
the audit firm had one available. He offers to write one and indicates
that the program might be 300 statements long. He says that he has
written programs like this in school and a day should be sufficient to
prepare the program. As senior on the job responsible for making this
particular decision, how would you handle this offer?

C.

Self-Testing Mini Cases

1.

The auditor for the Ingeting Company performed all audit steps he
believed were required by generally accepted auditing standards. He
obtained evidence related to general controls and application controls
for those applications relevant to the audit. An unqualified opinion was
given.

In performing the audit, the audit staff had noted that the client
personnel were failing to follow adequate backup procedures and that the
off-site storage procedures were not being followed at all. Although not
part of their examination, they observed that there were no security
provisions and that there was no provision to protect access to vital
records on magnetic disk and tape. The partner in charge of the audit
did not feel comfortable in making comments on the lack of continuation
provisions because these had not been included in the audit scope and
therefore the working papers did not provide adequate evidence for
statements to the client.
Two months following the audit, the company had a fire in the computer
room that destroyed the computer and the library of tapes and disks
containing all files. Documentation was also completely destroyed. The
net result of this loss was that the company had to shut down for two
weeks to establish new procedures for inventory control, purchasing and
payments. The payroll was done on an interim basis, but the expectation
was that significant loss would occur due to overpayments. The
government investigators threatened to levy significant fines if there
was any underpayment of withholding, etc. It was expected that there
would be double payment of some accounts payable and some loss of credit
standing due to delayed payments. Because of the nature of the accounts
receivable, it was expected that 30 percent of them might never be traced
so that they could be rebilled. It was expected that significant
customer ill-will would be generated by their best attempts to determine
accounts outstanding. The president of the company, in appraising this
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disaster, learned that the auditors knew of this serious weakness.
asked the audit partner to meet with him.

He

Lay out the arguments and counter arguments that you think would be
presented at this meeting. You should present fairly the views that the
president might take under these circumstances and the views of the audit
partner, trying to balance these two into some sort of conclusion that
might be arrived at as to what should have been done and what might be
done in the future.
2.

Within the ABC Company, there is a small, self-contained operation that
does sales by mail. It transfers goods in bulk from the main company and
all subsequent activities are performed within the unit. The unit has
recently disengaged its accounting and data processing procedures from
the main organization computer and accounting. General ledger controls
are used only to maintain overall accountability. The unit has obtained
microcomputers (personal computers) that have software allowing users to
develop their own applications. The accounting department personnel in
charge of each function have each developed an application on the micro
computer and have complete responsibility for it — entering transactions,
maintaining files, etc.

Discuss the implications of this with respect to the concept of
accounting control. Do not try to resolve the issue at this point, but
merely explain it relative to accounting control.
3.

The partners of the firm have recently had a task force reviewing
firm's compliance with professional auditing standards. One part
evaluation is conformance with professional standards relative to
where the computer is used in data processing. Outline those
professional standards that need to be considered with respect to
part of the report.

the
of this
audits

this

V.

QUESTIONS AND CASES FOR FURTHER DISCUSSION (Answers not given)

1.

Investigate generally accepted audit theory with respect to auditor
review of client insurance coverage. Compare and contrast the review of
insurance coverage with the review of computer processing continuation
provisions.

2.

With the increasing use of small computers, virtually every organization
large enough to employ the services of an independent auditor makes use
of a computer. Examine whether or not the concepts of control discussed
in this chapter apply to the very small computers (microcomputers).

VI.

ANSWERS TO SELF-TESTING EXERCISES

A.

Answers to True/False Questions

1.

False. The same control can generally be classified in more than one
control category. Most controls can be classified using all four
categories because the classification categories are four different ways
of viewing the way the control affects processing or the audit.
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2.

True. The distinction between accounting controls and administrative
controls is basic to the auditing standards relative to the scope of the
audit. General controls and application controls define the way in which
controls are examined for audit purposes. The other two classifications
of controls may be useful but are not derived from auditing standards.

3.

False. The basic concepts of accounting control are reflected directly
in EDP accounting control. Each of the five concepts of accounting
control has a corresponding EDP accounting control concept.

4.

True. Financial statements are correct when transactions are properly
recorded and valued. Unauthorized use of hardware/software need not
affect the proper recording of transactions.

5.

False. As will be further described in Chapter 3, SAS 3 (Section 321)
requires that there be a preliminary phase of the study and evaluation of
internal accounting controls and the EDP system in order to do
appropriate audit planning and decision making. This preliminary phase
cannot be eliminated, and therefore this requirement is a change over an
audit where there is no EDP.

6.

False. This point will be explained further in the book, but most
substantive tests can be performed by manual or computer-based
techniques. Where there is sufficient data to justify its use, computerbased techniques tend to be more efficient and effective.

7.

False. The client computer may be used and is frequently the most
appropriate; however, the firm's own computer or a service center computer
may be used. In these cases the auditor must obtain a copy of the client
files, so that the original of the client files are not removed from the
client installation, and there must be security over this copy. In
general, magnetic tapes can be transferred easily from one computer
system to another with some minor adjustments. Disk packs are frequently
not transferrable except within computer systems that are similar and
have appropriate software.

8.

True. Procedural controls, in the classification used in the audit guide,
The Auditor's Study and Evaluation of Internal Controls in EDP Systems,
is a general control and consists primarily of manual procedures.
Examples given in the text are:

o
o
o
o
o
o

Control function recording of control totals
Error control procedure to log errors and record corrections
Procedures to examine output for errors and to distribute output
Computer operations procedures
Operational provisions for backup and recovery
Physical security procedures

Although computer programs may be used in some of these activities, they
are primarily manual procedures.

9.
10.

True.

ANSI standard symbols are recommended.

False. System flowcharts are generally valuable because they show the
flow of processing without detailed logic.
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B.

Answers to Self-Testing Discussion Questions

1.

A control total of a batch of data processing transactions is classified
as follows:

o Accounting control because it is directed at the reliability of the
financial records
o Application control because it is part of an application
o Processing control because it applies to the processing of data for an
application
o Detective control because it detects an error that has occurred in
processing the data

2.

The post-implementation review is part of the development cycle for
applications. It can be classified as follows:
o Accounting control if it is viewed primarily as ensuring the
reliability of the applications in processing financial records.
However some installations use it primarily as an administrative
control. It is therefore somewhat ambiguous as to whether or not
post-implementation review is an accounting control or an
administrative control since it has essentially a dual purpose.

o This is probably classified as a general control in the sense that a
post-implementation review is a general procedure that applies to all
applications that can benefit from it. It provides a control
environment in which applications are developed even though it is
finally applied to an application.
o Development control.
o The post-implementation review is primarily detective in the sense that
it detects an inappropriate development or inadequate controls in a
review after the application has been developed and put into operation.
However, the preventive-detective-corrective classification is primarily
useful in the analysis of controls for a specific transaction, so
auditors would not normally use it in thinking about or classifying a
post-implementation review as a control.

3.

The access to assets is implemented in EDP access control.
examples of this are:

Three

o Control over access to the computer data processing resources,
including equipment, software and files, so that there is no
unauthorized use of these assets

o Access controls over the use of terminals, since terminals can be used
to initiate and process transactions that involve assets and records of
assets

o Control over preparation and issuance by computer of documents that
authorize disbursements of assets. Examples of these would be checks
and shipping orders.
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4.

The segregation of functions is implemented in EDP in a variety of ways.
o Segregation of functions in the development of computer application,
custody of programs and data files, and operation of applications. The
person who develops the application does not run the application and the
person who develops the application does not have custody of programs
and data files, etc.

o Segregation of responsibilities. The person who authorizes changes in
computer application logic or in the stored data tables used by these
programs is not the one who physically makes the changes. A user, for
example, would define the change in application logic, but a programmer
would make the change and test it.
o Division of control duties among users, data processing personnel and
control personnel. In the control of application processing, duties
are assigned to users, data processing personnel, and personnel who are
responsible for controlling the application processing. This will be
explained further in Chapter 4.

5.

The name and address list from the Mutual Fund Company can be sold on the
open market as a name and address file. Since it contains a list of
people who have savings and it is kept up to date, it probably commands a
premium price. In addition to this unauthorized sale, customers probably
view the fact that they have accounts with this company as private
information and any unauthorized sale of their names for use by related
or unrelated parties can be viewed by them as an inappropriate activity
and affect future customer relations. Competitors might use the data for
competitive activities injurious to the company.

6.

Certain transactions are more risky than others. In general, inquiry
transactions do not present serious financial statement risk.
Transactions that update the permanent data items that are used for
reference by the program, such as rates, have a high error impact. A
transaction that triggers a significant set of activities has more risk
associated with it than a transaction that flows through with no
triggering. Certain transactions are more likely to be detected and
reported by personnel outside of data processing. Transactions involving
high dollars have more risk associated with them than transactions
involving small dollars.

7.

The preliminary phase of the review had probably resulted in general
understanding of the computer system. However, in order to use the
computer software at this juncture, the firm would need to perform the
following:
o

Obtain and test computer programs. If they had generalized audit
software and have experience in using it, this might be done without
too much difficulty.

o

Obtaining of data files for testing. The work on the accounts
receivable file would, as a minimum, require a copy of the end-ofperiod file for simple tests of balances and confirmations, etc. If
more extensive work were desired, it might require transaction files
and prior balance files. Since the end of the year file is frequently
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saved by the installation itself, a copy of this might be obtained.
However, there would probably need to be some investigation of the
library procedures for retaining and copying the files, so that there
could be assurance that the file being tested is a correct and
complete copy of the relevant client file.
o

Computer facilities might be obtained either on the client's equipment
or at a service bureau, but this is uncertain and cannot be known from
the facts given. Because of the number and variety of activities
requiring expertise and requiring testing of programs, etc., it may be
too late in the audit to take advantage of the computer and the firm
will simply have to devote the extra expense to doing it manually.

8.

Novice programmers frequently underestimate the time it takes to prepare
the program and debug it properly. Given the inexperience of the junior
auditor and the need to interface with client files and client operating
procedures, it is likely that this particular project might take 30 or
more hours. If this estimate is satisfactory relative to the audit
procedures that must be done, then the firm might decide to develop this
software. However, it might be desirable to have it done by a more
experienced programmer hired on a contract for this purpose and have the
junior auditor work with him to make sure that audit objectives are met.
If the junior auditor then demonstrates a capability in this area, he
might be given further training in performing these tasks as part of an
audit team.

C.

Answers to Self-Testing Mini Cases

1.

The president of the Ingeting Company might reasonably be expected to ask
why the auditors had not informed him of this significant weakness that
could affect future operations of the organization. This is a serious
risk that the company had incurred that he should, of course, have known
about administratively. But it seems to him that the independent
auditors should have let him know about it. He might conclude his
statements with a question, "If auditors find something that is very
significant, shouldn't they always let the client know about it?" The
president may also ask whether such weaknesses should have been
communicated according to SAS 20, "Required Communication of Material
Weakness in Internal Control." Finally, the president might ask if the
lack of good continuation controls might be viewed as a contingency that
ought to be disclosed in the financial statements.
The audit partner might explain the necessity for constraining the
auditor's examination. The auditor should not be expected to do
everything; he should concentrate on the function of attesting to the
financial statements that have been prepared by the client. It is a
useful service to the client to provide additional comments based on
items that have been discovered. The auditor's responsibility with
respect to accounting controls that are weak are clear. These need to be
remedied since they will affect future audit activities and future audit
fees. Matters of administrative efficiency may be noted, but unless the
auditor has performed specific audit procedures, these may not be
adequately supported to justify their inclusion. In the case of
continuation provisions, the auditor could have made comments in a
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management letter, but could argue the provisions were not included within
the scope of the audit; thus the firm had inadequate evidence to make
statements that could be supported.

The president might respond that he understood those things, but this was
a significant matter. This wasn't a matter of "Well, you are not very
efficient in a certain area," but was an area that had critical
implications to the future of the company. He likened it to other risks
he hoped an auditor would alert him to, such as the lack of significant
insurance coverage.
The partner in charge might indicate that continuation provisions probably
should have been included in the audit as an extension of the scope. The
importance of the continuation provisions and the connection to future
audit activities and the future viability of the organization suggest
that it would be wise to include it as an extension of the attest audit
with sufficient time allowed to document findings and make appropriate
recommendations.
The president might, of course, comment about "locking the barn door when
the horse is gone."
2.

It appears, on the basis of the brief description, that the segregation
of EDP functions has been significantly reduced. The same people are
developing computer applications, maintaining custody of programs and
data files and operating the applications. The same people decide on
changes in application logic and make the changes. Control duties are
not divided among the users, data processing personnel, and control
personnel because the same person performs all of these activities.

The EDP controls to ensure that only authorized transactions are processed
using authorized computer programs are not implemented because the
microcomputers probably do not have authorization controls for the
operator and the testing of the applications was performed by the same
person who is authorizing the logic.
The EDP controls to ensure complete, correct and timely recording of
processing of the transaction are not explained. We do not know the
provisions for validation, etc. Processing controls may be very good,
but they have not been subjected to independent review.
The controls to ensure availability and use of correct files and programs
may work reasonably well because of the combination of activities, but
these may still not be adequate.
The access to assets is not well controlled in the sense that the computer
equipment is completely accessible, and transactions that involve assets
or recording of assets may be initiated and processed by unauthorized
personnel.

The fact
does not
that the
concepts
later.

that this arrangement does not meet traditional EDP controls
mean that there cannot be adequate controls, but it does mean
auditor must look carefully at alternatives to achieve basic
of accounting control. Many of these issues will be explored
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3.

General auditing standards and standards of field work apply to the EDP
environment. An example of how these general standards apply to the EDP
audit area are SAS 1, Section 150.02, the third standard of field work,
which states "sufficient competent evidential matters is to be obtained
through inspection, observation, inquiries, and confirmations to afford a
reasonable basis for an opinion regarding the financial statements under
examination." The firm must ensure it has the competence to obtain
competent evidential matter when a computer is used for processing. The
firm should examine its procedures relative to accounting control to make
sure that the corresponding EDP accounting control features are being
examined and tested.
The requirements for the auditor are expressed in SAS 3, which specifies
that the auditor must perform a preliminary phase of the review of
internal control in which the auditor decides whether or not to plan to
rely upon the controls in the EDP system. If reliance is planned, the
completion phase of the review is performed.
The firm's procedures should differentiate between general controls and
application controls. These are described in the audit and accounting
guide, The Auditor's Study and Evaluation of Internal Control in EDP
Systems. There are five areas of general controls. Application controls
are specific to an application and are often described as input,
processing and output.

SAS 30, "Reporting on Internal Control," recommends in planning the scope
of the engagement, the auditor should consider the nature of the entity's
operation, including the susceptibility of assets to unauthorized use or
misappropriation, the nature and volume of transactions and the relative
significance of the various classes of transactions and related assets.
This type of risk assessment should also be applied to the EDP function,
applications, transactions, and data items.
The firm should make an assessment of its procedures for scheduling
computer related activities because these frequently have special
requirements that need to be met in order for proper scheduling and data
files and computer facilities to be available when needed.
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3

The Study and
Evaluation of Internal
Accounting Control
in Computer Data
Processing

I.

OVERVIEW OF CHAPTER
The chapter outlines the four major parts of the auditor's study and
evaluation of internal control with respect to computer data processing.

The preliminary phase of the review aims at a general understanding of
the flow of transactions through the accounting system in both EDP and
non-EDP processing. The extent of EDP use is established for each
significant accounting application. A general understanding is also
obtained of the basic structure of accounting control for computer data
processing, the general controls, and application controls for each
significant accounting application. An assessment at the end of the
preliminary phase results in a decision to proceed with completion of
the review and evaluation of internal accounting control because of
expected reliance on internal accounting control or a decision not to
rely on EDP controls.

If a decision is made to rely on the internal accounting control in EDP,
completion of the review requires identification of the specific charac
teristics of the general and application controls. Following the
completion of the review, if reliance is still planned, the controls are
tested for compliance. Compliance tests are followed by an evaluation of
internal accounting control in the EDP system and the design of
substantive tests.
The study and evaluation of internal accounting control may be extended
to include a review and testing of provisions for system continuation.
These provisions may be both general, that is applicable to a number of
applications, or specific to an application. The review covers physical
disaster protection and backup and recovery provisions.
Appendix A, a questionnaire for evaluation of internal control, is also
reviewed in conjunction with this chapter.
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II.

A.

KEY CONCEPTS

Auditing Standards and Audit Guides
The study and evaluation of internal accounting control in computer data
processing is defined in Section 321 of SAS 1, the Codification of
Auditing Standards and Procedures. The text in SAS 1 is from SAS 3, The
Effects of EDP on the Auditor's Study and Evaluation of Internal Control
(1974). An audit and accounting guide (1977) is also available, The
Auditor's Study and Evaluation of Internal Control in EDP Systems.

B.

Steps in the Process

The study and evaluation of internal accounting control can be divided
conceptually into four steps. For reasons of efficiency and
effectiveness, these steps may not remain operationally distinct.
o
o
o
o
C.

Preliminary phase of the review
Completion phase of the review
Compliance tests of controls
Evaluation of the system

Preliminary Phase of the Review

The preliminary phase of the review of the client's system of accounting
control provides the auditor with information about the computer data
processing system. The review is at a fairly general level. The
documentation may include completed questionnaires, simple narratives,
simple flow diagrams, or notes identifying and briefly describing the
controls in use. The preliminary phase of the review is used primarily
for planning the remaining portions of the audit. The preliminary phase
has three results.
1.

General understanding of the data processing system, both for EDP and
non-EDP activities. A general understanding is obtained by identifying
each significant class of financial transaction and reviewing the flow of
transactions as they are processed by EDP and non-EDP procedures.
Information may be gathered by:
o
o
o
o

2.

Discussion with appropriate client personnel
Review of documentation
Observation
System walkthrough (tracing a sample transaction through the
processing system)

General understanding of the extent to which EDP is used in significant
accounting applications. Having decided the extent to which applica
tions have audit significance (as part of the general understanding of the
data processing system), the next process is to identify the extent to
which these significant accounting applications use computer data
processing. The study at this preliminary point obtains general
information about documentation, source documents, data preparation,
files, outputs, error correction, and non-EDP processing.
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3.

Outline of the basic structure of accounting control for EDP. The
structure of accounting control for EDP is divided into general controls
and application controls. There is a preliminary investigation of both
types of controls. General controls are reviewed to provide an under
standing of the organization and assignment of duties for development,
operations, and data and program files. The applications significant to
the audit are examined to gain a general understanding of the basic
structure of controls for each.

4.

The preliminary phase of the review is followed by a preliminary
assessment of controls. There is a preliminary judgment regarding
further audit procedures. The auditor can decide:

D.

This may include reliance

o

To proceed with completion of the review.
upon some but not all controls

o

Not to proceed with completion. This decision may be because:
- controls are inadequate
- alternative procedures for obtaining evidential matter will be
more efficient
- other internal accounting control procedures outside EDP are in
existence and deemed adequate

Completion of the Review

The completion of the review supplies the auditor with a detailed
understanding of the design of the general controls and the application
controls in those applications having audit significance. The work is
more detailed and documentation is more extensive. After studying the
results of the completion phase of the review, the auditor can decide:

E.

o

To rely on internal accounting controls in computer data processing
and proceed to compliance testing — the decision can include
reliance on some but not all controls

o

Not to rely on internal accounting controls in computer data
processing and therefore not proceed with compliance tests

Compliance Tests of Controls

Tests of compliance cover both general and application controls. The
controls may be implemented by organizational design and visible
procedures or by computer program logic. Traditional methods may be
used to test organizational design and visible procedures. Information
on compliance with authorized program processing logic, programmed
control procedures and program change controls comes from interviews,
observation, inspection of documentation, and direct tests of the
system. The direct tests can include tests to verify program logic and
tests for undocumented program changes.
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F.

Evaluation of Accounting Control in a Data Processing System
The evaluation of accounting control performed within the EDP system is
combined with an evaluation of controls performed by users of data
processing in order to provide an overall evaluation of accounting control
for the data processing applications. This provides the basis for
determining the substantive tests to be performed.

G.

The Distinction between the Two Phases of the Review
The distinction between the preliminary phase of the review and
completion of the review is a useful conceptual distinction, but it may
be difficult to apply in practice since it is often efficient to obtain
both the general information required for the preliminary phase and the
detailed information for completion at the same time or from the same
person. The difference is illustrated by the types of questions asked,
the sources of information, and the detail that is obtained by audit
procedures.

H.

The Optional Review of Provisions for EDP System Continuation
Although not required by auditing standards, a review of provisions for
EDP system continuation is frequently desirable and can be efficiently
included in the study and evaluation of internal accounting control.
The review may be divided into:

I.

o

General continuation provision to protect against physical disaster
and backup and recovery provisions

o

Continuation controls and procedures specific to an application —
this would include access control privileges and backup and recovery
specific to the application

Questionnaire for Evaluation of Internal Control in
Computer Data Processing

Refer to Appendix A and note the following four parts:
1.
2.
3.

4.

Background information
General controls in the computer data processing installation
Provisions for assuring continuation of processing in the event that
some or all of the processing capabilities are destroyed or made
unavailable
Controls in each computer data processing application being reviewed

Examine the questions under 2.2.3 as an illustration of questions on
general controls (related to computer software) and 4.4.2 as an
illustration of questions for an application.
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III.

GLOSSARY OF NEW TERMS IN CHAPTER
Completion of the Review — a more detailed examination of general EDP
controls and application controls in those applications having audit
significance.

Preliminary Phase of the Review — a design to provide an understanding
of the flow of transactions through the accounting system, the extent
to which EDP is used in significant accounting applications, and the
basic structure of accounting control.

SAS 3 — The Effects of EDP on the Auditor's Study and Evaluation of
Internal Control. A Statement on Auditing Standards issued in 1974
which defines the requirement that auditors perform a preliminary
phase of the review in all cases in which EDP is used for processing
of accounting records relevant to the audit.

Tests of Compliance — tests to determine if necessary control procedures
were performed, how they were performed and by whom they were
performed. Tests of compliance cover both general and application
controls.
IV.

A.

SELF-TESTING EXERCISES (Answers at end of chapter)

True/False Questions

T

F

1.

Even though the auditor's preliminary evaluation of EDP controls
indicate such controls can be relied upon, the auditor might
logically choose not to test the controls.

T

F

2.

The preliminary phase of the review will probably differ for a first
time audit and a continuing audit.

T

F

3.

An auditor must have one questionnaire for the preliminary phase of
the review and another questionnaire for the completion phase of the
review.

T

F

4.

General controls are part of the preliminary phase of the review and
also part of the completion phase of the review.

T

F

5.

All applications controls must be reviewed but only those general
controls that are relevant to the audit need to be reviewed.

T

F

6.

Using the questionnaire in Appendix A, a review of six applications
would require one completion of parts 1, 2, and 3, and would require
three completions of three separate sets of part 4 on application
controls.

T

F

7.

User controls are evaluated separately from controls performed by the
EDP department to decide on substantive tests to be performed.

T

F

8.

Tests of compliance use only traditional audit techniques.
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T

F

9.

The basic structure of accounting control for EDP is hardware
controls and software controls.

B.

Self-Testing Discussion Questions

1.

An auditor, in planning the audit of a new client, finds that the client
has complete computer printouts of source documents, journals, ledgers,
and output documents. The files are also printed periodically. From this
information, he concludes that it will not be necessary to be involved
with the computer in auditing the client records. He therefore proposes
to plan no time for evaluation of internal accounting control in computer
data processing. Comment on this and explain what must be done.

2.

An audit firm has the policy of doing some investigation of new clients
and investigation of changes in existing clients prior to making audit
plans or revising previous audit programs. How does this differ from the
preliminary phase of the review for internal accounting control in
computer data processing.

3.

Assume that the auditor has performed a preliminary phase of the review
with respect to application program maintenance controls (control over
corrections and enhancements to existing computer programs). This is an
important control because corrections and enhancements need to be
controlled, so that changes to the authorized logic of programs are made
only as authorized. Describe one or more questions that the auditor
ought to be able to answer with respect to this general control at the
end of the preliminary phase of the review and describe one or more
questions that the auditor probably would not be expected to answer until
the completion of the review.

4.

Explain why the lack of provisions for continuation would not normally
affect the audit of financial statements.

5.

Examine part 3 of the questionnaire in Appendix A. For each question in
part 3, assume that the answer is "no” and the president of the company
says, "Tell me what difference it makes if the answer is 'no' to each
question." Respond.

6.

Refer to 4.7 in the questionnaire in Appendix A on continuation
provisions for an application. What are the consequences of a "no" answer
to question 4.7.1 and 4.7.2.

7.

How are the general and application controls tested?
and give examples.

C.

Self-Testing Mini Cases

1.

The XYZ Manufacturing Company recently installed a small computer. Up to
that time, all processing had been done either manually using simple
bookkeeping machines or by a service bureau. All the major accounting
functions now utilize the computer. The CPA firm that conducts the audit
have been the auditors for several years and the same partner has been in
charge of the client for a number of years. Because of their familiarity
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Select two controls

with the company and the fact that it is a small computer system, the
manager in planning the audit proposes that they use hard copy printouts
and ignore the computer altogether.

a)
b)

Explain what should be done based on SAS 3 this year.
Explain what might need to be done in subsequent years.

2.

The ABC Company has new auditors. The auditors, in discussion with the
client, learned that they have significant accounting applications on the
computer and make extensive use of the computer for data processing and
for management decision activities. Inquiry during these executive
discussions indicates that the company feels that they have a well
controlled computer installation. Based on this preliminary evidence,
the audit firm makes a decision that the study and evaluation of internal
accounting control will not be divided into a preliminary phase and a
completion phase, but the firm will combine the entire review. How does
this affect the conduct of the audit?

3.

The audit firm for the CDE Company routinely negotiates with their
clients to include a review of provisions for EDP systems continuation
as part of their normal audit. Recommendations are made to management
regarding insurance and risk, disaster contingency planning, and off-site
backup storage. During the year, a disgruntled employee, fired on Friday
morning but not required to leave until the end of the day, was able to
destroy all programs and data files relating to accounts receivable. He
had been working on this application and the librarian was not notified
of his dismissal. Upon leaving work at quitting time, he drove to the
backup site and requested the backup tapes and disks for the accounts
receivable application. These were provided without question because he
was known to be an employee working on that application. When the
destruction of the accounts receivable file in the main site was
discovered and backup materials were called for, the missing backup items
were also discovered. As it turned out, there were no provisions for
manual processing in the event of such a disaster and considerable loss
was sustained because of inability to bill properly and followup on
collection of past bills. Some reconstruction was done but at a
significant cost. The president of the company was unhappy that the CPA
firm, in their management letter, had not noted that they could not
recover from such a disaster. Discuss.

V.

QUESTIONS AND CASES FOR FURTHER DISCUSSION (Answers not given)

1.

Select one set of questions in part 2 of the questionnaire in Appendix A.
Formulate one or more answers you think would be sufficient for the
preliminary phase of the review.

2.

If the preliminary phase of the review provides information for audit
planning, isn't a preliminary phase of the review inherent in the concept
of audit planning? Discuss.

3.

If the client data processing is done by a service bureau, is there still
need for a preliminary review?
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4.

Describe the effect of user-area controls on the study and evaluation of
internal accounting control.

5.

Evaluate the structure used for the questions in Appendix A. Identify
alternative structures and comment on the advantages and disadvantages.

6.

Choose a particular EDP application, such as accounts receivable or
accounts payable. Assume the preliminary phase of your review indicates
that internal controls are good. Identify how your substantive tests
might differ if:

VI.

(a)

You compliance test internal controls and confirm they are working
correctly;

(b)

You omit compliance tests and go directly to substantive testing.

ANSWERS TO SELF-TESTING EXERCISES

A.

Answers to True/False Questions

1.

True. If the auditor determines that direct substantive tests of the
accounts would be cost efficient, the auditor could choose not to
perform compliance tests and go directly to substantive tests. However,
the substantive tests must be designed to detect the errors or
irregularities that would have been detected by the controls the auditor
might have relied upon.

2.

True. Although not specified in the Statement on Auditing Standards 3,
the understanding to be achieved in the preliminary phase of the review
is such that the first-time audit will require a general understanding of
the system, the extent to which EDP is used, and the basic structure of
accounting controls. In subsequent audits, the preliminary phase of the
review may consist primarily of updating of the change in flow of
transactions and extent to which EDP is used, and the basic structure of
accounting controls, EDP controls, and user controls.

3.

False. Although this is possible, it is in most cases not an efficient
way to approach these phases of the review. It is often more efficient
to obtain both levels of evidence at the same time, at the same
interview, or in a single inspection of documentation.

4.

True. Conceptually, general controls are reviewed in both the
preliminary phase of the review and the completion phase, with the
completion phase being more detailed. The same applies to application
controls for those applications deemed to be significant to the audit.

5.

False. All general controls need to be reviewed because they provide the
control environment in which applications are processed. However, there
are many applications that are not relevant to the financial audit and
therefore do not need to be included in the application review.

6.

False. It would require six sets of part 4 of the questionnaire since
each application has a separate part 4 of the questionnaire to document
the controls in it.
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7.

False. In the evaluation prior to determining substantive tests to be
performed, the evaluation of accounting control within the EDP system is
combined with an evaluation of controls performed by users in order to
obtain an overall assessment.

8.

False. In compliance testing, the auditor will use traditional
techniques, such as observation, cooperative inquiry, and inspection of
documents. There will also be procedures to obtain evidence that
programs contain authorized processing logic and control procedures.
There will also be audit procedures to obtain evidence that no
unauthorized or undocumented changes have been made in the programs.
These latter activities may involve computer-based techniques.

9.

False. The basic structure of accounting control for EDP is general
controls and application controls.

B.

Answers to Self-Testing Discussion Questions

1.

The judgment that the auditor may audit "around the computer" because
there are adequate hard-copy records may be true, but that judgment needs
to be made based on evidence obtained by a preliminary phase of the
review.

2.

The investigation for audit planning may be the same as the preliminary
phase of the review. However, the audit standard defined in SAS 3 for
the preliminary phase of the review with respect to computer data
processing is more specific than merely saying that there should be some
investigation in order to do audit planning. The preliminary phase of
the review states the necessity for general understanding of the data
processing system, both EDP and non-EDP, a general understanding of the
extent to which EDP is used in significant accounting applications, and
an overall understanding of the basic structure of general controls and
application controls. In other words, the preliminary phase of the review
is adequate for most audit planning purposes, but some audit planning may
not be adequate to satisfy the preliminary phase of the review.

3.

Questions answerable after the preliminary phase of the review are:

o

What formal procedures does the client have for control over
application program maintenance?

o

What is the overall structure of the program maintenance control
and the general flow of the program maintenance activities?

Questions answerable after the completion of the review:
o

How is the application program maintenance process organized?

o

What are the specific procedures and forms for the program maintenance
activity?

o

What are the specific control procedures for ensuring that the latest
versions of programs are placed in operation and that all changes are
documented adequately and completely?
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4.

The lack of continuation provisions, if there had been no disaster, would
not affect the audit of financial statements because the disasters have
not occurred and therefore the financial statements being reviewed are
not affected by any future potential loss. On the other hand, the lack
of these provisions reflects on the future of the organization and is
therefore of interest not only to management but also to others who have
a stake in the future of the organization. For a more detailed
discussion, see mini case number 1 in Chapter 2.

5.

3.1.1: Lack of Review of Risks. This has adverse effects associated with
it only if a major risk has been overlooked. If a responsible person has
made some judgments about risks, then a formal risk evaluation process may
not be necessary.

3.1.2: Lack of Adequate Insurance to Cover Costs of Interruption and
Restoring Operations. There are no consequences if there is no loss or
if the loss is fairly small. The possibility is that a large loss could
occur that would cause the company to fail.
3.1.3: Lack of Fidelity Insurance on Employees. If an employee commits a
fraud, the lack of bonding means the company would have to stand this
loss. Another advantage of bonding is that it enforces a discipline in
hiring in requiring the collection of data about employees and checking
of their backgrounds.
3.2.1: Lack of a Disaster Contingency Plan. Not having a contingency
plan means that when a disaster occurs the recovery may be impeded
because of the time it takes to arrange for recovery. If backup files,
etc., are not available, recovery may never be possible. Not having a
plan essentially means that significant things necessary for timely
recovery may have been overlooked.
3.2.2: Lack of Review and Testing of the Plan. If a plan has been
prepared but not reviewed and tested, it is likely to be out of date and
not very helpful.

3.2.3: Lack of a Person Assigned to be in Charge of Maintaining the
Disaster Plan. This would be evidence that the plan is not up-to-date.
3.3.1: Lack of Protected Off-Site Storage. It means that the off-site
storage is not secure and therefore any reliance upon that is lessened.
3.3.2: Backup Storage Not Being Adequately Used. The consequences are
that, in the case of a disaster, backup materials, files, etc., would
not be available. This could have severe consequences.
3.3.3: Lack of Backup Locations Not Subject to Same Risks at Main Site.
This lack means that in the case of disaster affecting the main site, the
backup site may be affected.

3.3.4: Lack of Reconstruction Testing Using Backup Locations. The lack
of this testing means that there is no assurance that backup could
actually be performed.
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6.

4.7.1: Lack of Backup Procedures to Assure Continuation for this
Application. This is a followup on the general procedures — are they
being applied to this application? If backup provisions are not
adequate, then it is likely that the application could not be continued
if there was a disaster affecting the site.

4.7.2: Lack of User
the System is Down.
confusion, duplicate
significant monetary

Procedures for Processing Transactions in the Event
The lack of user procedures means that there could be
transactions, and lost transactions, resulting in
loss and loss of client or customer good-will.

7.

The controls that are implemented through organizational design and
visible procedures are tested by traditional techniques such as
observation, corroborative inquiry, and inspection of documents
containing evidence of compliance. Procedures that are coded into
computer program logic can be tested for compliance with management
authorization by obtaining evidence that the programs contain the
processing logic and control procedures described in the documentation
and described by organizational personnel. This could occur by
observation of processing and control activities, examination of evidence
of program logic, and verification of program logic through techniques
for program examination and testing. There would also be activities to
obtain evidence that no unauthorized or undocumented changes have been
made. This would include corroborative interviews with personnel
concerning program change controls and an observation of the segregation
of functions relative to handling program changes, examination of
documents that indicate compliance with program change controls, and
substantiation of program changes by examination and testing procedures.
Not all these methods need to be used in each case.

C.

Answers to Self-Testing Mini Cases

1.

a)

Even though a small computer is being used, it may still have
significant impact. Small computers are now able to do what big
computers were doing a few years ago. In order to make an appropriate
audit plan and make a tentative decision as to whether or not to plan
to rely on the internal accounting controls in computer data
processing, there needs to be a preliminary phase of the review. Much
of it is the same as for a new client since there has been a
significant change in the data processing internal control. This
will result in the audit firm gaining a general understanding of the
data processing system for the accounting records, both the new EDP
system and the remaining non-EDP activities, a general understanding
of the extent to which EDP is used in the significant accounting
applications, and an overview of the basic structure of the
accounting control for EDP as reflected in general controls and
application controls for the significant applications.

b)

In subsequent years, the preliminary phase of the review would
essentially update this general knowledge so that the audit plan
could reflect any changes. One of the characteristics of computer
data processing is that there tends to be fairly rapid change. Even
though some applications may remain stable, many applications have
corrections and enhancements at fairly frequent intervals.
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2.

Some information that might be obtained in the preliminary phase of the
review is already known. A few of the questions that might be used in
the preliminary phase of the review have been asked of executives so that
there is at least a small amount of evidence of the kind that comes from
the preliminary phase. Since this initial evidence, however small,
suggested that there would be a reasonable expectation of reliance on the
internal control in data processing (and there might be other reasons to
make a full review in order to make recommendations to management), there
is a single review procedure. The data collection in terms of asking
questions uses a questionnaire such as the one in Appendix A which does
not differentiate between preliminary phase questions and completion
phase questions. All information necessary to the audit is accumulated
at one time.

3.

The major failure of control was a failure to notify relevant personnel
that the programmer no longer had access privileges and a failure to
restrict the programmer in his remaining time so that he could not have
access to the computer facilities. Access privileges and security
provisions at the backup site were not appropriate. No systems analyst
or programmer should have been allowed to obtain all backup tapes and
disks without managerial authorization. The CPA firm, in reviewing the
backup and recovery provisions, should perhaps not have been expected to
anticipate the possibility that the backup copies would be given out in
this way. However, in this very significant application, there should
have been some review of the provision for manual operation and recovery.
In other words, in such a crucial application, it would have been desir
able for the continuation review to evaluate application provisions for
manual recovery and manual operation.
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4

Organization and
Management of the
EDP Function

I.

OVERVIEW OF CHAPTER

The organization and management of the data processing function affect
the auditor's evaluation of internal accounting controls. Further, the
auditor will generally wish to be aware of areas where improvements can
be made in managing the data processing function in order to make note of
these to management. This chapter is based on the concept that use of
preferred management techniques for administering data processing will
strengthen internal controls and have a positive effect on the auditor's
evaluation of internal control. A number of preferred practices are
discussed:
o
o
o
o
o

II.

plan of organization
the EDP control function
management of computer installations
management and control of application systems development
testing of applications during systems development

KEY CONCEPTS

A.

Plan of Organization

1.

Job descriptions for data processing personnel serve the following
important functions:
o
o
o
o

delineation of areas of responsibility
communication of the functions to be performed to all involved
aiding the auditor and management in the evaluation of segregation
of duties
provision of an initial standard for a job against which performance
can be evaluated
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Two important concepts related to segregation of functions are
(a) segregation within data processing, and (b) segregation between EDP
and users.

3.

Within data processing, the following functions should be segregated:
(a) application systems development and maintenance; (b) operations; and
(c) control. Larger installations may segregate each of these functions
further. The rationale for the segregation is derived from the internal
control concept of segregating record keeping from custody of assets; for
example, there is segregation of record keeping system development from
operation of the system.

4.

Users have the primary responsibility for the accuracy and reliability
of data processing results. In order to exercise strong independent
control over the data processing function, users should be responsible
for:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

transaction origination or correction
transaction authorization
initial data preparation or entry at terminal
custody or control over non-EDP assets
authorization of change of controls or processing
origination, approval and testing of master file changes
approval and testing of all application system changes
review of data processing output

5.

The appropriate organization chart for data processing will vary
depending on the size of the organization. It is suggested that the
executive in charge of data processing be on an equal level with the heads
of departments being served. Such a position reinforces the view of data
and information as organization-wide resources.

B.

The EDP Control Functions

1.

The user control function maintains independent data to check the
results of computer processing.

2.

Internal to data processing, the EDP processing control function (also
called input-output control) provides input, processing, and output
control. This process includes the receiving of data, logging in data,
monitoring processing, and controlling distribution of output. Audit
evidence of control group performance is found through examining logs,
control documents, and control reports.

3.

A librarian function is important in establishing control over data and
program files. The librarian function may be manual or automated (see
Chapter 5) depending on the size of the organization. The librarian may
serve a custodial function for EDP documentation.

4.

The database administration (DBA) function serves a vital function in a
database environment. The chapter provides a list of potential DBA
duties and warns against the possibility of concentrating duties in the
DBA function.
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c.

Management of Computer Installations

1.

General management and control principles should be applied to the
management of data processing.

2.

An operating procedures manual should be established to specify
procedures for machine operation, hardware maintenance, scheduling, file
retention, housekeeping, job record keeping, emergency procedures, and
physical security.

3.

Data processing standards are an important management tool because they
communicate expectations of performance. Standards can be applied to
programming, controls, systems development, documentation, debugging,
and so forth.

4.

Information systems should develop a master plan covering a two to five
year period. The plan should cover application systems, system
software, equipment, personnel, and budget. The plan should be
reevaluated and revised each year.

D.

Application Systems Development

1.

Computer data processing applications are developed by a set of
activities often referred to as the "application development life cycle."
The life cycle concept presents a useful framework for managerial
planning and control.

2.

Auditor involvement in application systems development should emphasize
the adequacy of controls (preferably in relation to standards of control
developed by data processing).

3.

Users should assume a major role in systems specification and systems
testing.

4.

New application systems need to be tested while the system is being
developed, and there should be a comprehensive system test before the
application goes into operation. Application testing techniques include:

o
o
o
o
o

5.

program/module test (one module of the program)
string tests (sets of programs or component parts of larger programs)
system tests (all programs in an application system)
pilot tests (test of application system using actual data)
parallel tests (simultaneous operation of old and new system for a
period of time)

The primary responsibility for the development of comprehensive
application system tests lies with the development team and the user
group. The auditor's role should be one of reviewing the adequacy of the
testing performed. The merit of this limited audit role is best seen
when one considers (a) the limited resources of most audit departments,
i.e., it would be difficult for auditors to perform detailed tests on all
systems, and (b) it is the responsibility of users, management, and data
processing to develop well controlled, auditable systems.
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E.

Management Practices and Accounting Control

Both administrative and accounting controls are included in the overall
data processing control environment.
1.

Administrative controls include position descriptions and organization
structure.

2.

Key accounting controls are segregation of functions, user
responsibilities, independent reconciliations, and security.

III.

GLOSSARY OF NEW TERMS IN THE CHAPTER

Application — a program, or set of programs and associated manual
procedures to accomplish a data processing task.

Application Development Life Cycle — the sequence of activities, each
with a defined result, that are followed in developing and
implementing an application. The life cycle provides a framework
for planning and control.

Applications Programmer — designs the logic of the computer programs
required by the overall application defined by the systems analyst.
Codes the logic in a computer program language, debugs the program,
and prepares program documentation.

Computer Operator — operates the computer according to the operating
procedures for the installation and the detailed, written
procedures for each program.

Control Clerk — controls, and sometimes schedules, all data entering
the data processing system. Reviews output, performs control
balancing, and distributes reports coming from the system.
Maintains error logs.
Database Administrator — an individual or group responsible for the
functions of establishing and maintaining databases. This includes
setting up standards, procedures, and definitions to maintain the
integrity and consistency of a database.

Data Entry Operator — prepares data for machine processing by entering
it via a keyboard into a device that will either record the data on
machine-readable media (cards, tape, or disk) or enter it directly
into the computer for processing.
EDP Standards— procedures, descriptions, definitions, and so forth that
define how EDF processes should be done. Examples are vocabulary,
programming, debugging, and documentation.

Librarian — maintains the library of all data and program files.
Releases the files and follows up on their return in accordance
with established policy. Often is responsible for maintaining a
library of all documentation.
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Master Plan — a long-range plan for EDP development. Such a plan
normally covers a 3 to 5 year period and includes detailed
schedules for application systems, software, equipment, personnel,
and budget.

Network Administrator — responsible for the design, selection,
installation, and management of data communication facilities.
Maintains liaison with communications vendors.
Parallel Tests — simultaneous operation of both the old and new
application systems. Comparison of the resulting outputs with
previous outputs provides a basis for either changing or accepting
the new system.

Pilot Tests — tests that involve the processing of one or more cycles
of actual transactions against the new application.
Program/Module Tests — testing of an individual program module by the
programmer.
Prototyping — a systems development technique that relies heavily on
heuristic or trial and adjustment techniques to build applications.
It is often recommended for decision support or user-oriented systems
with requirements that change with experience.
Quality Manager — responsible for establishing and enforcing policies
governing systems design, programming, and documentation. Reviews
and approves final documentation. Evaluates compliance with
policies and procedures. May be responsible for reviewing the
adequacy of system testing.

Schedulers — are responsible for scheduling production runs and special
requests.

Security Officer — is responsible for establishing policies and
procedures related to physical and data security. Investigates all
security violations and, as required, recommends corrective and
disciplinary action. Controls the issuance of passwords, badges,
keys, and other access control devices.

String Tests — comprehensive test of related set of programs included in
an application.
Systems Analyst — analyzes the requirements for information. Evaluates
the existing application system and designs new or improved
procedures. Outlines the new application system and prepares
specifications that guide the programmer. Develops implementation
plan and procedure manuals.
Systems Programmer — supplies technical guidance concerning the
operating system to all other members of the data processing staff.
Provides a link between the needs of application systems and the
requirements of the operating system. Modifies, tests, and
maintains all nonapplication software supplied by software vendors.
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Systems Tests — comprehensive tests of all programs in an application
system.

IV.

A.

SELF-TESTING EXERCISES (Answers at end of chapter)

True/False Questions

T

F

1.

A systems programmer should have complete access to application
programs documentation to assist in isolating the cause of system
"crashes" or breakdowns.

T

F

2.

A data processing control group is important because it replaces the
need for a user processing control function.

T

F

3.

It adversely affects the auditor's evaluation of EDP internal
control if the functions of system analyst and applications
programmer are not segregated.

T

F

4.

It adversely affects the auditor's evaluation of EDP internal
control if the functions of machine operations and programmer are
not segregated.

T

F

5.

Users should be responsible for the origination of all master file
changes.

T

F

6.

The EDP control function normally includes supervision of the
distribution of output.

T

F

7.

The EDP control function should normally be responsible for the
correction of errors detected during the input edit process.

T

F

8.

The database administration function, not the applications
programmer, should set up the rules for input and validation of data
into the database.

T

F

9.

Purchase of applications software instead of in-house development of
the software eliminates the need to perform parallel tests.

T

F 10.

Structured programming relates to administrative control rather than
accounting control.

B.

Self-Testing Discussion Questions

1.

How do the functions of an "applications programmer" differ from those
of a "systems programmer"?

2.

What functions does a data processing "control clerk" or a "control
group" perform?

3.

Briefly describe the major functions of a database administrator.

4.

Why is structured programming considered an important administrative
control?
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5.

Briefly define a ”master development plan” for EDP. Identify the major
components of such a plan and indicate the importance of such a plan to
the management of data processing resources.

6.

Briefly describe the major phases of an application development life
cycle.

7.

Data processing standards are important control devices — both in
efficiently running the data processing organization and in effectively
controlling its activities. Briefly define "data processing standards"
and give several examples of where we might expect to find a data
processing standard.

8.

Describe "prototyping" as a systems development technique. Indicate
where prototyping is most likely to be used and why it would be used in
such circumstances.

9.

Describe the auditor's role in the testing of new application systems.

10.

Five types of application system tests were described in this chapter.
Complete the following matrix indicating who should perform each test
and why that person should perform the test.

Type of test

Reason performed by
this group

Performed by

Program/Module Test
String tests

Systems tests

Pilot tests
Parallel tests

C.

Self-Testing Mini Cases

1.

In the XYZ Company, the auditor found the data processing function very
well controlled. General controls were in place and compliance was good.
However, in examining the inventory application, user area controls were
very weak. Inventory transactions were entered at terminals, but there
were no user area control totals on the transactions (either pre or post
batch). Post batch listings were prepared for each terminal, for each
authorized person, and for each type of inventory transaction. These
listings were used for reference, but there was no control use. How
might this weakness affect the auditor's examination with respect to
inventory?
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V.

QUESTIONS AND CASES FOR FURTHER DISCUSSION (Answers not given)

1.

Some large organizations have established a "quality assurance function"
(sometimes referred to as a quality manager). Identify the principal
duties of this quality assurance group and indicate to whom the group
should report.

2.

Review the application system development life cycle shown in Table 4-1.
Some have argued that internal auditors ought to review the adequacy of
controls during the application development phase. Indicate the tasks
that the internal auditor might perform during each phase of the
application development life cycle.

3.

"Sign off" is a term that has developed considerable debate relative to
systems development auditing. The question is whether or not auditors
should be willing to sign off on the adequacy of controls during the
systems development process. Present the arguments for and against such
a sign off.

4.

How can auditor/designer conflicts on adequacy of controls in a system
development be resolved? How would the existence of control standards
adopted by the company facilitate the resolution of such conflicts?

5.

"The auditor should be responsible for a comprehensive test of important
financial systems before they go into operation." Is the above statement
true or false? Support your conclusions with pertinent arguments.

6.

How does a post-implementation audit differ from a systems development
audit? Explain.

7.

Assume that a medium-sized data processing organization extensively
involved with batch processing does not have an EDP processing control
group. How would the absence of such a group affect the auditor's
potential reliance on the system? What major exposures will the
organization ignore if such a control function is not operating?

8.

A recommendation often made is that an organization should develop EDP
control standards. How would an organization develop such standards?
Identify the broad areas that you would expect to have such standards,
i.e., develop the outline of an EDP control standards manual. Choose
one area from the above outline, e.g., processing controls, and write a
set of control standards.

9.

Contrast the internal auditor's role and concerns associated with a new
system development with that of the independent auditor. What activities
are an internal auditor likely to perform in connection with new systems
development that an independent auditor is not likely to perform?

10.

What is the "independence" issue associated with audit involvement in the
systems development process? What steps might an internal audit
department take to mitigate the potential impairment of independence that
might be associated with systems development involvement? Do the same
arguments hold for the independent auditor, i.e., is there an
independence issue associated with independent audit review of controls
during the EDP application development phase?
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11.

Develop a set of review standards you would recommend for an organization
that has decided to purchase an already developed application as opposed
to developing it in-house.

12.

Explain what is meant by the phrase ’’segregation of functions between EDP
and users.” What aspects should be separated? Develop a chart that
tracks a transaction from point of origination to complete processing.
For each step of the process, indicate whether the responsibility is that
of the user group or data processing group.

VI.

ANSWERS TO SELF-TESTING EXERCISES

A.

Answers to True/False Questions

1.

False. A systems programmer does not normally need to have access to
application program documentation. Because of the systems programmer's
ability to make undetected changes to application programs or data files,
an organization should restrict systems programmer access to application
documentation.

2.

False. A data processing control group is important, but it does not
replace the need for a strong user processing control function. See the
section on segregation of duties between EDP and users. The user group
exerts a strong independent control over data processing, and it would
be considered an internal control weakness if there were not strong user
controls.

3.

False. Although it may be worthwhile from an organization's point of
view to segregate the analyst function and the programmer function, it
will not adversely affect the auditor's evaluation of internal
accounting control. The auditor considers possible errors or
irregularities because of the combination of the programmer and analyst
function. There appears to be no significant additional risk from an
internal control point of view.

4.

True. It adversely affects the auditor's evaluation of EDP internal
control if the functions of machine operations and programmer are not
segregated. The possibility exists for a programmer who is also
operating the computer to make unauthorized and undetected changes to
programs and/or data. Therefore, such a combination of duties adversely
affects the auditor's evaluation of controls.

5.

True. Users should be responsible for the origination of all master file
changes. Users should have the responsibility for the accuracy and
reliability of data in an EDP environment.

6.

True. See the section in the chapter describing the EDP control
function.

7.

False. The EDP control function is responsible for logging errors that
are detected during the input edit process, but the correction of errors
is the responsibility of the user group. The user group should
determine the correction needed and submit the corrected data or
corrected entry back through the EDP control group.
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8.

True. This is an important function of the database administration
function and differs significantly from the typical processing of
application programs. The database is considered an organization
resource that interfaces with many different application programs;
therefore, it is necessary for the DBA function to set up rules for input
and validation of data that apply to all applications.

9.

False. Purchase of applications software does not negate the need for a
comprehensive test of the applications software before being put into
operation. The same testing standards at the system level that apply to
internally developed software should apply to outside purchased software.

10.

True. Structured programming provides a disciplined approach to the
design of programs and aids in developing more easily maintained
programs. Controls are more apparent in structured design, so control
reviews are aided. The use of structured programming does not change
internal accounting controls such as segregation of functions.

B.

Answers to Self-Testing Discussion Questions

1.

An applications programmer is responsible for programming, documenting,
and testing EDP applications. The application is defined as the program
or set of programs designed to accomplish particular tasks. The systems
programmer performs a very technical function pertaining to the operating
system of the computer. The systems programmer is responsible for
updating and testing the operating system and assists with system job
instructions needed by application programs.

2.

A data processing control function performs a number of activities
related to the input, processing, and output of data. Some of the typical
activities include:
o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o
o

3.

logging of input data
recording of control information
recording of progress of work through the department
reconciliation of computer produced control information with other
control information
supervision of the distribution of output
scrutiny of control information in console logs in accordance with
control review instructions
liaison with users regarding errors
logging of correction requests and corrections made
scrutiny of error listings
maintenance of the error log or error report

The database administration function is necessary in a database
environment because such an environment treats data as an organization
resource. Many different application programs will access the same data.
There is a need to have a single standard of control over the input of
data and the ability of different groups of users to access or change
data. The database administration function needs to monitor and control
such activities. A more thorough description of the activities is
included in the chapter.
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4.

Structured programming is an important administrative control because it
sets up a standard by which all programming should be performed. Each
module requires defined inputs and outputs. Generally there are limits
on the maximum size of modules. It also facilitates program maintenance
because individual modules can be changed without affecting the rest of
the program.

5.

A master development plan is a long-range plan for the use of EDP
resources in an organization. The master plan should normally cover
current status and plans in the following areas:
o
o
o
o
o

6.

application systems
system software
equipment
personnel (including training requirements)
budget

The application development life cycle generally consists of the following
phases:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

feasibility assessment
information requirements determination
general design
detail design
program and procedure development
conversion and conversion testing
post implementation review

7.

A data processing standard defines how things are to be done in data
processing. Such a standard sets expectations and defines levels of
performance for various activities. Data processing standards may be
used in a number of areas such as programming standards, documentation
standards, user responsibilities, and control standards.

8.

Prototyping is a technique that is often used in the development of
decision support systems where requirements become known or evolve
through use. Prototyping supports development by an iterative process.

9.

The primary responsibility for the adequacy of control built into an EDP
application rests with the design team, including data processing and
users. The auditor's primary role would be to see that:
o
o
o

o

appropriate standards are developed that define the user's and data
processing's responsibility for such control
the standards or procedures for such activities are adequate
the organization has defined standards for controls to be designed into
new systems
comprehensive tests of such systems are performed before the systems
go into operation

Auditors should not perform detailed tests on all major applications even
if auditing had sufficient resources for such audit involvement. The
responsibility lies with users and data processing management. Auditors
should not put themselves in a position where they are performing duties
that are the responsibilities of other groups.
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10.

Type of test

Reason performed by
_____ this group____

Performed by

Program/Module
Test

Programmers

The programmers have the initial
responsibility to debug the
program, locate logic errors, and
trace the step by step execution of
a program.

String tests

Usually prepared and
conducted by the systems
designer and reviewed
by the project manager
or individuals assigned
to the quality control
function.

The rationale is that the string
represents a major part of an
individual application. It
represents interfaces between
related programs and should be
comprehensively tested, not only by
the programmer, but by individuals
involved in the design of the
system.

Systems tests

Normally designed by
systems designers and
the project manager.
Reviewed by a quality
assurance group or the
data processing manager.

This is a more comprehensive test
and should usually include user
involvement.

Pilot tests

Usually designed by the
project manager, but is
enhanced if the users
are significantly
involved and take the
primary responsibility
for such tests.

The user involvement reiterates
their responsibility for the
overall quality and reliability
of data and control in an EDP
environment.

Parallel tests

Should be jointly planned
and performed by the
project manager, EDP
operations, and users.

Again, users should take the
primary responsibility for the
adequacy of such tests.

C.

Answers to Self-Testing Mini Cases

1.

User controls are an integral part of internal control in an EDP
environment and should be considered by the auditor in evaluating
applications that have financial significance. The lack of user
controls in this case creates a situation where there is no assurance
that all transactions entered into the terminal were processed, nor that
all transactions were initially entered into the system. The auditor
would have to gain assurance that all items were entered into the
terminal and that all items entered were processed by performing other
tests of the system. For example, the auditor might ascertain whether
any prenumbering exists for transactions entered at the terminal and
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then select some transactions and ascertain they were all recorded. If
these other controls, e.g., prenumbering, do not exist, the auditor may
want to include the observation and testing of the physical inventory
counts as a substantive auditing procedure.
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5

Documentation of
the Application

I.

OVERVIEW OF CHAPTER

Adequate data processing documentation is important to the auditor for
two major reasons: (1) it is essential to a smooth running data
processing operation; and (2) it provides evidence useful in evaluating
EDP internal control and performing EDP audit tasks. The chapter
discusses different types of application documentation. Each type of
documentation is described, examples are given, and their importance is
discussed. Appendix C is reviewed in conjunction with this Study Guide
chapter.
II.

A.

KEY CONCEPTS

Types of Documentation
There is a hierarchy of documentation that should be found in a data
processing department moving from the more general systems documentation
to specific program documentation. Documentation can be divided into six
types.

1.

System documentation provides an overview of the application system.
provides the most general look with the least detail.

2.

Job documentation describes the processes involved with each particular
job that is part of the application and should contain the following
elements: (a) job narrative which states the purpose of the job;
(b) run-to-run flowchart which shows the flow of inputs and outputs to and
from each program; (c) program summary which lists the programs used in
each job; (d) source document summary listing all input source documents;
(e) file summary listing each file used in the job; and (f) output
summary listing each report or output screen the job produces.
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3.

Program documentation provides detailed documentation of each individual
program in the jobs and should be supported by: (a) program narrative
which describe purposes, inputs, outputs and processing requirements;
(b) program structure and logic description using methods such as
flowcharts, hierarchy charts, diagrams, or pseudocode to show processing
logic within a program; (c) source code listing for the program; (d) test
results or sample output from test of the logic of the program; and
(e) change notices to document changes in the program.

4.

File documentation shows the files used by each program. This may be
included with the program documentation, but the preferred method is a
data dictionary approach. Data dictionary documentation includes
(a) standard definitions for data elements, records, and files;
(b) narrative and technical descriptions of security provisions; (c) edit
and validation considerations; (d) logical and physical structures; and
(e) applications usage of data.

5.

Operations documentation discloses information needed by operations
personnel. It includes: (a) job and program narratives containing
purposes, inputs, and outputs; (b) input/output chart showing the
input and output files used in the program; (c) job command language
statement list which includes a list of the job command statements
required by a job or program; (d) error message list showing a list of
all messages and appropriate explanation for each; and (e) restart and
recovery instructions to provide for restart or recovery procedures on
long programs that are halted before completion.

6.

User documentation contains a nontechnical description of the application
system, the input, and the output. It explains how to use the
application including data entry, control procedures, error handling, and
so forth.

B.

Documentation Aids

1.

A number of software development aids have become available in recent
years. Those aids are used in developing and maintaining adequate EDP
documentation. The aids may occasionally be used by the auditor in
evaluating an application. Some of the more important documentation
aids and their functions are:
o

Flowchart packages produce flowcharts from the source code of a
program. Some advantages are: standardization of output, accuracy,
computer storage, and low cost. Some disadvantages are excessive
detail and the current deemphasis of program flowcharts in
documentation.

o

Cross reference listing packages provide an alphabetical list of all
names used in the program and the line number in the source code where
the name was first defined.

o

File description generators provide a description of the contents of
files.
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o

Program code formatting packages convert source code to the standard
coding format used in that installation and expand abbreviations into
full-length names.

o

Librarian packages maintain a log to track changes made to programs
stored in the library. This package can be used to enforce program
standards by not accepting certain commands in programs maintained in
the library.

2 .

Librarian packages are one of the most important documentation and
control aids to be developed, since properly implemented librarian
packages provide a log of all program changes, limit access to programs,
and provide archival copies for recovery.

C.

Minimum Documentation

1.

One specification of minimum documentation is set by the Internal Revenue
Service. Essentially the IRS requires an audit trail and documentation
to support transactions processed and financial reports produced.

2.

The auditor should expect to find (a) systems documentation, (b) program
documentation, and (c) operations documentation in every EDP
installation. The documentation should be sufficient to provide
evidence that applications have been approved, tested, and contain
adequate levels of control.

3.

Adequate levels of documentation are essential to auditors planning to
use the computer in conducting the audit.

D.

Appendix C

Appendix C provides a simple example of elements of documentation.
Review the elements, especially noting how they are related.

III.

GLOSSARY OF NEW TERMS IN CHAPTER

Data Dictionary — a manual or automated dictionary used by data
processing to consistently define and document all data. Although
it is frequently implemented in conjunction with database management
systems, it is also useful in batch oriented systems.

Job — an interconnected set of operating tasks and programs that are
executed in processing an application.
Job Command Language — often referred to as JCL, it is the language to
describe the instructions (commands) to the computer operating
system needed to run a job.
Job Documentation — the documentation needed by operators to run a job.
It will normally include a job narrative, run-to-run flowchart,
program summary, source document summary, file summary, and output
summary.
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Librarian Packages — commercial software to manage a computer program
library. Contains procedures to maintain copies of programs, control
update, deletion, and other changes in programs and provide a log of
all changes.
Revenue Procedure 64-12 — Internal Revenue procedure defining EDP
documentation requirements.

Revenue Ruling 71-20 — Internal Revenue ruling that records on magnetic
media are records subject to retention requirements.

Systems Documentation — an overview of the application generally
describing both computer processing and clerical processing.
IV.

A.

SELF-TESTING EXERCISES (Answers at end of chapter)

True/False Questions

T

F

1.

A source code listing should not be considered a form of
documentation since source code does not explain what the program is
doing.

T

F

2.

A data dictionary can contain standard definitions for all data
elements, records, and files for all EDP applications whether or not
the applications are associated with a database.

T

F

3.

Operations documentation is developed primarily for the user and
should clearly identify input requirements and the methods used by
the user to ensure data processing accuracy.

T

F

4.

Flowchart packages provide more useful system flowcharts than those
prepared by programmers.

T

F

5.

A librarian package should control both source code and object code.

T

F

6.

Librarian packages generally require a password to access a program.

T

F

7.

Systems documentation should include a description of system inputs,
outputs, and file layouts.

T

F

8.

User documentation should include a listing of all required JCL (job
command language) instructions necessary to run the job.

T

F

9.

File documentation should be included in job documentation.

T

F 10.

Run-to-run flowcharts describe the transfer of data between
different EDP applications.

B.

Self-Testing Discussion Questions

1.

Distinguish between data elements, records, and files.

2.

Identify the necessary components of operations documentation.
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3.

Identify five major arguments to encourage better EDP documentation in
most organizations.

4.

Identify and briefly explain the major components of program
documentation.

5.

What is a data dictionary?

6.

Briefly describe the documentation requirements prescribed by the IRS.

7.

What are the major functions of a librarian package?
package considered important by the auditor?

8.

Identify the basic components of user documentation.

9.

How would the absence of user documentation affect the auditor's
evaluation of internal control?

10.

Why is it important?

Why is a librarian

What is base case test data? How long should base case test data be
kept? What is the base case test data used for after an application has
been implemented?

C.

Self-Testing Mini Cases

1.

In preparation for the audit of a new medium-sized client, the CPA
observed the following during the review of EDP documentation:

o

Current data processing standards by the client require that all
programs contain up-to-date program flowcharts. However, the data
processing manager indicates that changes on the payroll application
are so frequent it would be a waste of time to continually update
those flowcharts.

o

Programmers prepare comprehensive tests for new EDP applications.
These tests are reviewed by members of the development team and, if
satisfactory, are documented before the application is put into
production.

o

A data dictionary is maintained only for the accounts receivable and
inventory applications.

o

Restart and recovery instructions have not been developed for most
applications since most programs do not require long run times.

Discuss the implications of these findings on the conduct of the audit.
2.

The junior auditor on the job has been assigned to obtain the following
documentation. Where should he expect to find it in the client
documentation?

o

Procedures to see that all data rejected for initial input are
corrected and re-entered into the system
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o

File layout for use in developing a generalized audit software
application

o

Appropriate job command language instructions listing for running the
payroll application

o

A listing or description of all inputs and outputs of a given
application

o

A source code program listing

o

A summary of all files affecting the application

V.

QUESTIONS AND CASES FOR FURTHER DISCUSSION (Answers not given)

1.

Documentation is considered essential to a well controlled data
processing organization. Identify and briefly discuss the major purposes
of documentation.

2.

Briefly describe the following types of EDP documentation and indicate
the likely contents of each:
o
o
o
o
o
o

systems documentation
job documentation
program documentation
file documentation
operations documentation
user documentation

3.

Which of the six types of documentation described in question 2 above is
most important to the auditor? Why? What are the audit implications of
inadequate, incomplete, or non-existent documentation in each of these
areas?

4.

Why should file documentation be separated from program documentation?
Do we expect to find such a separation at most installations? Why or why
not?

5.

How does the documentation requirement change for purchased software
systems as compared to in-house developed systems? Elaborate and defend
your response.

6.

One author recently advocated that firms should purchase outside software
only when it did not include source code documentation. The author
argued that the lack of documentation was a strong control because it
ensured: (a) the company could not change the software; and (b) a
uniform standard for the software since it could only be updated by the
proprietary software firm. Do you support or disagree with the author's
analysis? Support your answer by identifying the pertinent arguments for
and against the author's position.

7.

In a company with a small computer system, user documentation may not
exist, or at best may be very minimal. What are the implications to the
auditor of missing or minimal user documentation?
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IV.

ANSWERS TO SELF-TESTING EXERCISES

A.

Answers to True/False Questions

1.

False. Source code listings can be an important part of EDP
documentation. A well-written program should be self-documenting and
should contain a description of what program modules accomplish, as well
as the major inputs and outputs for the module.

2.

True. A data dictionary can contain standard definitions for all data
elements, records, and files for all EDP applications. This is
consistent with the concept of data being defined separately from
applications.

3.

False. Operations documentation is designed for data processing
operations personnel, not user personnel. Operations documentation is
intended to assist operations personnel in the running of EDP
applications.

4.

False. Flowchart packages are an efficient use of automation; however,
they are used to prepare program flowcharts, not system flowcharts. Even
in the case of program flowcharts, they provide standard but not concise
charts. The flowcharts do not contain anything that is not in the source
code whereas additional information may be included by a programmer in
the development of programmer drawn flowcharts. The detailed comments in
the flowcharts are a function of the source code, so if the program logic
is intricate and data names are cryptic, the flowchart will be difficult
to follow.

5.

True. A librarian package should control both source code and object
code. Such control is important to ensure that only authorized
individuals have access to the program code. However, some library
packages control only source code.

6.

True. Librarian packages generally require a password to access a
program. The password is considered an essential control in situations
where automated librarian packages are used. Without such control, there
would be no means to limit access to programs to authorized individuals.

7.

True. Systems documentation should include a description of systems
inputs, outputs, and file layouts. The systems documentation represents
the highest level of documentation and thus provides an overview of the
EDP application.

8.

False. Users should not be running the EDP application. The job command
language listing should be a part of operations documentation and should
be accessible only to computer operators.

9.

False. File documentation is part of the program documentation or
separate file documentation. However, file summaries which provide an
overview of the files used in a job should be included as part of job
documentation.

10.

False. Run-to-run flowcharts do describe the transfer of data between
various programs in a job in an EDP application.
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B.

Answers to Self-Testing Discussion Questions

1.

Data elements, records, and files represent the various levels of data
found in a file. The data element is the least aggregated item, and
represents items found in individual fields of a record. The record
contains a set of different data elements that are associated. A file
contains data records that have a logical or physical association, such
as being used in an application.

2.

Operations documentation consists of the following items:
o
o
o
o
o

3.

4.

job and program narratives
input/output charts
job command language statements list
error message list
restart and recover instructions

Major arguments that could be offered to encourage better EDP
documentation in most organizations include the following:
o

Good documentation identifies major controls that should be in place
in an EDP application for management and other organizational review.

o

Good documentation provides an overview of the major processing that
takes place in an EDP application for management and other
organizational review purposes.

o

Good documentation makes it easier for the organization to make
necessary changes to EDP applications.

o

Good documentation enables the organization to run more efficiently by
communicating responsibilities, procedures, and instructions for
handling and controlling data.

o

Good documentation makes the organization less dependent on one or
two key individuals.

o

Good documentation facilitates the review of controls by both
internal and external auditors.

o

Good documentation facilitates the recovery of data processing
operations in the event of a disaster affecting the data processing
facilities.

The major components of program documentation include:

o
o

o
o
o

program narrative
methods of documenting program logic such as flowchart, hierarchy
chart, diagram, or pseudocode
source code listings
test results or sample output from tests performed prior to
implementation of the application
a file of all program change notices
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5.

A data dictionary provides storage and listings for data elements,
records, and files in an EDP environment. In addition to identifying all
of the data elements, records, and files, the data dictionary also
contains narrative and technical descriptions of security provisions,
edit and validation considerations, logical and physical structures, and
application use of data. The dictionary also provides cross references
for data element creation and use. The data dictionary is important
because it documents all data elements in the EDP environment. It is
part of a centralized control procedure for the creation of data elements
and establishing control over creation and use of data.

6.

The IRS requires sufficient documentation to establish the amount of
gross income, deductions, credits, or other matters required to be shown
by such person in a tax return. The records need to be retained so long
as the contents may become material in the administration of any Internal
Revenue Law. Electronic media are considered part of a record system and
thus are required to be retained so long as the contents may be important
to a particular tax return. Essentially the IRS requires the taxpayer to
maintain an audit trail and records such that support can be documented
for all transactions related to the computation of taxable income.

7.

Most librarian packages control storage and access for programs stored on
disk storage, or other mass storage. Procedures are implemented to limit
access to the programs and to document all changes made to the programs.
The software makes it easier to maintain the systems and provide a
capability for maintaining a log that keeps track of all changes. The
packages are vitally important to the auditor in considering control over
programs and program changes because they may be effective in restricting
access to the programs to authorized users. It is important to note,
however, that even though such facilities may exist in librarian
packages, they often exist as options. Thus, the auditor needs to
ascertain that the options are in fact implemented in the data processing
environment under review.

8.

User documentation should describe the system for users and detail the
processing procedures to be performed by users. The documentation should
describe control procedures in detail and include procedures for error
correction and checking for correctness and completeness of output.

9.

The segregation of functions concept applies to the segregation between
the users and the data processing function. Users act as an independent
check on the processing of data and therefore are an essential part of
the control environment. User documentation specifies user functions and
user responsibility for controls. Lack of user documentation would tend
to indicate that either: (a) the user-operated controls are not in
existence; or (b) the controls may not be performed uniformly because
they are not documented. In either case, the auditor would find it
difficult to rely on undocumented user controls in the evaluation of EDP
internal control.

10.

A base case set of test data is a comprehensive set of test data for an
EDP application. The test data should be designed so that it tests every
module in the programs in the application, as well as the transfer of
data between various programs in the application. Thus the base case
test data is a complete, comprehensive test of transactions in the
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application. The base case test data can be used after the system has
been implemented to test subsequent program changes.

C.

Answers to Self-Testing Mini Cases

1.

The situation described in the self-testing mini case contains a number
of weaknesses that are of concern to the auditor.

First, there appears to be no attempt to maintain current flowcharts on
the payroll application. The issue is not up-to-date program flowcharts;
it is adequate up-to-date documentation of program logic (including
documentation of authorization for the logic and documentation of
adequate testing). Program flowcharts represent one form of logic
documentation. Some installations rely on other methods such as
hierarchy charts, hierarchy-input-process-output charts, and so forth,
plus significant logic documentation in the program source code. Since
the payroll application is one of the major applications on most audits,
the auditor would be very concerned about relying upon EDP controls in
this area if the lack of program flowcharts is not compensated by
alternative logic documentation or very good documentation in the source
code itself.
Second, it is good that the programmer prepares comprehensive tests of
the new EDP applications. However, it is a weakness to rely solely on the
programmer's tests, even if those tests are reviewed by members of the
project development team. The review of test results cannot be as
comprehensive, nor as thorough, as would be performed if an independent
test is made. The users need to accept their responsibility for the
integrity of the system, and one of the ways to accept that
responsibility is to participate in preparing and performing tests of the
system before it is implemented.

Third, there is a strength in that the data dictionary is maintained for
the accounts receivable and inventory applications; however, there is a
general control weakness in that the data dictionary is restricted to
only those two applications.

Fourth, there is a potential problem of updating data more than once or
other unanticipated consequences if the company has not implemented
careful procedures for restart and recovery. Rerunning the job is an
alternative to restarting from the point of interruption, but rerunning
may require careful procedures to avoid errors. Restart and recovery
instructions from point of interruption should apply to applications with
long run times because of the inefficiencies of not using such techniques
(an efficiency consideration rather than an audit consideration).
2.

The auditor may locate documentation needed in the following sections of
client documentation.

o

Procedures on correction and re-entry of data are found in User
Documentation.
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o

File layouts are in separate File Documentation or in file
documentation as part of program documentation. The file may be
described in a data dictionary.

o

Job command language instructions are found in Operations
Documentation.

o

A listing of all inputs and outputs for an application is found in the
Systems Documentation.

o

A source program listing is found in program documentation (probably
maintained by a librarian package).

o

A high-level summary of all files affecting the application may be
found in the System Documentation and in more detail in the file
summaries in Job Documentation.
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6

Hardware Features
for Control Over
Equipment
Malfunctions

I.

OVERVIEW OF CHAPTER

Most large-scale computer equipment and many of the smaller micro
computers are quite reliable and have controls built in to detect
equipment malfunctions. Hardware controls are a general control, and the
auditor should make general inquiries about hardware reliability. If
hardware reliability is affecting processing, additional inquiry may be
made and specific evidence obtained. The auditor should be aware of the
consequences of inadequate hardware reliability and should consider the
possibility of such inadequacies in the planning of substantive tests.
II.

KEY CONCEPTS

A.

Equipment Malfunctions and Sources of Error

1.

There are two major categories of equipment malfunctions: (a) failure of
electronic components; and (b) failure of mechanical components.
Electronic components have had substantial increases in reliability.
Mechanical operations, though improved, are more likely to be sources of
equipment malfunctions than electronic components.

2.

Electrical malfunctions occur when the timing, shape, strength or
frequency of the electrical pulses controlling the machine are changed.
Electrical failures can occur in electronic elements due to high heat or
humidity, power disturbances, mishandling, and normal wear. Quality
control, built-in equipment checks, and programs of periodic maintenance
have made computer electronics quite reliable. The trend is to include
diagnostic circuits in the equipment to identify defective modules.

3.

There are a few major types of equipment controls that are useful for
detecting a variety of malfunctions. The controls the auditor ought to
be most familiar with are (see Glossary for descriptions):
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o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

parity checks
duplicate processing check
echo check
automatic retry and diagnosis
Hamming code
validity check
storage protection
dual read control
error correction codes
check digits

4.

Mechanical devices include tape and disk drives, card or other readers,
and printers. Mechanical failure can result from a number of causes such
as: (a) devices are out of adjustment; (b) wear and tear; (c) dirt or
debris on magnetic disks or tape; (d) mishandling by operating personnel;
or (5) poor quality devices or media.

B.

Data Communications

1.

Data communications will generally use either leased lines or “dial-up"
(public) lines. Leased lines are more reliable. Causes of data
communication errors include noise (random fluctuations), distortion
(different parts of the frequency spectrum arrive at different times),
and fading (weakening of signal due to atmospheric conditions).

2.

Methods used to detect data transmission errors include: (a) parity,
(b) error correction codes, (c) retransmission, (d) echo checks, and
(e) line and equipment diagnosis.

III.

GLOSSARY OF NEW TERMS USED IN CHAPTER

Address Checking — hardware storage feature designed to test if assigned
storage in instruction is already being used by some other program
or by disk hardware to check if disk address is valid.
Automatic Retry — many errors may be caused by transient fluctuations in
power supply or transient errors in the electronic elements. Rather
than shutting down for the error, the hardware retries (or
retransmits) the data (electric pulses). The retry is either
successful (the malfunction was temporary), or there is a permanent
error.

Check Digits — a mathematical algorithm is used to derive an extra digit
to be added to the end of some code or number, e.g., account number.
When a number with a check digit is read the check digit is
recomputed and compared with the existing check digit. A difference
between the two indicates an error in reading the data.

Dual Read Control — this control is most often used with card readers,
but could be used elsewhere. With cards, each individual card is
read by two separate read heads and the results are compared.
Differences indicate a misread in one of the two readers.
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Duplicate Processing Check — a process is performed twice and the
results of the two processes are compared. Differences indicate an
error and possible equipment malfunction.

Echo Check — a receiving unit transmits data received back to the
sending unit to verify correct receipt. A difference normally
results in the retransmission of the data. This control is
particularly important in data communications.

Error Correction Codes — codes that allow identification of an error in a
block of data and determination of the correct value. These are used
with internal storage and with magnetic media. An example is a
Hamming code.
Equipment Failure Logs/Maintenance Logs — manual records (logs) of
equipment failures and maintenance. These logs are useful to the
auditor in reviewing the status of equipment failure and
effectiveness of hardware controls.

Hamming Code — a common extension of the parity bit concept to provide
error correction for a set of data.
Head Crash — the read/write head associated with magnetic disk makes
physical contact with the surface of the disk. It is generally
caused by debris on the disk surface and may result in damage or
destruction of the data contained on the disk.

Leased Lines — data communication lines provided for the sole use of an
organization. Since these lines are dedicated for an organization's
use and not subject to the varying message paths of switched lines,
they are considered more reliable for data communications than
public lines.
Modulation — the process of converting digital computer data signals
into analog signals suitable for data transmission. Demodulation is
the reverse of modulation. The modulation and demodulation is
performed by a modem.

Parity Check — the use of a redundant bit as a part of each word or byte
of data as a check on an error in the set. A parity bit is set to
"1" or "0" to make the number of "1" bits in a word or byte of data
either odd or even (as determined by the machine's manufacturer).
As data words or bytes are moved or transmitted, parity checking is
performed to check for possible loss of data bits. Parity is a
powerful hardware control for identifying equipment malfunctions.

Print Buffer Parity Check — data transmitted to the printer is tested
for parity errors.

Print Synchronization — checks timing of the printer to assure that the
hammers are activated when the right characters are in position.
Storage Protection — in a concurrent processing mode, blocks of storage
are assigned to the different programs being executed. A check is
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made to prevent one program from accessing storage currently
assigned to another program.
Tape Unit Monitoring — built-in microprocessors to determine whether or
not tape heads are functioning properly when writing or reading
data.

Validity Check — valid operation codes and ranges of numbers are defined
in the central processor. A check is performed to ascertain whether
or not a code, address, or data element is valid before processing.

IV.
A.

SELF-TESTING EXERCISES (Answers at end of chapter)

True/False Questions

T

F

1.

Parity bits are useful in detecting modifications of data due to
equipment malfunctions.

T

F

2.

Hamming codes aid in detecting equipment errors, but are not useful
in correcting errors.

T

F 3.

A frequent cause of disk failure is a "head crash."

T

F 4.

Since parity checking is so fundamental, the auditor should assume
that it is used.

T

F 5.

Redundancy is a fundamental concept in equipment controls.

T

F 6.

The auditor should normally use test data to test for hardware
controls since test data requires the running of computer programs.

T

F

7.

An echo check requires a human operator to check the echo against the
input.

T

F

8.

Check digits are most useful in checking the completeness of output
directed to one printer.

T

F

9.

A thorough study, evaluation, and testing of hardware controls is
contemplated as part of generally accepted auditing standards
whenever EDP is a significant portion of the accounting system.

T

F 10.

Parity is a useful concept for magnetic tape, but is generally not
used on magnetic disk because of the higher cost and reliability of
disk storage.

B.

Self-Testing Discussion Questions

1.

Identify the major causes of errors or malfunctions associated with
magnetic tape. Briefly identify the controls to detect the potential
malfunctions.
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2.

Identify the major causes of errors or malfunctions associated with disk
drives and disk storage. Briefly identify the controls to detect the
potential malfunctions.

3.

Identify the major causes of errors or malfunctions associated with data
communications. Briefly identify the controls to detect/correct the
errors.

4.

Define and explain how the following hardware controls work:

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Redundant character check
Duplicate process check
Echo check
Validity check
Equipment check
Parity check
Automatic retry
Storage protection
Hamming code

5.

Identify the major sources of evidence the auditor should review in
evaluating hardware controls.

C.

Self-Testing Mini Cases

1.

As part of the evaluation of internal control in a small business client,
the auditor ascertains the following:
o

The company has purchased a new small business computer.

o

The personnel are not very knowledgeable about equipment operations.

o

A review of the documentation that came with the computer indicates
that the increased reliability associated with the electronic
components made it unnecessary to include parity checking features in
the system.

o

Although a formal record has not been kept by the client, they
indicate verbally that they have not been satisfied with the equipment
because of what they believe is an excessive number of breakdowns.

Required:

a.

Indicate how the preceding evaluation might be useful to the auditor
in performing the evaluation of internal control. What further audit
steps might you recommend regarding the further evaluation of internal
controls?

b.

How might an adverse evaluation above affect the auditor's conduct of
the remainder of the audit?

c.

What services might the auditor have provided earlier to assist the
client in avoiding the problems that have been encountered?
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V.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS (Answers not given)

1.

Explain the concept of redundancy. Indicate all the areas where redundancy
should be used in data processing systems.

2.

Explain how Hamming codes work.
useful in correcting errors.

3.

How do hard fixed disks differ from the floppy disks used with micro
computer systems?

4.

Explain how validity checks and check digits are used with MICR coded
checks used in banking.

VI.

Especially note how the Hamming code is

ANSWERS TO SELF-TESTING EXERCISES

A.

Answers to True/False Questions

1.

True. Parity checks are one of the most important hardware procedures to
detect hardware malfunctions.

2.

False. A major advantage of Hamming codes is that they aid not only in
detecting errors, but they provide the basis for an automatic error
correction procedure.

3.

False. A head crash is the result rather than the cause. Normally the
cause of the head crash is debris on the disk's surface (such as dirt,
grease, or oil particles) circulated by the disk drive cooling fans,
denting, warping of the disk, or some other damage to the disk pack.

4.

False. Parity checks are a fundamental hardware error control. However,
there may be some cases where parity is not implemented. In such cases,
the vendors indicate a very high reliability for alternative error checks.

5.

True. Redundancy is an important control concept. Redundancy is seen in
such controls as parity bit, reprocessing, dual read, and so forth.

6.

False. Test data does require the running of computer programs, but it
would not be an efficient technique to test for the existence of hardware
controls. The auditor's main concern with hardware controls is that the
organization has implemented the controls and takes preventive and
corrective action regarding potential hardware malfunctions. The auditor
can generally gather evidence regarding this objective by reviewing
maintenance or failure logs and by inquiry.

7.

False. An echo check is often implemented in software with a human
operator, but the same concept can be applied to hardware with checking
performed by the hardware.

8.

False. Check digits are most useful in ascertaining the correctness of
input, particularly input of codes. For example, we would expect to find
check digits on sensitive data such as account numbers, inventory part
numbers, and checking account numbers.
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9.

False. Although hardware controls are listed as one of the general
controls, a thorough testing of the hardware controls is not contemplated
under generally accepted auditing standards. The auditor does not
generally include detailed examination of hardware features in the scope
of the audit unless there are indications that the hardware based errors
are affecting the processing of data for the financial statements.
However, the auditor should be familiar with hardware error control
techniques and the potential for errors in magnetic storage media.

10.

False. Parity is a useful concept for magnetic disks as well as magnetic
tape. In each situation, there is concern with the correctness of stored
data as well as the correctness of transmitted data.

B.

Answers to Self-Testing Discussion Questions

1.

There are two major causes of errors or malfunctions associated with
magnetic tape. The first is associated with the read/write heads, and
the second is associated with potential problems in the tape itself. The
tape may become dirty or particles of oxide may flake off the tape
coating and be redeposited on the tape surface by either the tape heads
or guides. Tapes become worn over periods of time or may be mishandled
by data processing personnel. There are also problems with the tapes
moving at the proper speed. Some of the controls that may be useful in
detecting potential malfunctions include: parity checks, error correction
codes, and tape unit monitoring.

2.

As with magnetic tape, the causes of errors with disk drives are
associated either with the movement of the read and write heads or
problems with the disks themselves. The problems are similar in nature,
such as debris on the disk drive or misplacement of the read/write head.
Disk storage is more sensitive than tape storage because of the very low
tolerance between the read/write heads and the disk itself. The
read/write heads rest on a cushion of air less than one-millionth of an
inch from the actual disk. The major hardware controls for disk storage
include parity check, error correction codes, automatic retry, and
address checking.

3.

Problems may occur with data communications in at least three different
points: (a) converting the signals into a form suitable for
transmission; (b) the transmission of the data over leased lines or
switched lines; and (c) the conversion of the received data back into a
form readable by the computer. The problems are compounded by the
general nature of transmitting signals; for example, there may be noise
in data transmission, or the transmission signals may fade or otherwise
be distorted. Some of the major controls in data communication include
parity and error correction codes, echo checks, and equipment diagnostics.
When errors are detected, retransmission or automatic error correction
based on error correction codes are employed.

4.

See the Glossary for a more complete description of the hardware controls.

5.

The auditor's main concern with hardware controls is that the client has
procedures to identify potential hardware failures and takes both
preventive and corrective action regarding either actual or potential
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failures. Major sources of evidence that the auditor may consult
include: interviews with data processing personnel, review of equipment
failure reports, and review of preventive maintenance reports. In a few
instances, review of data processing equipment specifications from the
vendor may be useful.
C.

Answers to Self-Testing Mini Cases

a.

The evaluation indicates some potential hardware failures which could
have an impact on the accuracy of financial statement data. The auditor
ought to be most concerned with the fact that there seems to be a high
frequency of equipment breakdown. The auditor also ought to be concerned
that the company does not have knowledgeable people to evaluate the
effect of such breakdowns. The auditor could take further steps
regarding the evaluation of internal control. However, it is likely that
given the small size of the data processing department, the auditor would
choose not to rely upon internal controls in the above environment.
Therefore the auditor ought to concentrate more on determining how, and
to what extent, substantive tests ought to be revised because of the
nonreliance on internal controls.

b.

An adverse evaluation would indicate the auditor ought to rely primarily
on substantive auditing procedures in the conduct of this audit. This
would normally imply high confidence levels used in statistical testing,
more procedures performed at or near the end of the year, and development
of procedures that would detect errors resulting from hardware
malfunctions.

c.

The auditor should be aware of the client's consideration of alternative
forms of data processing, and should be prepared to consult with the
client regarding specifications for acquiring new systems. The auditor
should particularly emphasize control concepts, security concepts, and
back-up in the selection of new systems. Particularly with small
clients, the auditor should encourage a relationship where the client
is encouraged to consult with him regarding the acquisition of major new
systems. Reliability of hardware under client operating conditions is
important. A recommendation that no hardware be acquired without parity
checking is probably too restrictive since the objective is reliable
hardware, and this can be achieved in alternate ways.
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7

System Software and
Database
Management
Systems

I.

OVERVIEW OF CHAPTER
System software performs tasks needed by many applications. The two
major traditional types of systems software are operating systems and
utilities. A third significant type of generalized system software that
supports many applications is database management system software.

The chapter discusses the functions, the control features and/or
concerns, and the audit considerations associated with each of these
three types of systems software.

II.

KEY CONCEPTS

A.

Operating Systems

1.

An operating system is a set of program routines to control the access,
sharing, and use of computer resources, such as central processing unit
(CPU), storage, input/output devices, and other system software by
application programs.

2.

The operating system, because it controls the operating environment of
the computer, can be used to meet many internal control objectives.
Its unauthorized use can circumvent many established controls, often
without evidence that the unauthorized use has occurred.

3.

Typical functions found in operating systems include:

o

Managing concurrent processing — that is, concurrent processing of
more than one program.

o

Scheduling processing — based upon such criteria as output, elapsed
time, time of day, or conditions or events that have occurred.
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o

Allocating resources — including internal memory and input/output
devices. Storage protection features of the operating system prevent
a program from accessing memory that is not assigned to it.

o

Monitoring and controlling processing — including initiating
processing, synchronizing processing activities, and performing
housekeeping functions, such as opening and closing files. The system
also records processing information for accounting and control
programs.

o

Handling errors caused by hardware or software. This is an important
control feature because the errors may be difficult to detect and
correct manually.

o

Maintaining logs and computer accounting information to keep track of
computer use. This data can be used in operations, management of
operations, and chargeback for use.

o

Aiding data storage, maintenance, and access by (a) providing
facilities to set up files, allocating space on storage devices and
locating files when needed, (b) providing methods to access stored
data, (c) processing internal file labels, and (d) providing data file
access and/or update controls.

o

Aiding program storage, maintenance and access by maintaining
libraries of programs and directories to locate the programs.

4.

Generally, the auditor's interest in the operating system is during a
review and evaluation of internal control to determine if appropriate
operating system control functions are in use. In those instances where
control features have not been implemented, the auditor should determine
whether compensating controls exist. Recommendations should be made to
correct deficiencies.

B.

Utility Programs

1.

Utilities are computer programs that perform common data processing
tasks. Many of these tasks are referred to as "housekeeping tasks."

2.

Common functions performed by utilities include the following:

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
3.

Copying files
Changing the media of a file (tape to disk)
Printing a complete file or portions of the file
Reorganizing data
Setting up or purging files
Generating test files
Gathering statistics about usage of computer hardware, software, and
data

Utilities may aid control by (a) improving application program
documentation by generating program flowcharts, cross-reference lists,
and converting record layouts to graphic or tabular format, (b) assisting
in testing new or changed systems by generating test data, providing
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statistics for operational efficiency, and simulating terminal or other
peripheral device function, and (c) detecting unauthorized usage or
changes to programs and data by capturing and reporting data on computer
usage, matching two versions of source code and printing a list of
changes for auditor review, or by summarizing history logs kept by the
system.
4.

Control concerns for utility programs include ascertaining that
(a) utilities are not used to make unauthorized or undocumented changes
to programs or files, and (b) editing and validation checks for data,
password access controls and program library controls are not bypassed by
using utilities.

5.

The potential risk in the use of each utility should be evaluated, and
those utilities that can circumvent controls should be limited to
selected personnel for use under controlled conditions.

C.

Database Management Systems

1.

A database management system (DBMS) is system software that performs the
physical storage management of data and that provides data for processing
by an application program.

2.

The DBMS is based on the concept that data records should be managed
independently of programs that may create, access and change the data.

3.

A DBMS is intended to (a) reduce data redundancy, (b) increase data
consistency, and (c) increase data independence from programs.

4.

A database management system will usually have the following components:

5.

o

The data dictionary/directory — an optional software facility to
organize and keep track of the data in the organization. By enforcing
the data definition standards, controlling access to the database and
to the dictionary, and by preparing data description lists and reports
of data usage, the data dictionary can be an important element of
internal control.

o

The data description language (DDL) — used in setting up,
reorganizing or changing the database. Defines to the DBMS the
physical characteristics of the data, such as data length.

o

The data manipulation language (DML) — consists of instructions in the
application program that call the database management system in order
to access data managed by it.

o

The query language — used to access data without the use of
application programs. Usually for ad hoc queries.

o

Database management utilities — software for setting up and
maintaining the database.

The control advantages of a database management system include the
following:
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6.

7.

o

Data consistency — applications use the same data; therefore, the
data will be consistent for all uses.

o

Timeliness and availability of data — timeliness is improved because
the time required to update the data files is reduced, and
availability is improved because organizational data records are
centralized, clearly organized, and independent of applications.

o

Increased data integrity — editing and validation are centralized.
Advantages of this centralization include: (a) consistent performance
of editing and validation, (b) reliable and efficient modules, and
(c) reduced effort in writing application programs because only those
edit and validation tests that are unique for the application need be
coded.

o

Increased data security and control over access to data — this occurs
through security analysis when establishing the database and through
security provisions in the software.

o

Improved documentation — in a database environment, the data
definitions and relationships must be clearly defined and documented.
This is usually the responsibility of the database administrator who
establishes and enforces the standards.

There are several control concerns in a database management environment:

o

Concentration of data in one place magnifies the risks of loss or
misuse of data.

o

Single recording of a data item multiplies the effect of any error that
occurs. Errors cannot be discovered by noting inconsistencies between
data files.

o

The storage structures and software used demand a higher level of
technical knowledge to process, control and audit a database system.

o

Centralization of duties in one function, the database administrator.

The database administrator (DBA) function is one or more individuals
responsible for:
o
o
o
o
o

8.

Designing the content and organization of the database
Protecting the database and related software
Monitoring performance
Communicating with users
Providing standards for data definition and data usage, and for
documentation

Control of the DBA function can be improved by:
o
o
o
o
o

Segregation
Segregation
Segregation
Segregation
Maintenance

of duties within the DBA function
from user functions
from computer operation functions
from systems development and programming functions
of logs and reports of database activity
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o
o

9.

III.

Monitoring of data administration activities
Care in selection of DBA personnel

Database management system use and controls associated with it impact the
auditor's study and evaluation of accounting control and selection and
performance of substantive tests. The auditor will evaluate input
controls and the DBA function.
GLOSSARY OF NEW TERMS IN CHAPTER
Concurrent Processing — the processing of more than one program at the
same time.
Database Administrator — a person or group of persons responsible for
establishing a database, monitoring its performance, and controlling
access.

Database Management System — software that manages the storage,
maintenance, and retrieval of data.
Housekeeping Tasks — routine functions to be performed in conjunction
with application processing, such as opening/closing files and
reallocation of system resources.

Logical Structure — the format and organization of data as it appears to
the user or application. Logical structure is independent of actual
physical storage structure (see Physical Structure).

Operating System — a set of program routines to control access to and
use of computer hardware and software resources. Examples are the
use of the central processing unit, storage areas, input/output
devices, and other software by application programs.
Physical Structure — the storage structure by which data items are
physically stored.

Record Layouts — a description of the format of data elements in a
record.

Sort Utility — system software to sort items in ascending or descending
order based on a user-defined key.
System Software — performs tasks that may be required by many
applications. Two major types are the operating system and system
utilities.
System Utilities — programs available as part of the system software to
perform housekeeping tasks or other tasks required by many
applications.
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IV.

A.

SELF-TESTING EXERCISES (Answers at end of chapter)

True/False Questions

T

F

1.

The auditor should routinely perform an in-depth review of the
operating system because its unauthorized use may result in undetected
circumvention of accounting controls.

T

F

2.

Operating systems can process internal tape labels to help ensure
that the proper tape file has been made available to the application
program. Therefore, compliance testing in this regard is unwarranted
during an audit unless irregularities are suspected.

T

F

3.

All utilities should be removed from the system in order to prevent
unauthorized changes to data and programs.

T

F

4.

A database management system is one or more persons responsible for
creating, monitoring and controlling the database.

T

F

5.

The database management concept is that data records should be
managed independently of the programs that may create, access, or
change the data.

T

F

6.

The applications that access the database use Data Manipulation
Language (DML) statements in the source code to access database
information directly without using the database management system.

T

F

7.

The operating system is a set of programming routines to control the
sharing of the central processing unit (CPU), storage, input/output
devices, and system software by application software.

T

F

8.

Dynamic allocation is a method of assigning to it only the amount of
internal memory needed by an application program.

T

F

9.

Utility programs can be used as an aid in making unauthorized or
undocumented changes to programs or files.

T

F 10.

The database management software (DBMS) allows programmers to
separate the way data items are used in processing from the way the
data items are stored on the magnetic medium.

B.

Self-Testing Discussion Questions

1.

Why is the storage protection feature of the operating system an
important control feature? When is it most important?

2.

What is an operating system, and what are its typical functions?

3.

How does the criteria used by the operating system to schedule processing
in a batch environment differ from an on-line environment?

4.

Why are the operating system error handling routines important controls?
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5.

How does the operating system assist with data storage, maintenance and
access?

6.

How can utility programs be used to enhance controls?

7.

What are the objectives of a database management system?

8.

List and briefly describe the customary components of a database
management system.

9.

List the control advantages and concerns of a database management system.

10.

What are the customary responsibilities of a database administrator
function?

C.

Self-Testing Mini Cases

1.

You are requested to perform a review of the use of the operating system
features that help to improve data processing controls. How would you
approach such a review and what are some procedures you would follow?

2.

You have been asked to assist in a review of a database environment.
Here are several observations the supervisor for the job has noted:
o

There is a single person acting as a database administrator who has no
duties in user departments.

o

Several users require access to the same information, two of which
update the information.

o

Although an automated data dictionary is available on the system, a
manual data dictionary is maintained.

o

There is no user participation in the design of the physical database.

o

Strict access controls intended to limit access to authorized programs
and personnel have been established and are maintained by the
database administrator.

He has asked your opinion of the effect, if any, on the system of
internal control of these observations.

V.

QUESTIONS AND CASES FOR FURTHER DISCUSSION (Answers not given)

1.

Why is operating system password protection of data files generally not
used in large on-line and batch environments?

2.

Why are text-editor utilities a concern to auditors even though
mathematical functions generally cannot be performed using these
utilities?

3.

What types of skills are necessary to an effective database
administrator?
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4.

VI .

Who is the owner of data stored in a database management system? Discuss
the need to identify an owner of the data, the disadvantage of not
defining an owner, and potential criteria to be used in identifying an
owner.
ANSWERS TO SELF-TESTING EXERCISES

A.

Answers to True/False Questions

1.

False. An in-depth review of the operating system software and its code
is not warranted unless the auditor suspects irregularities based on
evidence of unauthorized system software changes and use.

2.

False. The auditor must make a careful distinction between what is
available in system software and what system features are used.
Therefore, it cannot be assumed that because a system has a particular
feature, such as label checking, it is in place and functioning as
intended. Compliance tests obtain evidence on actual use.

3.

False. Although utilities can threaten the security and integrity of
data and programs, they are important to operations. Potential risks
should be evaluated and some utilities that can be used to circumvent
controls should be limited to selected personnel under controlled
conditions.

4.

False. The database management system is a software system.
described are those of the database administration function.

5.

True. The objectives of such a concept are to (a) reduce data
redundancy, (b) increase data consistency, and (c) increase data
independence from programs.

6.

False. The programmer uses DHL statements in the source code to
interface with the database management system and obtain records from it.

7.

True. The operating system is a complex set of program routines that
does perform all the functions listed. As a result, the operating system
can be used to meet many internal control objectives; however, its
unauthorized use can circumvent many established controls.

8.

True. Fixed block is another method of assigning internal memory to a
program. As the name implies, a fixed amount of space is assigned to a
program; any unused internal memory within the fixed space remains idle,
and is not made available to other programs.

9.

True. Some utilities may allow personnel to manipulate and change stored
data or programs without going through change control procedures.

10.

The duties

True. Database management software allows the program to request the
data it needs regardless of where or how the data items are physically
stored.
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B.

Answers to Self-Testing Discussion Questions

1.

The storage protection feature of the operating system prevents a program
from accessing memory that is not assigned to the program. This
protection is most important where sensitive data records are being
processed.

2.

An operating system is a set of program routines to control access and
use of computer system resources. The typical functions found in an
operating system include the following:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Managing concurrent processing
Scheduling processing
Allocating resources
Monitoring and controlling processing
Handling errors
Maintaining logs and computer accounting information
Aiding data storage, maintenance, and access
Aiding program storage, maintenance, and access

3.

Scheduling in a batch environment is based on many different criteria.
The system may take into account user-specified priorities, elapsed time,
time of day, or conditions or events that have occurred. Scheduling in
an on-line environment with immediate processing of transactions is
transaction oriented; that is, transactions are processed based upon the
assigned priority of the task to be performed on the data.

4.

Many operating systems have the ability to check for errors caused by
hardware or software and to perform some corrective action. These are
important controls because they are intended to prevent erroneous data
from being accepted into, or released from the computer. They help to
ensure data can be output, stored and retrieved in a consistent form.

5.

The operating system performs several major functions for the storage,
maintenance and access of data:
o
o
o
o

provides facilities to set up data files
provides methods to access stored data
processes internal file labels to assist in identifying data files
provides data file access controls, including who may use a file and
how it can be used (e.g., read only)

6.

Utility programs can be used for control purposes by (a) improving
program documentation, (b) providing help to adequately test new or
changed applications, and (c) by detecting and reporting unauthorized
usage or changes to programs or data.

7.

The objectives of a database management system are to (a) reduce data
redundancy, (b) increase data consistency, and (c) increase data
independence from programs.
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8.

9.

Components of a database management system are:

o

A data dictionary/directory (optional) software to organize and keep
track of the information included in the database.

o

A data description language (DDL) used to set up or change the
database.

o

A data manipulation language (DML) containing instructions to be used
in application programs to call the database management system in order
to access and manipulate data in the database.

o

A query language used to access the data for ad hoc purposes.

o

Database management utilities to assist in setting up and maintaining
the database.

Control advantages and control concerns of a database management system.

Advantages:
o
o
o
o
o

Data consistency
Timeliness and availability of data
Increased data integrity
Increased data security and control over access to data
Improved documentation

Control concerns:
o
o
o
o

10.

Concentration of data
Single recording of data items
Complexity of the storage structure and software
Concentration of duties

The database administrator function usually has the following
responsibilities:
o
o
o
o
o

To design the content and organization of the database
To protect the database and its software
To monitor and improve the efficiency of the database
To communicate with the database users to arbitrate, educate and
consult with them when problems arise
To provide standards for data definition and data usage, and for
documentation of the database and its software

C.

Answers to Self-Testing Mini Cases

1.

There are several concerns when approaching such a review:
o

You will need to ensure availability of technical personnel for you to
make inquiries.
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2.

o

You should independently determine the available features of the
operating system installed at the installation. This can be done by
requesting vendor literature that lists and describes system features.

o

You should determine the system features the installation has
implemented by reviewing the options chosen at SYSGEN (system
generation). (System documentation should be retained by the
installation for this purpose.)

o

You should (a) review what, if anything, is being done with system
output in terms of review and investigation of unusual items listed in
logs or other reports, and (b) observe system control features in
operation.

It is not unusual that there is only one person acting as a DBA, and
because no incompatible duties were noted this would not be an audit
concern.

As many users as necessary can access data; however, from a control
standpoint, only one (the owner) should have the authority to change the
data.

As long as the manual data dictionary is maintained on a current basis,
no weakness in the internal control would exist. You may wish to bring
this apparently inefficient procedure to the attention of management.

The design of the physical database is the principal duty of the DBA.
Users should be consulted during the design of the logical database.
This presents no audit concern.
Control over access to the database is a DBA responsibility.
not present an audit concern.
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This does

8

Safeguarding the
Availability, Access,
and Use of Computer
Facilities, Programs,
and Data

I.

OVERVIEW OF CHAPTER
Evaluation of the security of programs, facilities, and data is a part of
the auditor's study of internal control because unauthorized access and
use of programs or data can have affected the financial statements being
audited. Although it does not affect past financial statements, loss or
destruction of data processing facilities can affect the ability of a
company to remain in operation. This chapter describes the auditor's
security and safeguarding concerns in three categories: (a) physical
safeguards and protection; (b) controls over program or data access and
change; and (c) data processing backup, recovery and retention
considerations. Various threats to data processing security are noted
and potential controls are identified to address the threats. The first
two categories are defined in the audit guide, The Auditor's Study and
Evaluation of Internal Control in EDP Systems, as within the scope of the
review of general controls. The review of procedures for assurance of
continued operations through backup and recovery is an optional
extension of the scope of the review and evaluation of internal control.

II.

KEY CONCEPTS

A.

Physical Safeguards and Threats

1.

Threats to data processing include disasters, equipment malfunctions, and
human errors or abuses.

2.

A complete program to safeguard physical facilities should consider:

o
o
o
o

Location, layout, and construction of the computer room
Fire prevention, detection, and fire-fighting techniques
Insurance
Housekeeping and preventive maintenance
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o
o

Physical safeguards for files
Control of access to the computer room

3.

Physical location determination should consider natural exposures (e.g.,
water damage), building associated exposures (e.g., location near furnace
facilities), and access exposures (e.g., unneeded viewing and access).

4.

Much of data processing equipment and magnetic files may be vulnerable to
heat damage at temperatures substantially below those needed for
combustion. A number of recommendations for computer installations have
been made by the National Fire Protection Association. These
recommendations are described in the chapter.

5.

Determining appropriate coverage and adequate levels of insurance for a
computer installation is complex. Three types of insurance to be
considered are fire, valuable papers and records, and data processing
(all risk).

6.

Appropriate housekeeping policies and procedures reduce the threat of
fire and possibility of using incorrect files. Preventive maintenance
is important in safeguarding facilities.

7.

Physical safeguards for files should include:

o
o
o
o
o

Heat and humidity controls
Internal and external labels
Header and trailer labels
File protection rings (magnetic tape)
Read only switches (magnetic disks)

8.

Segregation of functions is strengthened if access to the computer room
is limited to operations personnel and if programmers and analysts are not
allowed.

9.

Each outside visitor should be approved by data processing management.
log of all personnel entering into and leaving the facility should be
maintained.

10.

Only authorized individuals should be allowed access to the computer
room. Procedures to verify access authorization include:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

11.

Identification badges
Magnetic stripe cards
Passwords verified by software
Locks
Fingerprint or handprint identifications
Signature verification
Voice verification

The concepts for computer room access apply to terminals which perform
sensitive functions or provide access to sensitive data or programs.
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A

B.

Safeguarding Computer Programs and Data

1.

The review of control over authorized changes to programs or data should
be a major part of the study and evaluation of internal controls. An
organization should develop comprehensive procedures to ensure that all
authorized changes are made as well as only authorized changes are made
to programs and/or data.

2.

Safeguards for access to and changes to programs and data include the
following:
o
o
o
o
o
o

Librarian function
Passwords and other identification techniques
Encryption
Well-controlled program change procedures
Manual procedures to control the use of programs and data
Library software and other security software

3.

A librarian function should control access to documentation, programs,
and data. The librarian function is important to large organizations
that utilize librarian software as well as small organizations where the
full function is handled manually. Some provision must be made to
provide files when a librarian is not on duty and to provide (and
document) emergency access.

4.

Passwords are an important control technique in computer environments
where many users can access the system. For greatest effectiveness,
passwords should be secret, difficult to guess, generated by a random
process, and changed periodically. A password security facility should
monitor all unsuccessful attempts at accessing protected files or
programs.

5.

Passwords can incorporate differing levels of security for various
functions. Some tasks where security passwords may differentiate access
privileges are:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Accessing the system
Accessing various files within the system
Reading programs or data (as opposed to updating)
Reading and modifying programs or data files
Adding programs or data files
Deleting programs
Changing classification status of files

6.

Encryption techniques should be considered when transferring sensitive
data or storing sensitive data. The National Bureau of Standards has
developed an algorithm for data encryption. Hardware devices (as opposed
to software) are encouraged for encryption because of: (a) greater
efficiency; (b) less risk of disclosure of the key; and (c) easier
testing and monitoring, and less risk of unauthorized modification.

7.

The program change process should be subjected to all the authorization,
control and testing procedures used in the systems development process.
An organization should develop procedures and forms to ensure and
document that only authorized, tested, and documented changes are made to
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programs. The procedures are further documented in Control over Using
and Changing Computer Programs (AICPA, New York, 1979).

8.

In the operator instructions or systems and procedures manual, policies
and procedures to control the use of programs and data should include:
o
o
o

o
o

9.

Names of the data files to be run with specific programs
General control policies to restrict computer operations to authorized
personnel and check external labels on files
Actions required to respond to system malfunctions, halts, and error
messages
Distribution procedures for output
Job control statements to direct the operating system in accessing
programs and files

Library management systems are automated software systems that keep track
of data and programs. The major functions of such software are to:
o
o
o
o
o

Add, delete, or replace programs in the program library
Facilitate changes to the program code
Provide reports on program changes
Restrict the use and changing of programs to authorized individuals
Provide efficient storage of on-line files

It is important that the auditor note that
associated with library management systems
than being required. The auditor may want
procedures are both present and working as
10.

Features of library software useful in control are:
o
o
o
o
o

11.

many of the control procedures
are included as options rather
to ascertain that the control
planned.

Restricting programmer access privileges
Encryption of programs and data
Backup copies of programs
Maintenance of program version number
Keeping a date of entry or change on all lines of source code

Security software is used to protect computer resources by maintaining
tables of access privileges and restricting on-line access to those who
are authorized.

C.

Data Processing Backup, Recovery, and Retention Considerations

1.

A well planned backup and recovery plan is an essential part of data
processing control to limit losses due to physical damage, errors, or
irregularities. A comprehensive plan should include:

o
o
o
o
o

Physical facilities
Personnel (and operating instructions)
Supplies and forms
Programs, including documentation
Data to recreate the files
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The plan should be documented, tested, and stored at appropriate off-site
locations.
2.

A number of options exist for physical backup facilities.
reached should be documented in a legal contract.

3.

Backup programs, including systems software, application programs, and
documentation should be stored in off-site locations. A backup site
should not be subject to the same natural risks as the data processing
facility.

4.

The son-father-grandfather concept should be used for magnetic tapes
backup retention. A similar retention concept utilizing a copy of the
files prior to updating and transactions for a period should be used for
magnetic disks. Source documents should be retained at least until the
file is proved and balanced with its controls. Dumps of file data (such
as from disk to tape) may also be used for retention and backup.

III.

Any agreement

GLOSSARY OF NEW TERMS IN CHAPTER
Dump — copying a file (usually from a disk) to another medium such as
magnetic tape. This dump serves as a backup should the file need to
be recreated.

External Label — a paper label on the outside of magnetic tape, disk
pack, or diskette indicating the contents, date run, expiration date,
and other pertinent information.

Encryption — the process of encoding data. Once the data is encoded,
one must know the process (code) to determine the contents of the
data file. Encryption is especially useful in protecting data
transmitted over communication lines.

Halon — a gas used in fire protection equipment in computer facilities.
Header and Trailer Labels — internal label records used on magnetic tape
to identify the tape, its contents, and use. The labels can be
checked by the operating system or by application programs to help
ensure that the correct files are used.

Internal Label— an internal, magnetic record containing identification
and control information. The label can be used on both magnetic
tape and magnetic disk storage.

Library Software — software to perform record keeping on use of
application programs, maintain copies of programs and all changes
made to them, and provide access controls. These software programs
contain a number of optional control procedures that can enhance the
security of a program library.

Passwords — an identification technique to restrict access to computer
programs or data. A unique password is generated for an individual.
The password is filed in an internal table which specifies the
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functions the individual can perform and the data the individual can
access.
Write Enable Ring — a special ring placed in a magnetic tape reel that
will allow the tape to be written on. Absence of the ring in its
proper position will preclude writing on the tape and thus prevent
inadvertent destruction of data contained on it (no ring, no write).
IV.

A.

SELF-TESTING EXERCISES (Answers at end of chapter)
True/False Questions

T

F

1.

Passwords are useful to identify users authorized to use the system,
but cannot be applied to differentiate between authorized access to
different levels of data.

T

F

2.

The top floor of a building is the best place to house computer
facilities because it is most removed from causes of damages such as
floods.

T

F

3.

A company should have a librarian or a librarian function even if the
company has a library software and security system.

T

F

4.

The same level of security ought to apply to terminals performing
sensitive functions as is applied to the computer room.
The password should be meaningful to the user so that it will be
to remember and not require the user to write it down.

T

F 5.

T

F 6. Encryption should be used for both transmitting and storingsensitive
data.

T

F 7.

easy

A strength of magnetic media, such as tape or disk, is that they are
less subject to fire damage than the printed records of manual
systems.

T

F

8.

Important corporate information stored on printed documents should
have stricter controls than those stored in machine readable form.

T

F

9.

Program changes should be subject to all of the quality control
procedures used in systems development.

T

F 10.

A backup plan should be stored in an off site location.

B.

Self-Testing Discussion Questions

1.

Identify the various levels of security that should be considered in the
design of a password system.

2.

Identify the major elements of a backup and recovery plan.
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3.

What are the major tasks that are performed by library software systems?
How do these systems affect the auditor's evaluation of internal
controls?

4.

Distinguish between "production” programs and "test” programs. What
additional levels of security are needed for production programs?

5.

Evaluate the following statement: "The evaluation of fire prevention,
detection, and fighting techniques is not contemplated in, nor useful
for, the auditor's evaluation of EDP internal control."

6.

How would a standard algorithm for data encryption enhance data security?

7.

Identify and indicate how each of the following are used and why they are
important components of data processing control.
o
o
o

Header and trailer labels
External labels
Write-enable ring

8.

The chapter identifies a number of methods to identify an authorized
person for the purpose of entering a computer room. The methods
identified are part of a larger framework relating to factors regarding
the individual. Can you identify this framework based on the list of
authorization techniques identified in the chapter?

9.

Identify and briefly explain the major components of a plan to safeguard
the physical computer facilities.

10.

Explain how the son-father-grandfather concept as used for magnetic tape
environments can be modified for use in a magnetic disk system.

C.

Self-Testing Mini Cases

1.

In the preliminary evaluation of EDP internal control of a major
financial services client, the auditor found the following regarding
physical backup and recovery:
o

There is a verbal agreement with the computer hardware vendor to have
a new computer on-site within 72 hours.

o

The son-father-grandfather technique is used for magnetic tape.
grandfather is stored off-premises.

o

Transaction logs are maintained for items stored on disk. However,
due to heavy cost of dumping the database, a dump is performed only
every two months.

o

All program documentation is duplicated as soon as a new application
goes into production. The documentation, including printout of source
code, is stored off premises.
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The

o

The recovery plan was developed by a committee and is stored in the
data processing manager's office. Because of the sensitivity of the
plan, no one else is allowed access to it.

o

All forms normally used for data processing are stored in a fire-proof
vault outside the computer room.

Briefly analyze the above findings and indicate how the findings might
affect the audit.
2.

A corporation has designed procedures such that all program changes must
be initiated by a request form signed by either the users or data
processing personnel. All program changes are documented and tested by
the programmer. The documentation and test results are presented to the
systems analyst in charge of the particular application for approval.
Once the change is made, the programmer receives a written approval
notice from the analyst and is then allowed to move the program from the
"test" library to the "production" library.
Identify the major strengths and weaknesses in the above system. For
each weakness identified, indicate a potential control that should be
implemented.

V.

QUESTIONS AND CASES FOR FURTHER DISCUSSION (Answers not given)

1.

Explain how the auditor's evaluation of the ability of a company to
recover from a disaster affects the audit of a company's financial
statements.

2.

Distinguish between "source code" and "object code" in computer systems
and indicate the relevance of such a distinction to an auditor.

3.

The auditor is concerned that only authorized changes are made to
computer programs. Assume a company has good procedures that involve
change request forms, approval for changes, testing by the user of all
changes, and segregation of duties between the programmer and someone
else authorized to implement the changes. Identify the potential
auditing procedures to be used to test the assertion that "only
authorized changes have been made to programs."

4.

Using the same scenario as question 3, identify the appropriate auditing
procedures to test the assertion that "all authorized changes follow
company policies and are implemented as approved."

5.

Identify the various control concepts applicable to program libraries.
For each concept, identify potential controls that might be useful.

6.

Identify the major components of an insurance program for data
processing. What are the implications of deficiencies in insurance
coverage for the audit?

7.

Perform library research (or check with vendors) on the state-of-the-art
regarding technology to identify someone as an authorized user.
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Determine the approximate costs associated with the alternative
technologies.

8.

Critique the following statement:

"If it were possible to establish physical controls which
were able to protect against all natural disasters,
equipment malfunctions and human abuses, then no other
controls would be necessary."
9.

10.

Develop an outline for a comprehensive data processing recovery plan.
Identify the major components of the plan and, for each component,
identify the major elements that ought to be included in the plan.

Critique the following statement:
"Physical backup of an organization's computer facilities
can be secured from outside parties with similar hardware.
If the organization secures a written contract with the
outside party, it can be assured of adequate hardware
backup."

11.

One technique mentioned relative to program changes was referred to as ”a
hash total technique." Describe how the technique would be used and the
types of exposures it might detect.

12.

Identify alternative audit objectives for program changes. Develop an
audit program for the program change area to meet each of the objectives
identified above.

VI.

ANSWERS TO SELF-TESTING EXERCISES

A.

Answers to True/False Questions

1.

False. Passwords can be, and should be, applied to differentiate between
different levels of data.

2.

False. The top floor of a building is probably not the best place to
house computer facilities. It is more difficult in emergency fire
fighting and in equipment removal.

3.

True. A company should have a librarian function even if the company has
a library software and security system. The librarian function is
necessary to implement many of the controls found in the library
software.

4.

True. The same level of security ought to apply to terminals performing
sensitive functions as is applied to the computer room because gaining
access to the terminal may provide the user with the same or greater
access to computer programs or data than through computer room access.

5.

False. Passwords should be randomly generated so that it will be
difficult for others to guess a password of a particular user.
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6.

True. Encryption provides protection against unauthorized access and can
be used for both transmitting and storing sensitive data.

7.

False. Magnetic media, such as tape or disk, are more subject to fire
damage than are printed records of manual systems. Magnetic media may be
affected by heat at much lower temperatures than printed media.

8.

False. Important corporate information ought to have the same strict
controls regardless of media, i.e., whether the information is stored in
machine readable form or on printed documents.

9.

True. The concepts of approving and testing new systems developments
also apply to any other changes made to programs.

10.

True. A backup plan should be stored off premises in a secure location
so it is available to facilitate recovery from any data processing
disaster.

B.

Answers to Self-Testing Discussion Questions

1.

Alternative levels of security that should be considered in the design of
a password system include:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

2.

A well-planned backup and recovery plan should contain the following:
o
o
o
o
o

3.

Accessing the system
Accessing various files or data elements
Reading programs or data
Reading and modifying programs or data
Adding new programs or data files
Deleting programs
Transferring files from one classification to another

Physical facilities
Personnel and operating instructions
Supplies and forms
Programs and documentation
Backup data to recreate the files

The major tasks performed by library software include:
o

o
o
o
o

Add, delete, or replace programs in the program library and
maintaining records of these actions
Facilitate changes and documentation of changes to the program code
Provide reports on program changes
Restrict the use and change in a program to authorized individuals
Provide more efficient storage of on-line files

These systems affect the auditor's evaluation of internal control because
they contain a number of important controls that can help assure that
only authorized changes are made to programs. Library controls restrict
access to the programs as well as log any changes to the programs. The
auditor needs to ascertain that the controls are not only included in the
system, but the controls are operating as planned.
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4.

Production programs are programs that have been tested, approved, and
compiled into object languages for execution. A test program is usually
in source code and is used by the programmer as a basis for making
authorized changes to the program. After all changes are made and
tested, the test program is compiled into a production program.
Production programs need to be under strict control. If changes are made,
they can be done in a "test” copy.

5.

Fire prevention, detection, and fighting techniques are not accounting
controls contemplated in the auditor's evaluation of EDP internal
controls. However, deficiencies in these techniques or tools indicate a
potential exposure for the company. The exposure may be so great in some
instances as to jeopardize the ability of a company to continue as a
going concern should a fire actually take place. A review of such
capabilities is therefore frequently included as an extension of the
scope of the audit.

6.

A standard algorithm for data encryption will enhance data security
because it can ensure that all data transmitted over public communication
lines is in a form that would be unintelligible by someone who gained
unauthorized access to the encrypted data. The only way to decipher the
data would be to have access to the standard algorithm and the specific
key used to encode the data.

7.

See the Glossary for a definition of these terms.

8.

There are three major components to a framework of authorization
techniques based on an individual. Those components are:

o
o
o
9.

A well-developed plan to safeguard the physical computer facilities
should include:

o
o
o
o
o
o

10.

Something about the user (some physical identification, such as
signature, fingerprint, etc.)
Something known by the user, such as passwords;
Something carried by the user, such as a badge, magnetic card, etc.

location and construction of the computer room
fire prevention, detection, and fire fighting techniques
insurance
housekeeping and preventive maintenance
physical safeguards for files
control of access to the computer room

The son-father-grandfather concept can be implemented in a magnetic disk
system by periodically dumping the magnetic disk to another disk or to
magnetic tape and saving all transaction logs for the time between the
dumps.
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C.

Answers to Self-Testing Mini-Cases

1.

There are a number of significant weaknesses.
o

The agreement with the vendor is strictly a verbal agreement and
should be more formalized and documented.

o

The verbal agreement does not provide a new computer for at least 72
hours. This time delay may be critical to a major financial services
company.

o

The son-father-grandfather technique is good for magnetic tape. The
concept should also be employed for magnetic disk storage with a copy
of the file made and saved before each processing cycle or at
appropriate intervals.

o

The time between dumping the database is exceptionally long. Too much
could happen to the intervening transaction logs to ensure a high
probability of accurate recreation of the master file.

o

Copies of program change documentation should also be stored off
premises. Further, magnetic copies of the program should be stored
off premises, not just the source code listing.

o

The recovery plan should be stored off premises, and should be
available to more than the data processing manager. There is a need to
restrict access to the plan, but a company cannot afford to be totally
dependent on the data processing manager for recovering from a major
data processing disaster.

o

The forms used for data processing should also be stored off premises
as well as on premises.

These findings raise severe questions about the company's ability to
recover from a major data processing disaster. A company in the
financial services area is very dependent upon computer processing as
its major business is financial transactions. Although the auditor
would probably not take an exception to the audit report because of a
potential going concern problem, the auditor should address these concerns
in a letter to management and to the audit committee of the board of
directors.
2.

The following strengths and weaknesses are found in the case:

STRENGTH:
Program changes must be initiated by a request form signed by
the users or data processing personnel.

WEAKNESSES:
The program changes are tested only by the programmer. All changes to
the program should be tested by both the programmer and independent
testing (such as the user initiating the request).
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The documentation and test results are presented to a systems analyst for
review. To provide adequate independent review, changes should be
reviewed by an operations manager or the data processing manager.
The request for changes ought to have independent management review to
ascertain whether or not the changes are cost/benefit justified. An
example is a data processing committee.

The programmer is authorized to both implement the program change and
move the program into the production status. There should be segregation
of duties between the duties of the programmer in making the change and
the duties of data processing operations in moving the program to
production status.
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9

Control Implications
of Data Processing
Methods

I.

OVERVIEW OF CHAPTER

The processing method used in computer information processing affects
the complexity of the processing system, the internal accounting controls
the visibility of the audit trail, and the ease of record retrieval.
These factors, in turn, affect audit procedures and the availability of
audit evidence. There is no generally agreed upon classification of
computer data processing methods. The classification used in the chapter
is oriented to the auditor.
There are two fundamental variations for the computer data processing
cycle: the traditional cycle in which documents are used to capture and
record source data and the on-line or terminal entry cycle in which source
data items are entered directly via terminal. However, both of these
cycles have almost the same elements:

o
o
o
o
o
o

Data capture or data entry
Data preparation for the traditional cycle
Input for the traditional cycle
Input validation for both
Processing for both
Output for both

The chapter describes these six elements of a basic computer data
processing cycle.

The computer data processing literature has traditionally defined two
major methods of processing: on-line and batch. In on-line real-time
processing, individual transactions are processed immediately. In batch
processing, batches of transactions are processed periodically. Rather
than using this two-fold classification, the chapter develops a
classification based on the fact that transactions entered at a terminal
can be processed immediately or held for subsequent batch processing.
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This results in three major methods for computer data processing
applications.

o

Terminal entry/on-line processing. This is immediate terminal entry
of single transactions and immediate processing of single transactions.
This is often referred to as on-line real-time processing.

o

Terminal entry/batch processing. This is immediate terminal entry of
single transactions which are stored for periodic processing of batches
of transactions.

o

Batch entry/batch processing. Periodic data preparation of batches of
transaction documents and periodic processing of the batches.

There are many variations within these groups. Eight variations are
explained in the chapter. The chapter also describes some control
features of each processing method.
II.

A.

KEY CONCEPTS
The Basic Computer Data Processing Cycle

There are six elements in the traditional computer data processing cycle.
When terminal entry is used for individual transactions, some of the
elements in the cycle may be omitted.
1.

Data capture and data entry. Data capture consists of activities to
obtain items and record them for subsequent processing steps or other
use. Data entry is the direct input of data to the computer or to a
magnetic storage medium. Data entry may be performed as part of data
capture or it may be performed as a separate step using documents
prepared by data capture activities. There are three different
approaches to data capture:
o
o
o

Data items recorded on written notes and filled-in documents requiring
subsequent data preparation
Data recorded in machine-readable document form
Data entered directly to the computer or to a magnetic storage medium

Terminal data entry at the point of transaction can use a typewriter or
visual display unit. The terminal may be on-line to the computer or it
may be off-line (with logic capabilities to record the transaction).
2.

Data preparation. Often called data conversion, this applies to the step
in the traditional batch cycle in which data items recorded on documents
are converted into a machine-readable form for computer input. The data
preparation activities include:
o

Manual review of source documents and correction, addition or
deletion of data

o

Preparation of processing controls such as assembling data records into
batches and establishing batch controls
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o

Transcription to machine-readable form and verification and validation
of some data items

o

Conversion from one machine-readable form to another if required for
processing

3.

Input. In the traditional cycle, the data items from the preparation
further phase are read and stored for processing activities.

4.

Input validation. Frequently called editing, the process examines data
items at the time of entry or during input and performs various tests to
detect errors. Control totals may be generated and/or checked.

5.

Processing. Three major processing operations performed using input data
are sequencing, transaction processing, and file updating.

6.

Output. There is both intermediate and final output. Output can be an
updated master file, a temporary file to be held for future processing,
output files, and direct output to a printer or visual display terminal.

B.

Classification of Computer Files

The organization of computer files is an important factor in computer
data processing methods. File organization is based on the needs of each
application and the physical characteristics of the file storage devices.
1.

File storage devices. Data records can be stored in internal storage
(primary storage) or on secondary (auxiliary) storage. Files are
generally stored on auxiliary storage. The most common secondary storage
media are magnetic disk and magnetic tapes. The operational difference
between these two media are that data on magnetic disk can be accessed
directly by the combination of movements of the read-write head to
position it over the place on the disk where the data items are stored.
Magnetic tape must be read in serial fashion so that a data record can be
obtained only by reading all data records stored in front of it.

2.

File organization.
processing are:

3.

The major methods of file organization for data

The records in the file are sequenced in order by a

o

Sequential.
record key.

o

Direct access. Using a random procedure or an index, a record is
stored and located without considering its sequence.

o

Index sequential. Records are stored sequentially but may also be
located through an index.

o

List organizations. Records are located using indexes and pointers.
Used in applications where there is a significant amount of retrieval
based on ad hoc queries.

Database management systems. Instead of having separate files, often
containing redundant data, the database approach is to integrate these
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into a single file containing all necessary data.
database is through a database management system.

The management of the

4.

Multiple computer access to files. An organization may have computers at
various locations and allow a computer in one location to access files
stored in computers at other locations. This is termed a distributed
data network. This is also done in the case of separate companies such
as airlines in which an airline reservation system of one line can access
the files of other airlines.

C.

Processing Methods

Data processing methods are organized around either the processing of
individual transactions or around batches of individual transactions.
This distinction between single transactions versus batches of
transactions occurs both in the entry processes in which transactions are
prepared and entered and in the processing of the transactions. This
results in three major processing methods for computer data processing
applications:
o
o
o

Terminal entry/on-line processing
Terminal entry/batch processing
Batch entry/batch processing

These three major methods also have variations.
D.

Terminal Entry/On-line Processing
This method is the most complex of the three major methods in the design
and implementation of the system. However, it is probably the simplest
for users. Terminals are used for both input and output and transactions
are validated immediately so that error data records do not enter the
system.

1.

Controls. It is possible to provide good control over transaction
preparation and entry because the immediate validation process prevents
detectable errors being accepted. The traditional batch control totals
prepared prior to data preparation are not available when individual
transactions are entered and processed immediately.

2.

Variations on terminal entry/on-line processing.
o

Immediate processing of all transactions (including file updating).
Advantage is that the file is kept up-to-date. The disadvantage is of
the complexity of handling all transactions on-line.

o

Memo updating, in which an updated memo file is used during the
processing period and transactions are recorded for subsequent batch
processing or pseudo-updating in which updates are maintained in
a special file pending batch updating.
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E.

o

Immediate processing with reference data updated only periodically.

o

Immediate processing with no data in file or database required.

Terminal Entry/Batch Processing

Transactions are entered immediately via terminal and validated. The
transactions that are valid are written onto a computer file to be
processed as a batch in a subsequent batch processing run.
1.

Controls. This method has control advantages in that it provides the
immediate validation and immediate correction advantages of on-line
entry, and it also provides the control advantages of preestablished
control totals, batch listings, and a controlled sequence for processing.

2.

Variations for terminal entry/batch processing are:

F.

o

Immediate validation of transactions using entry programs that have
access to reference data from the master file or database.

o

Immediate validation of transactions by computer logic without use of
reference data in a master file or database. This method is used
where validation requirements are not complex and there is a fairly
low need to access current file data.

Batch Entry/Batch Processing

The batch method is efficient in terms of use of data processing resources
and also corresponds to the natural flow of certain types of applications
which generate batches of data and for which results are needed only
periodically. The major disadvantage is the delay in updating records
and the delay in making corrections because the errors are not detected
until processing, whereas the transactions may have been prepared some
time before.
1.

Controls. Transactions are batched and batch controls are established
that will detect loss, nonprocessing, and certain data errors in input
data and processing. Data validation is performed as with other methods,
but since the input was performed previously, erroneous transactions must
be recorded on error files and sent back to the originators for
correction and resubmission.

2.

Variations on batch entry/batch processing are:
o

Transaction order/batch processing. The transactions are not sorted
but are processed in the order in which they occur using direct access
file organization.

o

File order processing. The most common method of batch processing.
Transactions are sorted into the same order as the file before they are
processed.
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III.

GLOSSARY OF NEW TERMS IN THE CHAPTER

Batch Processing — processing in which transactions are batched and then
processed periodically.

Conversion — conversion of data records stored on one machine-readable
medium to another. This is used especially to provide higher speed
input into processing.
CRT — cathode ray tube terminal. Same as VDU (video display unit) or
VDT (video display terminal).

Data Capture — activities to obtain data items and record them for
subsequent processing steps or other use.
Data Entry — direct input of data to the computer or to a magnetic
storage medium.
Data Preparation — applies to the traditional batch cycle. Conversion
of data recorded on documents into machine-readable form for computer
input. Data preparation includes manual review of documents,
preparation of processing controls, transcription to machine-readable
form, and sometimes conversion from one machine-readable form to
another.

Direct Access — access to locations on a storage medium directly without
reading significant portions of the storage medium. Disk storage is
direct access.
File Updating — additions, corrections and deletions to a file of data.
Updating a file may consist of using values from transactions or
addition, correction and deletion of existing items or records.

Indexed Sequential — records are stored sequentially and with indexes.
Records can be accessed either sequentially or directly through the
indexes.

Input Processing — operations performed on input data to produce data
for storage, updating of files, subsequent processing, or output.
List Organizations — data storage organizations based on use of pointers
(data fields containing addresses to other records to link records
together) and indexes. Their major use is for files that are
accessed for ad hoc inquiries and retrievals.

Memo Updating — use of a copy of the master file which is updated during
the processing period but is not used as the permanent file. Copies
of transactions are kept, and the permanent file is updated through
periodic batch processing.

On-line Processing — processing in which individual transactions are
input, processed and output with very fast response. Also termed
on-line real-time processing.
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Output — from computer processing. This can be an updated master file,
a file for future processing, output file, or direct output to a
printer or visual display terminal.
Primary Storage — (also called internal storage) used for storage of the
active portion of the operating systems, program (or portion of
program) being executed, and data items in process.
Pseudo-Updating — all changes to the master file are kept in a temporary
changes file. Prior to any transaction requiring up-to-date data,
the changes file is searched for entries. If there are changes,
these are reflected in the data provided for transaction processing.
Permanent updating of the file is done periodically.

Secondary Storage — (also called auxiliary storage) used primarily for
files and for portions of programs not currently required.
Serial Access — storage medium whose locations can be read only
serially, such as magnetic tape. Also called sequential access.
Sequencing — arranging data items in order for processing or output
through sorting and/or merging.

Sequential Access — a file organization in which the records in the file
are sequenced in order by a record key and are accessed in order
during processing.
Sequential Processing — (also called file order processing) the master
file is organized sequentially by record key. Transactions to be
processed are sorted by this same record key in the same order.
Terminal Data Entry — entry of data at the transaction point using a
typewriter or visual display unit.

VDU — visual display unit.

Same as VDT or CRT.

VDT — visual display terminal.
IV.

A.

Same as VDU or CRT.

SELF-TESTING EXERCISES (Answers at end of chapter)

True/False Questions

T

F 1.

Data capture is not used when data entry is used.

T

F 2.

Data can be captured in machine-readable form.

T

F 3.

In order to have terminal data entry the terminalsmust
the computer.

T

F 4.

Terminals can not be used in batch entry.

T

F 5.

Data preparation is not used with terminal entry ofindividual
transactions.
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be on-line to

T

F 6.

Batch control totals are not required with batch entry.

T

F 7.

Pseudo-updating and memo updating are the same thing.

T

F 8.

Transaction order processing cannot be performed if the file medium
is accessed serially, such as magnetic tape.

T

F 9.

If direct access storage is used, such as disk, then directaccess
file organization must be used.

B.

Self-Testing Discussion Questions

1.

Explain why the user of a data processing application may prefer terminal
entry rather than batch entry.

2.

What are the advantages of terminal data entry of individual
transactions?

3.

Explain the difference between input validation and editing.

4.

Explain the difference between input validation for terminal entry of
individual transactions and validation for batch entry.

5.

Explain how there can be terminal entry and on-line immediate processing
of transactions without having on-line updating of permanent data in
master files.

6.

Explain why an application design might use terminal entry of individual
transactions but not process them immediately.

7.

Under what conditions is the batch processing method most efficient and
under what conditions will it probably be not as efficient as an on-line
processing approach?

8.

Compare the problem of backup and recovery for on-line processing versus
batch processing.

9.

Explain why an application might use transaction order batch processing.

10.

Explain the difference between sequential and direct access organization
used in data processing.

11.

For each of the following, indicate the processing method you would
select and indicate why.
a.

Preparing the W-2 reports to individuals on their earnings for the
year and income tax withheld.

b.

Prepare an insurance analysis for a salesman for use with a client.

c.

Updating a customer's savings account with a deposit or withdrawal.
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c.

Self-Testing Mini Cases

1.

The XYZ Company has been using computers with traditional batch processing
for all of its accounting applications including payroll. In the current
system, time cards are prepared by clerks at each remote location. The
information on each is summarized each week and sent to the headquarters
where the computer is located. The time cards are key entered and a
batch of records prepared for processing. When all records have been
received for all plants, an input validation run is prepared and a list
of good input prepared. All input records that are not correct are turned
over to payroll analysts who make corrections where feasible, calling the
time keepers at the plants if necessary. If the record cannot be
corrected within one day, a temporary check is prepared by hand and the
record is sent back for discussion and correction by the plant personnel.
Payroll checks are prepared each Thursday for the prior week and sent by
messenger to each plant. In the current payroll negotiations, an
important point was employees seeking to have paychecks received on
Wednesday following the end of the payroll period. Under the current
system, this would be very difficult. The decision was made to go to a
more rapid system. Describe how a different method of processing might
resolve the problem of delay.

2.

The ABC Company had been using traditional batch processing with batches
of documents being key entered by a central keypunch/key entry facility
using key disk machines. In making the system change, each department
was provided with a terminal for entering transactions. The transactions
of the accounts receivable department are now entered as follows:
The invoices for the day are collected in batches of 100 documents and
batch totals prepared. These are logged in by the senior supervisor for
accounts receivable who then turns over the batches to clerks for entry
at the terminal. Prior to entering each batch, the clerk enters the
control total for the batch. The terminal is on-line to the computer and
an input validation program for accounts receivable checks the accounts
receivable input against validation criteria, including lookup to the
customer record for validating certain characteristics of the order and
the charge. When all records are entered, the clerk indicates the end of
the batch. The computer compared the total of all input to the control
total entered prior to input. If the batch total is correct, the batch
was accepted and stored by the computer for subsequent processing using
regular batch mode. If any individual transaction is found to be in
error, it was not accepted until corrected. If it cannot be corrected,
then the clerk notes this fact and removes it from the batch. The
computer keeps a record of the items removed for subsequent tracing.

From the standpoint of the auditor, how have the controls changed in the
new system as compared to the previous system? How should the control be
assessed in terms of the new system versus the old?

3.

The PCD Company has a computer application for computing depreciation
schedules. When an equipment item is purchased, a depreciation schedule
is prepared and placed in the file for the item and a copy placed in the
records. The depreciation schedule is prepared from input that is
written on a document. The input document contains the cost of the item,
the life in years, the depreciation method to be used, the salvage value,
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the special credits that might be available for tax purposes, etc. The
input documents are sent to data processing where they are key entered.
The depreciation schedules are prepared once a month. A question has
been raised about the value of having a terminal in the accounting
department. One of the applications is preparation of depreciation
schedules.
Comment on the value of a terminal in an operational sense and then
comment on the control characteristics of an on-line system versus the
current batch system.
4.

The DEF Company maintains a large warranty file on products sold to
customers. When the customer requests repair under warranty, a warranty
clerk accesses the customer equipment warranty file and makes a decision
as to whether the warranty is appropriate. A data record is prepared
describing the repair and the nature of the problem. The inquiry is
on-line; however, the file that is used is updated with the repair
transactions only once a week.
Why is this a satisfactory method given the fact that inquiries using the
on-line method should obtain up-to-date information?

V.

QUESTIONS AND CASES FOR FURTHER DISCUSSION (Answers not given)

1.

Batch processing methods are often said to be more simple than on-line
systems, but this is probably not true for users. Explain why data
processing might believe batch processing is simpler.

2.

On-line processing can perform actual updating, pseudo-updating, or memo
updating. Compare and contrast. Are pseudo-updating and memo updating
only appropriate when the system of hardware and software is not
reliable?

3.

Explain the differences between on-line processing of individual
transactions in random arrival order and unsorted, transaction order
batch processing.

4.

Why would an application do on-line processing of transactions but not
on-line updating of files? Explain the advantages and disadvantages.

5.

Why should an auditor care about processing methods as long as they are
well controlled?

6.

In reviewing the accounts payable system of Who Did It Corporation, you
note that data is entered into the system in a batch processing mode.
Batch control totals of the invoice amounts are utilized by the accounts
payable clerk and are verified by the clerk to the weekly processing
runs. The clerk also maintains a summary of the weekly totals which is
compared to the monthly data processing of accounts payable. Should the
batch control procedure be tested during your audit of the accounts
payable system? Would your opinion change if you had decided to confirm
100 percent of the accounts payable at the balance sheet date? If the
accounts payable system was handled in an on-line environment and the
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same procedures were performed as outlined above, would your answers
change?
VI.

ANSWERS TO SELF-TESTING EXERCISES

A.

Answers to True/False Questions

1.

False. Data capture consists of activities to obtain data items and
record them for subsequent processing steps or other use. Direct entry
is the direct input of data to the computer from a terminal. The data
must still be captured in some fashion. If a terminal is used for data
entry, it may be used in a direct capture fashion, but the data entered at
a terminal may also have been captured and written on documents before
being entered at the terminal.

2.

True. This can be performed at data capture or by activities in a prior
application that provided machine-readable data.

3.

False. A terminal may be on-line (connected to the computer either
directly or via data communications), in which case transactions are
recorded by the computer. However, a terminal may also be off-line with
logic capabilities that receive, check and record the transactions.
These transactions are later transmitted to the computer for processing.

4.

False. Data can be batched and entered in a batch entry procedure in much
the same way as single transactions can be entered.

5.

True. In most cases the data preparation activities are to prepare data
for transcription to machine-readable form or other processes to prepare
a batch of data for input. The direct entry of individual transactions
at a terminal performs that function. One function of data preparation is
the manual review of source documents and this can be done at terminal
entry time if source documents are being used for individual transaction
entry.

6.

False. The preparation of a batch control total is a fundamental control
to ensure that transactions being prepared are not lost and that they
enter processing with no errors. Processing a batch without batch
controls would be inconsistent with the concept of batch processing.

7.

False. They have the same objective, which is to provide up-to-date files
without actually updating the permanent files. The two methods differ.
In memo updating, a copy of the permanent file is used during the period
and is updated. However, it is not saved as the permanent file. It is
a temporary file, or memo file, which is not kept after the permanent
file is updated in a traditional batch run. Pseudo-updating differs in
that all changes to the master file are kept in a temporary file of
changes. Prior to processing any transaction requiring up-to-date data,
the file of changes to the master file is searched for relevant changes.
If there are changes, they are reflected in the data provided for
transaction processing. The permanent updating of files is done
periodically.
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8.

False. In a theoretical sense, this statement is true but it is very
inefficient and impractical to do it. In order to perform transaction
order processing with magnetic tape, the tape would have to be rewound
frequently and this would be very inefficient.

9.

False. It is possible to organize a file on a disk storage in sequential
fashion, treating the storage locations as if they could only be accessed
in order. In fact, in many cases it is very efficient to do this and to
only access directly through an index for retrieval type applications.

B.

Answers to Self-Testing Discussion Questions

1.

The user or the person entering the data gets immediate feedback as to
whether the data item being entered meets validation criteria.
Correction can be made immediately while the transaction is fresh. In
the case of batch entry, there is a significant delay and the transaction
must be looked up or remembered, and there must be a separate activity to
make the correction and reenter it.

2.

Data items are in machine-readable form, data can be entered while a
transaction is being performed, and the computer responses to data entry
can prompt entry of complete, correct data. There is immediate data
validation and error feedback, so that the individual entering the data
can make immediate corrections.

3.

In terms of the data processing cycle, they are essentially identical.
The term editing is also used in computer programming to refer to
manipulating of data items to put them in different forms, rearrange the
characters, etc.

4.

The types of validation that are performed are essentially identical with
the only major difference in validation procedures being when file data
is not available for validation reference. The major difference is not
validation but what happens when a data item is found to be in error. In
the case of terminal entry, an error message is sent back immediately and
the item is rejected until the correction is made at the terminal. In the
case of batch entry, the errors are written on an error file and the error
records or notices of error records are sent back to the data originator
for correction and reentry.

5.

There are three conditions under which on-line updating may not occur for
master files.
o

When there is an alternative way to provide immediate file data through
memo updating or pseudo-updating.

o

For some applications, updating of the file data is not critical
during the period between file updatings. The example in the text is a
warranty claims file.

o

Some on-line applications do not require any file for reference or
updating.
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6.

The terminal entry of individual transactions allows on-line validation
and error correction while the entry is being done. However, there are
many applications that are best processed periodically. The transactions
can be placed in an order that allows them to be processed more
efficiently or to allow a simpler processing logic or because all the
information is not available with each transaction but must await a later
transaction.

7.

The batch method will be most efficient when there are a large number of
transactions to be processed against a file (a significant fraction of
the file is being updated). Arranging the transactions in the same order
as the file is efficient as long as the percentage of transactions
compared to the number of file records is not small. It is also
efficient for applications that are essentially oriented toward periodic
results such as preparation of payroll checks. It is inefficient when
the number of transactions are relatively few compared to the size of the
file. It is also very inefficient if immediate results need to be
provided.

8.

On-line processing essentially updates each record in place so the file
changes with each transaction. In order to preserve the copy of the file
for backup and recovery purposes, the file must be copied prior to
processing. For batch processing, backup and recovery are quite simple.
A new file is written as part of the general method of updating a file.
If the file order batch processing method is used, the old file plus the
updating transactions are stored for reconstruction purposes. If the
transaction order batch processing is used, then the comments of on-line
processing apply.

9.

If the file design allows direct access to records and there are only a
few records, it is efficient to process the transactions in the order
they arrive or in the order in which they appear rather than making the
extra step of sorting them. If there are a reasonable number of
transactions, then sorting usually allows processing to proceed more
efficiently.

10.

In sequential file organization, the records in the file are sequenced in
order by a record key such as employee number. The record with the
lowest number key appears first in the first location on the file, the
record with the next lowest key appears next and so on. In processing
using sequential file organization, it is not necessary to specify a
storage location address to obtain a record. Since the records are
stored in order, the record is located when its place in the sequence is
read. In direct organization, the record can be located without
considering its sequence. There must then be some method for finding
records. The two most common are randomizing procedure and index
methods. In a random procedure, the record key is manipulated
arithmetically to produce a random number that identifies the storage
location. In the index method, an index is established that indicates
the storage location for each record key.

11.

a.

The most efficient method would be batch entry/batch processing. The
batch entry would consist of the entire file of employees. They would
be processed to extract the necessary data and this would be written
on a report file. The report file would then be sorted to produce the
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necessary government reports and then perhaps resorted in order to
print the W-2 statements in zip code order for mailing. This is much
more efficient than trying to read one record at a time and produce a
W-2, read another record and produce a W-2, etc. It is also
important in such reports to make sure that the control total for all
the W-2s corresponds to various ledger control totals for tax withheld
during the year, etc., and payroll for the year. This is best
accomplished with batch processing.

b.

If it is important to have the analysis immediately while the
salesman is with the client, then the salesman may have a terminal in
which the data is entered and validated. The results are run and
transmitted to the salesman's terminal. In this case, terminal entry
and on-line processing would be most desirable because it would fit
the way in which the salesman is operating. As an alternative, the
salesman may meet with the client, get the data, write it down, and
then send it via a terminal to be validated on-line, but the actual
processing could be done in a batch run and the results given to the
salesman the next day for his intended visit with the client. The
reason for the on-line entry is to make certain the input data items
are correct, otherwise the turnaround time for error corrections may
make it difficult to have a timely response for the prospect.

c.

If it is important that the account be up-to-date in order to provide
immediate feedback to the customer or to allow subsequent
transactions, then an on-line updating is important. The on-line
entry allows validation of the transaction while the customer is being
serviced. The actual updating is perhaps not as important as the
immediate validation. However, because of the benefits of having
immediate updating, this may be done. The updating can be done
on-line or there can be memo updating or pseudo-updating.

C.

Answers to Self-Testing Mini Cases

1.

Since the major delay is caused by correction and reentry of input,
terminals might be installed at each plant and input prepared and
transmitted to the central site where input validation would be run.
Those records in error would be returned for correction. After the
payroll is processed, data can be transmitted back to the terminal for
the production of payroll checks. Sufficient time is eliminated from the
processing cycle for paychecks that they will be able to be delivered
sooner.

2.

The new system is probably better controlled. The basic flow of work is
the same as in a normal batch processing mode. A batch control total is
prepared by the user and the data batches are transmitted for key entry
and the control totals are checked by the key entry process. Minor types
of validation are probably performed by key disk units such as verifying
the check digit. In this system, the control totals were still prepared
and the control totals were checked during terminal entry of the batch.
There are additional controls in that the computer user characteristics
maintained in each customer's file record. Note, however, that this is a
somewhat expensive use of computer resources and an organization might
decide not to do checking against the file record but only do validation of
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check digits, control totals, etc. The advantage of having the data key
entered at terminal in the accounts receivable department is that errors
that are detected can be corrected by the department without having the
delay of sending batches to data processing and having error records
returned. There does, however, need to be a log of transactions removed
from the batches. This is being done. Assuming that there is adequate
follow-up of this error list, the new system probably has better control
characteristics than the typical batch system.

3.

In terms of the on-line system, an accountant would access the computer
through a terminal and enter the input data. The input data would be
shown on the screen or typewriter to verify its receipt. There would be
validation of certain characteristics of the input — consistency,
reasonableness, etc. When all input data had been entered, the computer
would immediately prepare the schedule using tables of values stored in
the computer program. The tables would need to be updated only
periodically depending on tax laws and company policy with respect to
depreciation.

The control characteristics that do not change are the validation of
input, which would presumably be the same in the batch program and the
use of stored tables for factors. The control difference is that the
accountant who is preparing the input sees the output immediately.
Therefore, it is in most cases easier to check the results for
reasonableness and correctness. If the output is received immediately,
all the input data items, etc., that relate to a visual check of the
output are fresh in the accountant's memory. A reduction in control
characteristics may occur if there is no log of schedules prepared each
month and transmitted to processing. Such a log could be prepared.

4.

In a case such as this, there is some risk that when an equipment item
record is accessed there may be an outstanding unposted transaction that
has not been recorded. However, in the case of most warranty items,
there are infrequent transactions so that the risk of an unposted
transaction for an item being accessed is very small. If this is true,
then the advantages of periodic updating in terms of computer resources
used suggest that periodic updating of the master file of equipment items
under warranty is appropriate.
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10

Application
Controls:
Authorization,
Data Validation,
Error Handling,
and File Quality
Maintenance

I.

OVERVIEW OF CHAPTER

Application controls are specific to each data processing application.
They are designed to prevent, detect, and correct errors and
irregularities. Chapter 10 concentrates on authorization, data
validation, error handling and file quality maintenance procedures, while
Chapter 11 will cover data preparation, input, processing and output.
Authorization procedures in an application processed by computer may be
based upon traditional document preparation or upon authorization to
enter a transaction at a terminal. Authorization that is based on
compliance with standard procedures using authorized values can be
designed into computer programs.

Data validation is used to detect and correct errors and irregularities
in input data. Six methods described in the chapter are:
o
o
o
o
o
o

Logic tests
Check digits
Input echo checks
Stored data comparison
Control totals
Output review

Input validation can be made into a generalized process, especially for
logic tests and check digits. A generalized data validation program
module performs these tests on input data records using a set of
specifications stored in a table.
It is vital to establish control over handling of errors detected during
data processing. The error handling procedure should ensure that all
errors are corrected and that corrections are submitted on a timely basis.
Also, the procedure should ensure that the same corrections are not
submitted more than once. One method for establishing this correction
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control is a circulating error file to hold a log of all errors not yet
processed.

The quality of the data file is dependent not only on the quality of the
file before processing but also on the quality control of the processing
performed to update and change the file. The quality of the file can be
tested periodically in an organization by scanning the file for errors.
This can be done by a computer program. The result is a report reviewing
the quality of the file. Another control procedure that may be applied
is a printing of the file records and asking users to review the records
for completeness and correctness.
II .

KEY CONCEPTS

A.

Establishing and Documenting Authorization for Transactions

1.

Authorization methods. There are four methods for authorization of
transactions. Each of these may be implemented in EDP applications.

2.

3.

4.

o

General authorization of transactions commonly associated with
position in an organization, identified by the signature or the
authorization code of the person in that position

o

General authorization if a transaction follows the authorized
procedures, uses authorized values, and is within authorized limits

o

Authorization of a prior, related transaction

o

Specific authorization that requires evidence of authorization or
permission, such as a signature or authorization code

The authorization of a transaction upon initiation can be documented in
two ways:
o

Signatures, initials, etc., on source documents

o

Authorization procedures to use the terminal and the records of
terminal access and use

The procedure for entering data at a terminal can include programmed
checks to establish an identification for the person entering the
transaction and to check the authority of the person to initiate the
transaction. Control over terminal initiation of transactions should
include:

o

Control over access to the terminal, access to the application, and
access to the data

o

Control over changes in the authorization tables stored by the
computer, since a change in the table is the equivalent of a change in
authority to make transactions.

The authorization for the transaction entered at a terminal may be
included in the documentation of the transaction or may be implicit if
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based on authorized procedures. If authorized procedures are contained
in computer program logic, a change in computer logic may affect
authorization.
5.

Approval is closely related to authorization. Authorization generally
occurs before the transaction is initiated. Approval occurs during or
after it is completed. Approval indicates that the conditions of
authorization logic have been met.

B.

Methods for Validating Data
Validation is sometimes called input editing, but input editing is a
broader term which includes rearrangement or addition of data, code
conversion, and such other processes. Data validation procedures are
used to identify errors, incomplete or missing data, and inconsistencies
among related data items.

1.

Logic tests.
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

2.

These are performed by program logic:

Valid classification or transaction code
Valid item size, sign, and composition
Invalid values
Valid combination of items
Missing data test
Sequence test
Range and reasonableness or limit test

Check digits. A redundant digit added to a code or identification number
for validation purposes. The general procedure for assigning or checking
a check digit consists of five steps:
o
o
o
o
o

Start with the number without the check digit
Multiply each digit by the weight assigned to the digit position
Add the digits derived from the calculation above
Subtract this sum from the next higher multiple of the base: the
difference is the check digit
Insert the check digit as part of the number (in any position)

The effectiveness of the check digit procedure depends on the modulus (or
base) and digit weights. Base 10 and 11 are most commonly used. In data
processing, a number of different digit weight patterns are used.

3.

Echo checks. Input data is echoed back to the person who prepared them
or entered them at a terminal. The echo may include interpretation or
additional data.

4.

Stored data comparison. Input data is compared to stored data to make
sure the correct record is being processed. Change transactions verify
values to be changed. Some limit tests depend on the characteristics
that are stored.

5.

Control totals. Control totals can be used in input validation and also
in subsequent processing. The control total is effective in detecting
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lost records, records not processed, and errors in some data fields.
Control totals may be of the following types:
o

o
o

Financial totals. Amounts such as sales and payroll that are
normally totalled.
Hash totals. Data fields that are usually not added together.
Document or record counts.

A control total is obtained by some computation prior to the start of the
process being checked. The control total is then recomputed by the
current processing procedure and the two are compared.
6.

Output review. This is a validation procedure following processing. The
review can be performed by control personnel before output is distributed
and by user personnel when output is received.

7.

Generalized input data validation. A generalized input data validation
applies a general validation procedure to inputs from a number of
applications based on tables of specific values for each application.
Each transaction is coded with an application identifier. This allows
batches of input to be validated prior to the end of the period. All
transactions which are in error are put on an error log and not taken off
until a correction is made. This means that there is a central
repository of all uncorrected error transactions that supports follow-up,
statistics, and error management procedures.

C.

Control over Error Notification, Correction and Resubmission
Control over errors in preparing and submitting data are handled most
easily by terminal entry with complete validation using file look-up.
The transaction is not accepted until it is correct. In the case of
batch processing, detection of errors is delayed. The error control
procedures should ensure that all corrections are made, made only once,
and that the correction itself is correct.

1.

Timing of corrections. There are two methods for controlling the timing
of corrections in periodic batch processing:
o

The delay method, in which the batch is not processed until the
corrected transactions have been resubmitted. Used in cases for which
it is important to have all transactions before processing.

o

The reject and reenter method. If there are frequent processing runs,
erroneous transactions may be rejected and corrections reentered at a
later run.

2.

Validity of corrections. Corrected data should be subjected to data
validation even if only part of the input data record has been altered.

3.

Control over resubmission. Data items that contain errors must be
controlled to ensure that the transaction is not lost and that only one
correction is submitted. There should be an error listing or error
report with an explanation of the errors and correction procedures that
is sent to the person responsible for making the correction. The
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disposition of the transaction in terms of the processing system may use
four possible methods:
o
o

o
o

Return the transaction to the originator
Hold transaction on a common error suspense file while waiting for the
correction
Process the data with an error flag that is not removed until the
correction is made
Write a suspense record in the application file

In all of these cases, there should be an error log to keep track of
items to be corrected with check off when the corrections have been
received. The error log can be maintained by computer, such as in the
circulating error file procedure.

4.

Circulating error file. This is an extension of the generalized
validation module procedure described earlier.

D.

File Quality Maintenance Procedures
There is a need to have regular procedures to check on the quality and
correctness of files. Adequate validation of input data and adequate
testing of programs does not mean there might not be some undetected
errors affecting the files. Two methods can be used in checking for file
quality.

1.

A file quality review program resulting in a file quality report. The
file is scanned by a review program using logic similar to that of
validation, checking for missing fields, validating fields, etc. The
records are counted, fields are added, subtotals taken, etc. A report is
made of all the control totals and analysis and also all records in which
potential errors have been discovered.

2.

File detail reviews, in which the file record is printed out or otherwise
provided on a visual display device to a person who has a basis for
evaluating the contents.
Stored tables used by application programs
should be included in such reviews.

II I.

GLOSSARY OF NEW TERMS IN CHAPTER

Check Digit — a redundant digit added to a code or identification number
for validation purposes.

Circulating Error File — one name given to an automated file for holding
erroneous transactions until they are corrected.
Control Total — a total prepared for a set of transactions or data
items. The total is prepared prior to the process being checked and
recomputed during the process. Totals may be financial totals, hash
totals, or document or record counts.
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Echo Check — a validation procedure for input data in which data items
are displayed back (echoed) to the person who prepared them or
entered them at a terminal.
Editing — the checking, rearrangement, code conversion, etc. of data.
Input editing is often used to mean input data validation, but the
term is broader in scope.

Limit Test— same as range and reasonableness test.
Logic Tests — tests performed by logic in a computer program.
Modulus — the same as base for a check digit.

Range and Reasonableness Test — a test of data to verify that it fits
within the limits that are appropriate for the data item. The limits
may be based upon preestablished criteria or based upon variable
criteria associated with each customer, client, category, etc.
Self Checking Number — a number or account code with a check digit.

Transcription Error — writing the wrong characters.
Transposition Error — reversing the position of adjacent digits.

Validation of Data — procedures to identify data errors, incomplete or
missing data, and inconsistencies among related data items.
IV

A.

.

SELF-TESTING EXERCISES (Answers at end of chapter)

True/False Questions

T

F

1.

In a computer application, signatures are no longer used to document
authorization.

T

F

2.

Approval is not the same as authorization.

T

F

3.

It is possible to check for missing data but if the data item
contains a value of zero it is not possible to check for this,
(assuming that zero is an incorrect value).

T

F 4.

Base 10 and base 11 yield the same check digit.

T

F 5.

A corrected data item should be revalidated.

T

F 6.

Transactions should always be returned to the originator for
correction and resubmission of the entire corrected transaction.

T

F 7.

It is possible to review in detail very large files.

T

F 8.

It is never appropriate for data to be missing in a record.

T

F 9.

A data item in error should never be processed.
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B.

Self-Testing Discussion Questions

1.

Four approaches to authorization have been described in the chapter.
Indicate which authorization approach is being followed for each of the
following EDP applications:

a.

b.
c.
d.

Computing interest to be paid by a financial institution to its
customers and recording this on customer statements.
Issuing cash from a financial institution customer cash machine.
Processing of a stop payment order for a check.
Automatic computation and processing of a payment against a line of
credit for a checking account.

2.

The check digit procedure currently used for a customer account number
uses weights of 1-2-1-2. Discuss the effectiveness of this procedure and
the reasons you might or might not choose to make a change.

3.

What errors can a control total detect?

4.

Describe the value of the generalized input data validation.

5.

Correction of errors is one of the most error prone activities in data
processing. If this is so, what procedures should be used to control the
error rate associated with the correction process?

6.

Why should an error correction never be submitted more than once?
controls are used to prevent double submission?

7.

In an on-line system, an error may simply not be accepted for processing.
Consider then the case in which the person entering the transaction does
not know what is wrong with the transaction and therefore cannot correct
it at that time. Under what conditions might this occur and what other
procedures should be applied?

8.

During the review of a client's payroll system, you note that the data
processing department can initiate changes in an employee's hours worked
after calling the plant office for the corrected data. Does a control
weakness exist? What compensating controls should you be looking for?
What changes, if any, should be considered in your audit program?

C.

Self-Testing Mini Cases

1.

In the example of stored data comparison, reference is made to a savings
and loan that did not have a check digit on its account numbers. In
order to validate the account number, an entry using the account number
from the customer passbook was entered along with the last recorded
passbook balance. The account number was checked against the file to see
if the account number existed and the stored value for the last recorded
balance was checked against the last recorded balance entered. This
procedure was not completely satisfactory because, as it turned out, many
customers had the same balances. There had been premium offers which had
resulted in a large number of customers opening accounts for the minimum
amount required by the premium offer.
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What

Discuss the conditions underlying the use of the last recorded balance
and under what conditions it would have been successful.
2.

In designing the accounts receivable system, it was decided that the
accounts receivable would not be processed until all outstanding errors
had been resolved and corrections made. This resulted in significant
delays in the accounts receivable being processed. Frequently, there were
only a small number of transaction records to be corrected, but these held
up the entire run. The arguments for maintaining the current system were
that the processing without the corrections would mean that the control
totals would have to be adjusted and it would eliminate the pressure to
get the corrections made. The argument for some modification was that
accounts receivable were not being sent out on a timely basis, affecting
both customer relations and cash flow. Discuss this and suggest
procedures that might be used.

V.

QUESTIONS AND CASES FOR FURTHER DISCUSSION (Answers not given)

1.

The characteristics of a check digit have received significant study. The
research generally involves the weights and the modulus used. Discuss
the reasons why a different modulus might be desired and the problems of
having then. Also discuss the consequence of different weights.

2.

The concept of a circulating error file and generalized validation module
are explained in the chapter. What are some of the disadvantages in the
use of this concept?

3.

XYZ Company is an electronics wholesaling firm. Inventory varies in
value from $3.00 to $300.00 per unit. All sales are to commercial
customers. Identify the input controls that the company might consider
for both inventory receipt and sales. Assume the company uses terminals
for data entry.

4.

WWW, Inc. manufactures automotive parts for sale to original equipment
manufacturers and to automotive parts retail chains. Identify potential
areas where the company might consider using check digits.

VI.

ANSWERS TO SELF-TESTING EXERCISES

A.

Answers to True/False Questions

1.

False. In many computer applications, authorization at initiation may
still be documented by source documents with signatures or initials.

2.

True. They are closely related because authorization generally occurs
before the transaction is initiated and approval occurs during the
transaction or after it is completed and indicates that the conditions of
authorization have been met.

3.

False. There can be a check not only for missing data but also for a
value of zero (assuming that zero is an incorrect value).
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4.

False. After multiplying each digit by its weights, the sum is
subtracted from the next higher multiple of the base. Therefore, using
base 10 or 11 would not yield the same check digit.

5.

True. All data items in corrections should be validated in the same way
as original transactions.

6.

False. It is often advantageous to retain the transaction and only have
the originator submit a correction for the part of the record in error.
Returning the entire transaction to the originator has the disadvantage
that the entire record must be moved and handled and resubmitted.

7.

True. Although it is difficult, it is usually possible to provide some
mechanism for review of the details. It may be a periodic review, a
cycle review, or a review when additional information is added or a
change made.

8.

False. There are some occasions when data fields will be empty either
because the data is not always present or because of a change which
causes a temporary absence of the data field.

9.

False. Although generally discouraged, there may be cases where it is
better to process a data item and flag it as an error rather than not
processing it at all. The item can be corrected subsequent to initial
processing.

B.

Answers to Self-Testing Discussion Questions

1.

a.

The computation and recording of interest is an example of a general
authorization for a transaction that follows authorized procedures,
uses authorized values (for interest rate), and is within authorized
limits.

b.

The cash machine is an example of general authorization of
transactions based on position (customer) in an organization and
identified by signature or authorization code. In this case, the
customer commonly performs a transaction on the cash machine and
authorization is evidenced by an authorization code assigned to the
customer.

c.

Specific authorization that requires evidence of authorization.
Since a stop payment may be initiated in a variety of ways and yet has
significant implications, it is important that there be evidence of
authorization or permission from customer, officer of the bank,
outside authority, etc. If the stop payment is initiated at a
terminal, then an authorization code indicates the authority of the
person.

d.

The automatic payment against a checking account loan is an example
of authorization that follows from the authorization of a prior
related transaction. The authorization to make the checking account
loan includes the authorization to make automatic repayments.
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2.

The 1-2-1-2 sequence has no power to detect errors of double
transposition. However, double transposition errors are not nearly as
common as single transposition errors. Sequences of prime numbers such
as 11-7-5-3-1 are more effective at detecting errors and would probably
be desirable in a new numbering scheme. However, the difficulties and
cost of changing account numbers are so great it would not normally be
desirable to change unless there are some other reasons to undertake it,
since the failings of the 1-2-1-2 weights are not highly significant.

3.

Basically, the comparison between a precomputed control total and a
subsequently computed control total provides some assurance that there
has been no change in the data as it has been transcribed, moved,
processed, etc. A control total is therefore effective in detecting lost
records, unprocessed records, records not entered, errors in transcribing
data or communicating data. There may be compensating errors that will
keep the control total the same, but that is not a common occurrence.

4.

The generalized input data validation allows the validation criteria to be
specified in a table and changed rather readily as criteria change. The
major benefit is that data can be validated at any time a batch of input
data is prepared. The procedure also supports an error file control over
corrections. All errors can be sorted down to those responsible for
input and when corrections are made the transaction is removed from the
error file. As long as the correction has not been made and passed the
validation procedures, it stays in the file. Follow-up inquiries can
determine why the transactions have not been corrected. There is also a
significant advantage in allowing input batches to be validated without
waiting for the periodic processing. For example, an application may be
run only once a month, but input data can be validated every day using
the generalized validation module.

5.

Returning the transaction as quickly as possible reduces the probability
of error because the originator is familiar with it. Returning an error
notice with an indicator of where the error is found plus the procedure
for correction will also reduce the possibility of correction error.
Error correction procedures are generally more complex than the original
recording and more subject to error because they are not carried out as
often. Also useful in controlling error corrections are revalidation of
the entire record when it is corrected and error logs and circulating
error files.

6.

Submitting more than one correction for the same item occurs with some
frequency. One reason is that a complaint may be repeated to more than
one person, so that the correction is then made more than once. The
correction may not have been processed in time for a customer statement
and the customer repeats the complaint about the error. The error
correction is redone even though it has already been processed. Another
reason is the preparer of the correction may simply forget that the
correction has been made and redo it. The most effective means for
controlling against duplicate correction is an error file in which all
error transactions are held until the correction is made. If a duplicate
is attempted, the absence of the transaction on the error file will
indicate that the correction has already been made. An error log in
which error corrections are noted serves the same purpose.
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7.

If the person originating the transaction is not the one entering it,
then an error could be noted that the person entering the data would not
know how to correct. For example, if batches of transactions are being
entered at on-line terminals but the transactions were prepared by someone
else, keying errors could be corrected but not errors of substance. In
such cases, it is important to have some mechanism for keeping track of
the fact that a transaction is in error and is awaiting correction. For
example, an automated error log or manual error log might be used. The
computer might assign a transaction number to them and hold them on an
error file. The correction, when made, would enter the correction along
with the computer generated transaction number in order to remove the
transaction from the error file. Manual logs or procedures might also be
used.

C.

Answers to Self-Testing Mini Cases

1.

The use of the last recorded balance as a check against the account
number was expected to work because it was assumed that the last recorded
balance would be randomly distributed so that not too many accounts would
have the same balance. Given different patterns of deposits, with
drawals, interest, etc., this would have been true. However, as it turned
out, many people had made deposits on the same day for the same amount.
The account numbers were serial so that any error in the low order digits
of the account number was likely to result in another account that was
opened during the same period of the premium offer with a high
probability that it also had the same last recorded balance. Thus, the
method would be useful only if there were a high degree of assurance that
the account number and item balances were independently determined and
were random over a number of accounts.

2.

The delay method is appropriate except that it needs to be modified to
allow for running even though some corrections are not available. For
example, if the items to be corrected are properly marked with an error
flag, then all transactions except those with error flags would be
processed and a special listing of those with error flags made. Someone
can be charged with the responsibility for making sure that a billing is
prepared for all customers with error flags as soon as the corrections are
made.
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Application
Controls: Data
Preparation, Input,
Processing, and
Output

I.

OVERVIEW OF CHAPTER

The chapter describes the control procedures that apply to data
preparation, input or direct entry, processing, and output.
There are a relatively small number of common sources of error in data
preparation and input or entry. There are controls to prevent or detect
each of these errors. These are summarized in the chapter.
The chapter identifies seven sources of processing errors. In order to
control for these errors, there may be programmed error controls and
operating controls.

There should be control over output. This takes the form of
distribution control to ensure that only properly authorized personnel
receive reports or other outputs.
II.

A.

KEY CONCEPTS

Potential Sources of Error in Data Preparation Input or Entry
The chapter identifies six sources of error and controls to prevent or
detect them. The list of six sources of errors and controls to prevent
or detect errors on pages 167-168 should be reviewed.

B.

Control over Batch Data Preparation

Data preparation activities are performed in order to produce machine
readable records for batch input. The methods for ensuring complete and
correct machine-readable records are:
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1.

Procedural controls, editing, and data review. Well-designed documents
and well-designed procedures for terminal use (key templates, screen
formats, etc.) reduce input errors. Input may be examined and reviewed
before being converted to machine readable form. This may occur as part
of adding information or as a separate step.

2.

Preparing batches of transaction documents. Batches of reasonable size
(say 50 to 200 documents) are assembled and one or more control totals
are calculated and attached to the batch. After a batch of documents has
been transcribed, it is cancelled and stored.

3.

Transmittal controls and route slips. A log is used to record batches of
data entering data processing. Route slips are also used to keep track
of the movement of the batch.

4.

Key entry to machine readable form. There are a variety of methods that
can be used. In general, newer data preparation equipment methods
provide some validation of the input data and checking of control totals.

5.

Key verification is used on data for ensuring correct key entering of
data.

6.

Machine readable input data preparation eliminates the need for key entry
and verification. Various methods may be used.

C.

o

Optical character recognition. Visual validation and check digits
may be used for checking correct recording.

o

Magnetic ink character recognition can use check digits and batch
totals.

o

Point of sale and data collection device data inputs are checked by
using logic tests, check digit verification and control totals.

o

Turnaround documents are documents that have been returned by
customers in order to complete a transaction. They are typically
machine readable.

Control of Input or Direct Entry
The control procedures will depend upon the method used for the input of
data into processing.

1.

Batch input. A batch normally has one or more control totals associated
with it. After preparation, a proof listing of the batch may be prepared
prior to input validation. Control totals are calculated at the end of a
validation run and compared to pre-input totals. Batches can be checked
for missing and duplicate transactions by sequencing them just before or
just after input validation.

2.

Terminal entry and batch processing. The batch method of using control
totals is applied. The use of a terminal for input allows immediate data
validation and immediate error feedback and corrections. There is
control of access to the terminal.
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3.

Immediate terminal entry and immediate processing of individual
transactions. Data validation, described in Chapter 10, is used.
Sequence testing and testing for a complete set of transactions usually
cannot be performed. Original data entry may be guided and prompted by a
computer program. There may be different input screens for novices and
experts. There should be clear instructions on how to handle recovery in
the case of errors or loss of on-line connection. A transaction log is
used to provide control totals and reference lists. Each transaction is
identified, usually by a number assigned when it is entered.

D.

Sources of Processing Errors
There are a number of ways in which processing errors may occur.

1.

Use of an incorrect version of the program. Controls are library
procedures and application printouts identifying the program version being
used.

2.

Use of a wrong file or record in processing. This is generally an
out-of-date file and can be prevented by library procedures and by having
the program check the internal file label for the date on the file. Use
of a wrong record is not usually a problem except where the next record
is assumed to be the correct record (without checking).

3.

Incorrect value in internal tables. Procedures to detect this are a
printout of the table as part of the control output for an application
and printing as part of the output the table value used in a computation.

4.

Wrong default value.
option selected.

5.

Input of incorrect program parameters. This is usually detected by
validation and by display or printing of a descriptive message clearly
identifying the parameter used.

6.

Precision or rounding errors. This is essentially a programming problem
but it is noted here since, although not common, it can sometimes occur.

7.

Incorrect or incomplete processing logic.
program design and appropriate testing.

E.

Programmed Processing Error Controls

This is controlled by a display or printout of the

This is controlled by good

Some common processing error control procedures that are designed into the
application program are:
1.

Limit and reasonableness (range) test. The test value may be calculated
based on the characteristics of the transaction.

2.

Sequence test.

Check for sequence of data items.
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3.

Explicit identification of a transaction rather than assuming that it
will fall into the remaining class when it does not fit into the ones
previously tested.

4.

Cross-footing tests.

5.

Control totals.

6.

Process tracing data.
the processing.

7.

Error correction screening. Providing special tests for error
corrections to eliminate possibility of transactions in process at the
time of the correction from creating another error.

F.

Operating Controls for Detecting and Correcting Processing Errors

1.

Break points in processing. This is both a programmed and an operational
procedure. In the program, break points are established and instructions
included to write data required for restart. The operating procedures
are designed to restart from the programmed break point.

2.

Backup provisions. These are used in the event of processing errors that
destroy all or part of an application file.

3.

File usage control. The control methods prevent the use of the wrong
file. File usage controls consist of external labels, the librarian
function, and use of an internal file label.

4.

Database access controls. These are described in Chapter 7. They
prevent the application program from accessing data for which it does not
have authorization.

5.

Run-to-run controls. At the end of each run or segment of processing for
an application, a control total is prepared. This is transmitted to the
next run. There is also a review of these control totals. This detects
any loss or nonprocessing of transactions as they move through the
different runs for processing an application.

G.

Control Over Output

Similar to manual processing test.

Similar to those used in input.

Providing data for visual inspection to evaluate

There are two major output controls.
1.

Distribution control. Output are distributed only to those authorized to
receive it. Transmittal forms and confidential report release forms may
also be used.

2.

Output reviews. Output reviews are performed both by data processing
control personnel and by users. The output reviews should include a
visual scan, test against independently maintained control totals,
comparison with approximations, and comparison with physical accounts.
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III.

GLOSSARY OF NEW TERMS IN CHAPTER

Breakpoint — point in program at which there will be output of data
items necessary for rerun starting at this point.
MICR — magnetic ink character recognition.

OCR — optical character recognition.
Precision — refers to the number of significant digits available for
holding the results of a computation.
Rounding — the rounding of numbers before dropping excess low order
digits. In computer programming, rounding must frequently be
specifically programmed, as in COBOL.

Rerun Breakpoint — see breakpoint.
Run — a separate processing task that is usually somewhat separable so
that there is a break between it and the next task.
Turnaround Document — documents that are sent out with a transaction and
intended to be returned. In computer data processing applications,
they are typically machine readable.

Verification or Kev Verification — a second operator rekeys part or all
of each document in a batch. The keying device compares the
original keying with the second keying and indicates any discrepancy.
IV.

A.

SELF-TESTING EXERCISES (Answers at end of chapter)

True/False Questions

T

F

1.

Data validation can detect the loss of a transaction document in
handling.

T

F

2.

A reasonable batch size is from 50 to 200 documents.

T

F

3.

Most key entry devices can perform data validation.

T

F

4.

Key verification doubles the cost of key entering data.

T

F

5.

Turnaround documents are documents that are used face-up for billing
and face-down for cash receipts.

T

F

6.

Missing and duplicate transactions cannot be detected in batch input.

T

F

7.

If an attempt is made to use an outdated version of a program, it
will not run.

T

F

8.

If a value used in a computation is obtained from an internal table,
it should be printed out unless it is confidential data.

T

F

9.

Default values are values used to prevent errors.
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T

F 10.

Run-to-run controls are used to prevent one run from destroying
another.

T

F 11.

Users should always be required to sign for output they receive.

T

F 12.

Users are responsible for correctness of input.
responsible for checking correctness of output.

Data processing is

B.

Self-Testing Discussion Questions

1.

Describe the controls to prevent or detect a failure to record a
transaction and comment on their effectiveness.

2.

Describe how well designed documents and standard practices can impose
procedural controls on the creation of data.

3.

Describe the sequence for using control totals in batch input.

4.

Why aren't batch control totals used for immediate terminal entry?

5.

Describe conditions under which precision and rounding errors would be of
interest to an auditor.

6.

Explain the reason for error correction screening.

7.

Discuss the value of rerun break point.

8.

Describe the control procedures that assist in preventing the use of the
wrong file.

C.

Self-Testing Mini Cases

1.

It had happened again. The payroll was incorrect. The input data for
the payroll was fine, but the master file that contained the cumulative
data and also contained all wage rates, etc., was the incorrect version.
The pay period prior to the current one was used. There had also been
changes in pay rates. The files from previous generations were held for
at least one period and then sent to a backup location. With each new
addition to the backup the third generation file was released. In this
case, when the released file came back for reuse, it had been placed on
the file shelf and the operator picked it up because it was a payroll
master file. The payroll manager was very concerned and wanted to know
how this could be prevented.

As the new data processing manager, explain some procedural changes you
intend to make to control against this happening again.

2.

The programmer had been used to doing scientific programming and liked to
maintain as much precision as possible in answers. In presenting dollar
amounts, he rounded them at output; otherwise all internal computation
was done using precision of at least five digits beyond the decimal
point. Discuss problems this might create and how these problems might
be detected by other controls that should be built into the program.
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V.

QUESTIONS AND CASES FOR FURTHER DISCUSSION (Answers not given)

1.

For each of the following errors, indicate one or more controls that may
detect the error.

a.

2.

Personnel in a retail store sometimes accept exact change for a
purchase and do not ring up the purchase. This happens in two ways:
(1)

The clerk puts the money in the cash register till but does not
ring up the transaction.

(2)

The clerk fraudulently keeps the money and makes no record.

b.

A refund transaction was entered twice because the clerk responsible
for it forgot he had done it once.

c.

The salesman forgets to code a quoted special price on a sales order
and a default price (higher) is used in billing.

d.

When a key entry operator found an unreadable input document, she put
it in the drawer. The documents remained in the drawer.

e.

A batch of documents is returned to the user area after being
processed, and they inadvertently send it again for processing.

Assemble a set of turnaround documents in the bills you receive, make a
copy, and then analyze them for the following:

a.
b.
c.

Machine readability.
Method of entering payments not same as amount on document.
Identification of date, account number, etc.

3.

In control of data preparation, an organization may choose to let batches
continue into processing where there are small control total
discrepancies. Why might this be approved? What are the concerns you
might have as an auditor?

4.

An operator used a utility program to alter the pay rate table for
classification 146 (the pay classification for computer operators). What
procedures might detect the fraud? Would our answer change if she had
altered a pay rate applying to about 1000 factory employees?

5.

Users may not perform control activities properly because they don't know
what to do. Outline user review procedures for the accounts receivable
manager to apply to the listing of amounts billed.

6.

In your review of the sales system of XYZ Corporation, you noted that the
accounts receivable clerk maintains a listing of daily cash receipts and
recaps and reconciles the listing to the monthly data processing run of
of the monthly cash receipts. Is the control a significant internal
control procedure and should you test it in your audit program? Support
your answer with reasons as to why you should or should not test the
control. How would you test the control?
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7.

The accounts payable clerk of your client does not prepare any batch
totals of the data submitted to data processing. However, she does
compare the vendor payable report to the vendor invoices from which the
input data was prepared. Is this a sufficient compensating control?
Explain.

8.

Explain what is meant by the term "logical batch.” Identify several
situations in which a logical batch might be utilized.

9.

Identify several limit and reasonableness tests that might be used on the
following applications:
o
o
o

VI.

payroll
inventory
accounts payable

ANSWERS TO SELF-TESTING EXERCISES

A.

Answers to True/False Questions

1.

False. As seen by the table on page 168, data validation is not a control
to prevent or detect loss of a transaction document in handling. The
methods for this error are a movement log, document numbering and control
totals.

2.

True. The size of a batch will vary and if there are only a few transac
tions during the period, the batch may be quite small. If there are a
large number of transactions, several batches need to be created. Since a
difference in control totals indicates that there is an error in the batch
but not which item is in error, the entire batch must be examined. This
procedure sets a limit on the size of the batch. However, each batch re
quires logging, listing and totaling, so batches should not be too small.

3.

True. Most current key entry devices can do data validation using stored
criteria. Earlier models of key punches could not do it.

4.

True. Each data item must be key entered twice. However, there are ways
to reduce this by not key entering all fields if some of them are not
critical and doing verification only when a statistical sample indicates
the error rate is not acceptable.

5.

False. A turnaround document is a document that is sent out as part of
the original transaction, such as in a billing, and is to be returned as
part of the response. In the case of billing it is the input for
recording the payment and contains all necessary data. Only in the case
of partial payment does additional data need to be added.

6.

False. One of the advantages of batch input
transactions may be sorted into sequence and
transactions can then be identified assuming
file sequence and some basis for identifying

7.

False. Unless controls are installed to prevent its use, there is no
reason why it should not run. Outdated versions are kept as backup and
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is that the batch of
missing or duplicate
there is an identifiable
duplicates.

as a record of changes made, but these should be carefully controlled to
prevent their use as the current program.
8.

True. Unless there is some confidentiality requirement, it is generally
considered desirable to display the values that have been used in a
computation.

9.

False. A default value is selected if no other value is entered. They
are usually the most common options. A default value may aid in reducing
errors, but this is not the primary purpose.

10.

False. A run-to-run control is a control total that is carried forward
from one processing task to the next. It assures that each task or run
has processed all transactions provided to it and that these are
available to the next task.

11.

False. There are many outputs that would not require this procedure.
However, in the case of confidential documents, a signature procedure may
be desirable; in fact, a confidential report release form may be used to
obtain acknowledgement and remind the recipient of the nature of the
material being received.

12.

False. Although the primary responsibility for correct input should lie
with users, there are still very significant procedures in data
processing to check the correctness of input. In the same way, the
programs and processing procedures of data processing are used to check
correctness of processing, but users still have a significant role in
reviewing output.

B.

Answers to Self-Testing Discussion Questions

1.

There are various procedures to ensure the recording of a transaction.

o

Source data recording procedures that provide a receipt or provide a
document needed for subsequent processing or completion of the
transaction. Examples of these procedures are a cash register that
produces a receipt and a sales order document which includes a copy
that authorizes the shipping department to ship the order. The
procedures are effective insofar as the related process enforces the
use of the equipment or document set. For example, if customers do not
enforce giving a receipt, then the cash register may not always be
used; or if the shipping personnel will ship using some document other
than the standard order form, then the use of the order form may not be
enforced. If a terminal is used for input and the terminal input
generates shipping orders (and there is no other method for providing a
shipping document), this enforces the recording of the order.

o

Prenumbered documents and document number reconciliation: In the
absence of prenumbered documents and reconciliation of the document
numbers, a transaction document may be prepared but then misplaced, not
completed, or destroyed. Prenumbering and reconciliation of the
numbers provides some control.
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o

Control totals obtained from related activities: If some related
activity provides a control total, then the absence of a recorded
transaction will be detected. As an example, if a customer payment is
made but no payment receipt is issued, the cash deposit will show the
payment but the cash receipts documents will not equal the cash
received. This is quite effective at detecting errors.

2.

A well designed document will assist the preparer to identify errors.
Having the exact number of spaces for a code or a number will assist in
identifying missing or excess characters. Templates over terminal keys,
screen formats that are explanatory, and so forth provide control for
entering correct data.

3.

Documents are assembled and if there are too many for a single batch they
are divided into multiple batches. For each batch, control totals are
prepared and a batch control slip attached to the batch. The batch is
the basis for data preparation activities and the batch control total is
checked following that activity. The batch is also the basis for input
and the batch control total is again checked.

4.

If each transaction is entered immediately as it occurs or immediately
following its occurrence, then there is no assembling of a batch. There
can be a post-batch in the sense that all transactions for a period of
time are recorded and listed as a batch for follow-up and reference
purposes.

5.

Precision is the number of significant digits available for holding the
results of a computation. This is the function of the computer hardware,
although software may sometimes be used to extend the precision available
on the hardware. An auditor would be interested if the precision used is
so small that digits significant to the result are not stored.

Rounding is generally performed as part of the facilities of the
programming language. In some cases, rounding is performed without being
specified. In other cases, rounding must be specified or truncation
without rounding will occur. The way in which the rounding option is
used may cause footing and cross-footing errors and may result in minor
differences that are difficult to trace. These should not occur if the
program is designed properly and programmed correctly.

6.

A correction transaction may be valid but there may be some transactions
in process that should have been made prior to the correction. This is
most easily seen in an inventory transaction in which the inventory
balance is adjusted and yet there are items not yet processed or
documents not yet processed that, when processed, will create another
error. A way to avoid this is to not allow any old transactions to be
processed after a correction unless they are specifically reviewed to
make sure they are still valid.

7.

A rerun break point is used to avoid having to rerun a long job that is
interrupted because of some failure or other necessity. In the rerun
procedures written into a program, at certain break points all data
necessary to continue processing from that point are written onto a file.
These includes cumulative totals, counts, etc.
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8.

The procedures are the use of an external label to identify the files,
the use of a librarian to control access to the files, and the use of
internal file labels checked by the program.

C.

Answers to Self-Testing Mini Cases

1.

The are several procedural problems identified here. One was the lack of
an adequate library function. The programmer should not have been
pulling tapes off the shelf. They should have been assembled for the run
by a librarian. Second, the external labeling procedure was inadequate.
When a file was released, it should have been marked with a label
indicating it was now available to write on rather than the old label
being allowed to remain. Third, the program should check for the correct
version as part of the file label checking procedure. The manager could
also establish a procedure for printing out the file generation being
used and displaying this on the operator console for review.

2.

The result of this rounding only on output is that financial data will
not foot and cross-foot properly. The total of unrounded data will not
be the same as the total of rounded data in a good number of cases.
Therefore, if anyone took the trouble to manually add a column of
figures, there will be some discrepancy over the total shown. Such a
discrepancy would be detected by a cross-footing test made on the output.
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12

The Audit Trail in
Computer Data
Processing

I.

OVERVIEW OF CHAPTER
An audit trail (or management trail) is an essential part of a data
processing application and should be included in the design of every
application system. The audit trail may be in traditional forms such as
source paper documents, on magnetic media, or on a combination. There is
a need to be able to trace transactions: (a) from the initiation of a
transaction through to the results in reports, transaction documents, and
stored data; and (b) from the results of a transaction back through the
process to the initiation of the transaction. This chapter defines the
concept of an audit trail, identifies the major components of an audit
trail, and gives some examples of audit trails. Appendix D to the book
provides a comprehensive checklist for evaluating an audit trail in an
EDP environment.

II.

KEY CONCEPTS

A.

Definition of an Audit Trail

1.

An audit trail is a set of processing references, data, or logic
documentation that enables an investigator to trace the processing of a
transaction from its source to inclusion in the accounting records or to
trace any amount included in the financial records back to the source or
origin of the amount.

2.

An audit trail should facilitate tracing transaction processing from the
source or initiation of a transaction to the following results:
o
o
o

Transaction documents
Triggering of other transactions
Addition or deletion of records in a file and changing items in
records
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o
o

3.

Changes in tables used in processing
Ledger balances and other totals

Tracing from any processing result back to the transaction(s) which
caused the result may include:
o

Transaction document back to persons who initiated, authorized,
approved, and prepared the transaction

o

Triggered transaction back to the transaction(s) which triggered it

o

Addition or deletion of a record, change in data items within a record,
or changes in reference tables back to the transaction that caused the
change

o

Ledger balance or processing total back to the set of transactions
that make up the result or to the transactions that caused a change
from a previous balance or total

o

Result back to input data items, factors, and processing logic that
produced the result

4.

Audit trails should be established so that auditors and management can
trace the path between source documents, intermediate processing, and
final results. These trails are necessary in order to provide answers to
management questions; they also provide a method for obtaining audit
evidence that processing has been carried out correctly.

5.

The term ”management trail” is actually more descriptive than "audit
trail" because the primary need is to provide the organization with the
ability to trace transactions in response to internal operational
questions.

B.

Kev Components of an Audit Trail

1.

An audit trail contains four key elements:
o
o
o
o

Transaction source record
Reference and control list
Process tracing data
Transaction source references and processing references in records and
accounts

2.

A transaction source record may consist of: (a) paper document;
(b) source listing of items entered at a terminal; or (3) source record on
magnetic storage media. The key point is that the transaction source
record must be uniquely identified and accessible for reference. It
should include a record ID, who authorized and entered the transaction,
the type of transaction, amount, and processing reference.

3.

For transactions entered at a terminal, a source document reference may
be entered or the computer may assign a reference number to the
transaction. Other key information (e.g., person entering the
transaction, person approving the transaction, etc.) should be part of
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the terminal source reference. The source data entered via terminals
during a time period should be batched by the system into "logical
batches" for future reference.

4.

A reference and control list simply lists the items processed during a
given period of time. This listing facilitates the locating and tracing
of source data. The listing can represent a "physical batch" or a
"logical batch" and is usually sorted into an order, e.g., account number
to facilitate the location of a particular item. The data on each source
data record will generally parallel those found in special journals.

5.

Process tracing data consists of data items to facilitate the tracing of
processing of a transaction. The information is particularly pertinent
in situations where transactions are automatically triggered by previous
transactions. In some cases of triggered transactions, process tracing
data in a listing will include transactions prior to the current
transaction but affecting the transaction under review. In simple
triggering cases, additional information other than the current
transaction may not be required. In some triggering situations,
application documentation may be sufficient to fulfill process tracing
needs.

6.

Additional process tracing information is required in complex processing
situations. Examples are when transactions are generated internally,
sums of otherwise unlisted items are prepared, complex computations are
performed, and changes are made to the database, master file or tables.

7.

Before and after images for changing of stored data provide important
audit trail data as well as recovery information in a database
environment.

8.

Transaction source references (or other processing references) in records
and accounts facilitate the tracing of a transaction. Detailed examples
of alternatives are given in the text and should be consulted when
evaluating alternative approaches for a particular system. The
transaction source reference can take several forms:
o
o
o
o

9.

III.

Reference
Reference
Reference
Reference

to a batch list such as a physical batch reference
and control list such as a journal
to an individual document identifier
to a terminal entry identifier

Appendix D contains a checklist for evaluating the existence of one or
more methods for achieving an adequate audit trail in an application.
GLOSSARY OF NEW TERMS IN CHAPTER
Audit Trail — Set of processing references, data, or logic documentation
that enables an investigator to trace the processing of a
transaction from its source to inclusion in the accounting record or
to trace any amount included in the financial records back to the
source or origin of the amount.
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Logical Batch — data describing a set of transaction records from the
transactions for a period of time. Selection is based on one or
more common characteristics such as type of transaction, person
entering, etc. The set of transactions is listed and otherwise
presented as a batch, but it is not a physically separate batch of
documents.

Reference and Control List — a listing of transactions processed during
a processing cycle or a given period of time. The list is for
either a physical batch or logical batch.

Process Tracing Data — data to facilitate the tracing of processing
performed.

Transaction Source Record — the record of the initial recording of a
transaction. A source document for a transaction (in addition to
data needed for processing the transaction) will typically contain
audit trail data identifying the person initiating the transaction,
the person approving the transaction, the date (and perhaps time,
location, etc.), and a unique identifier for the transaction. The
source document may be a traditional paper document or may be
represented by a source listing of transactions initiated at a
terminal.
Transaction Source References — references in intermediary and final
listings that allow the identification of transaction source.
IV.

A.

SELF-TESTING EXERCISES (Answers at end of chapter)
True/False Questions

T

F

1.

An audit trail identifies authorization for a transaction.

T

F

2.

A logical batch is a physical batch sorted into a meaningful logical
order (such as by account number) to facilitate the location of a
source document.

T

F 3.

All source documents including those originating at a terminal must
be printed to provide a permanent record of the transaction.

T

F 4.

All source transactions should contain a unique number or other
unique identifier even if all were entered at the same terminal.

T

F 5.

The audit trail is improved if a triggered or derived transaction
shows all the pertinent data that led to the triggering of the
transaction.

T

F

6.

Process tracing data items are a separate listing generated solely
for the purposes of tracing data through a process.

T

F

7.

An inadequate audit trail could be a violation of government
regulations.
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T

F

8.

Although not solely used by the auditor, the major reason to have
detailed audit trails is to meet the needs of auditors.

T

F

9.

A physical batch reference allows an auditor to go to the batch
reference and control list and also to the source documents.

T

F 10.

In the case of simple transactions for which processing is well
understood, no special process tracing information may be necessary.

B.

Self-Testing Discussion Questions

1.

What data items should be included in source documents? Indicate the
rationale for including each item in the source document.

2.

Distinguish a physical batch list from a logical batch list.
four alternative bases for logical batch lists.

3.

Identify and define the four major elements in an audit trail.

4.

Give four examples in which process tracing might be desirable and
indicate how it might be accomplished in each case.

5.

Define a ’’reference and control list” and indicate its importance in an
audit trail.

6.

Explain why the term ”management trail" might be considered more
descriptive than the term "audit trail."

7.

Does a source document have to be hard copy? What problems are incurred
if a source document is not hard copy? What information must be
generated if a hard copy source document is not used?

8.

The text argues that triggered transactions ought to contain data on the
transaction that led to the triggered transaction. What is the rationale
for including the extra data on the triggered transaction?

9.

Identify four alternative methods of maintaining transaction records.
What are the advantages/disadvantages of each method?

C.

Self-Testing Mini Cases

1.

The company has an on-line payroll system in which each employee checks
in by a time clock connected to a computer. The punch-in and punch-out
at the computer-based time clock serves as the sole basis of data entry
for hours worked. Identify the elements of an audit trail in this
situation.

2.

A manufacturing company has a number of different hourly pay rates and
categories. Many, but not all, rates are dictated by union contracts.
Payroll is centralized. Since rates change fairly often, pay rate tables
are maintained on the computer and are accessible only by authorized
personnel in the payroll department. Identify an appropriate audit trail
for all pay rates stored in the computer.
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Identify

V.

QUESTIONS AND CASES FOR FURTHER DISCUSSION (Answers not given)

1.

Define "audit trail” and indicate its importance to an organization.

2.

The term "tables" has often been used. Identify three tables that might
be associated with computer applications. Indicate the role these tables
play in an "audit trail."

3.

A "Checklist for Evaluating the Audit Trail in a Computer Data Processing
System" is provided in Appendix D. Indicate when and how such a checklist
might be used.

4.

Select an application that you are familiar with and complete the
"Checklist for Evaluating the Audit Trail in a Computer Data Processing
Application" contained in Appendix D.

5.

Assume that in mini-case C-2 above the auditor found that there was no
identification of who made the changes to the pay rate tables. Further,
the auditor could not gain assurance that the password system was working
to limit access to the data only to authorized individuals in the payroll
department. Indicate how these findings would affect the nature, timing,
and extent of payroll audit activities. Be specific as to additional
tests that ought to be performed.

6.

Identify three situations where process tracing data might be added to a
transaction record. Indicate the rationale for adding the data for each
case specified.

7.

Does the audit trail concept dictate that the detail of all transactions
making up the account balance be readily accessible? Explain and defend
your answer.

8.

Consider the electronic funds transfer system where an individual can use
a debit card to make deposits or withdrawals from their account by using
an appropriate terminal. Assume further that a series of financial
institutions share the same terminals, such that a person with an account
at Bank A can withdraw funds from an Automated Teller Machine (ATM) at
Bank B because all ATM's are part of a shared system. Identify all the
major audit trail considerations and elements in such a system.

9.

What is process tracing data? Give several illustrations of where
process tracing data might be used in the following applications:
o
o
o

VI.

payroll
accounts receivable
warranty expense

ANSWERS TO SELF-TESTING EXERCISES

A.

Answers to True/False Questions

1.

True. An important concept of internal control is that all transactions
are authorized. The audit trail should either identify a specific
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individual who authorizes a transaction or the audit trail should allow
an investigator to trace to the basis for authorization (policy, position,
etc.) of the transaction.

2.

False. A logical batch is not a physical batch. It is a set of data
about records selected on the basis of one or more common characteristics
which are grouped according to some logical grouping. For example, a
basis for logical batch is computer terminal from which transactions were
entered.

3.

False. Although it is often desirable to have a source document printed
out for a permanent record, there will be instances in which the source
document may be logged only on magnetic media and still meet audit trail
requirements.

4.

True. All transactions should contain some form of a unique identifier
(number, name, and so forth) to enable the tracing and identification of a
particular transaction.

5.

True. The audit trail is improved if a triggered transaction shows all
the pertinent data that led to the triggering of the transaction. The
addition of the pertinent data allows the review of the transaction for
validity and additionally allows tracing of the transaction back to its
source.

6.

False. The process tracing data items are not necessarily a separate
listing generated for tracing data through a process. The process
tracing data may also include additional data fields in a record to
store pertinent information that may have triggered a transaction.

7.

True. For those applications that have significance for computation of
tax, an inadequate audit trail is in violation of governmental
requirements. Further, an inadequate audit trail might also indicate
poor internal controls and potentially be construed a violation of the
Foreign Corrupt Practices Act of 1977.

8.

False. The primary reason to have an audit trail is to enable the
company to answer various operational questions that arise.

9.

True. A physical batch reference facilitates the tracing of data and
will allow an auditor to go to the batch reference and control list as
well as to the source documents in the physical batch.

10.

True. In very simple transactions for which processing logic is well
understood, there may be no need for process tracing information.

B.

Answers to Self-Testing Discussion Questions

1.

The following items ought to be considered for inclusion in source
records:
o
o

All pertinent information regarding the nature of the transaction,
such as dollar amount, parts ordered, etc.
Type of transaction
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o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Record or account
A unique reference number
The processing reference (if different than above)
Individual authorizing the transaction
The date of the transaction
Preparer of the transaction
The terminal at which the transaction was entered

The two rationale for requiring these data items are to maintain
information relative to the preparer of the transaction and audit trail
information for identification and tracing of the transactions.
2.

A physical batch listing is generated from a batch-oriented system where
transaction documents are batched for processing. A logical batch is a
set of records that are logically related but not physically together.
Transactions entered individually and intermingled are thus grouped
according to some logical basis. Examples of logical batches are
terminal where entered, preparer, transaction type, account, or customer.

3.

The four major elements of an audit trail are:
o
o
o
o

the transaction source record
the reference and control list
process tracing data
transaction source references in the records and accounts

These four elements are defined in the Glossary.
4.

Process tracing information may be useful in the following situations:

o
o
o
o

triggered or derived transactions
composition of balances when items are not otherwise listed
result of complex computations using factors not otherwise available
database, master file, and table changes

The process tracing data may be obtained either by adding fields to an
individual record or creating additional records to store process tracing
data.
5.

Reference and control list is defined in the Glossary. It forms a link
between source transactions and results of the transactions.

6.

The term "management trail" may be considered more descriptive than the
term "audit trail" because the trail of processing references is designed
to help the organization answer operational questions that arise on a
daily basis. An organization will have inquiries from customers,
suppliers, etc. The management trail is necessary to facilitate an
effective, timely, and efficient response from the organization.

7.

A source document does not have to be hard copy. However, if the source
document is not hard copy, provision must be made to capture the data that
would otherwise be entered on a hard copy document and to provide ready
access to that data. There may be more risk that the data may be altered,
deleted, or lost if it is maintained in magnetic form. There may also be
added risk that the information may become accessible to those not
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authorized to use or see the information. There is always a trade-off
between the accessibility of the data and safeguards to prevent
unauthorized use or knowledge of the data. Finally, there is a question
as to how long the source information ought to be retained in an easily
accessible form on the computer system.
8.

The process tracing data to be added to triggered transactions
facilitates the tracing of the transaction back to an original source.
The data also allows for an external review of the transaction that was
generated by the computer to ascertain whether or not the transaction is
valid and appropriate.

9.

Four alternative methods for maintaining posted transaction records
affecting ledger balances are:
o
o

keep a ledger account list of all postings to a particular account
keep a record of every transaction since the last annual closing

o

keep a record of every transaction since the last time a listing was
produced

o

keep only the most recent transaction plus a reference to the
reference and control list for that transaction. This list contains a
reference to the prior list, thus providing a chain of reference to all
transactions affecting the account.

The advantages and disadvantages associated with each of these varies
across two important trade-offs that must be made: (a) ease of access
versus (b) cost and volume of transaction listings.

C.

Answers to Self-Testing Mini Cases

1.

In a system where an employee checks in and out of work by a time clock
connected to a computer, there should be a source record established on
the computer. This source record should include a complete listing of
the transaction, the date, the time, the individual, the terminal, and
the work location. Further, it would be a good idea for a duplicate
source record to be generated to serve as a document for the employee.
A major problem in a system such as this is to clearly identify the
individual responsible for authorizing the work transaction and to verify
that the person punching the time clock is the person actually working.
In some situations, a complete listing might be generated by the computer
to be reviewed by a supervising foreman. This listing could help
establish the authorization and validity of the various transactions.

2.

An audit trail is part of the security and authorization control for the
system. Access to the system should be limited by passwords or other
appropriate methodology. All changes to the tables should be printed out
and reviewed by a supervisor in the payroll department who can trace all
entries back to union contracts or other authorizing sources. A
transaction listing of all changes also ought to be maintained. The
audit trail would include all source documents, including union
contracts, which specify changes in authorized rates. Other elements
might include memos or other authorizations from a personnel department.
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Computer Audit
Tools and
Techniques Used
After Processing:
Audit Software
Systems

I.

OVERVIEW OF CHAPTER
Generalized audit software is the computer audit tool most frequently
used to perform audit tasks involving EDP records. The primary
advantages of audit software are (a) it does not require the auditor to
have a detailed understanding of computer hardware and system software
features, (b) it is easier and faster to learn to use than a standard
programming language, and (c) the functions it provides are oriented to
audit tasks. As a result, the amount of coding and the time required to
develop processing procedures for the audit are less than those required
with a standard programming language, such as COBOL.

The chapter surveys the major functions and types of generalized audit
software. It also presents criteria for selecting audit software and
describes a case example of its use. Appendix E is a checklist of
selection considerations.

II.

KEY CONCEPTS

A.

Functions Performed by Audit Software

1.

Data access. This is the most important function provided by audit
software. Audit software systems can access most but not all data formats
and data structures used for stored data. For example, there is some
difficulty in accessing certain data structures used by some database
management systems.

2.

Selection and statistical functions. The selection function allows the
auditor to specify criteria for the selection of records to be tested or
to specify statistical sampling methodologies to select items from a
population. The statistical selection methods often provided include
(a) interval or systematic sampling, (b) random systematic sampling, and
(c) others such as discovery and dollar unit selections. The statistical
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functions in audit software include routines to determine sample size,
calculate means and standard deviations, and to perform analyses of
sample results.
3.

Computation. Audit software packages allow the auditor to test the
accuracy of client calculations and to perform quantitative analysis on
client data. The auditor can perform basic arithmetic calculations using
audit software and some packages include more advanced mathematical
functions.

4.

Comparison.
o
o
o
o

Generally, four types of comparison are possible:

Comparison of two data items within a record
Comparison of a data item and a value supplied by the auditor
Comparison of a data item and a computed value
Comparison between data items on two different files

The comparison routines make extensive use of the Boolean algebra
functions of AND, OR, and NOT as well as LESS THAN, EQUAL TO, and
GREATER THAN types of comparisons.
5.

Record handling. Housekeeping functions related to sorting and
organizing data in a convenient form for subsequent auditor processing or
use.

6.

Output. These include printing reports, printing confirmations, and
creating output files for further processing.

7.

Miscellaneous functions. Examples of other functions are (a) table
lookup, (b) generation of job control language (JCL) statements, and
(c) creation of bar graphs and other charts.

B.

Types of Generalized Software

1.

Generalized audit software can be classified by (a) how the auditor
writes instructions to the package (coding or checklist), and (b) how
the package translates those instructions to the computer (precompiler
or interpreter).

2.

In the coding method, the auditor codes instructions using a set of
instructions and rules. Coding is more flexible than the checklist
approach, but it requires the auditor to define precisely the requirements
of each audit procedure used.

3.

In the checklist approach, the software executes predefined routines
indicated by the auditor on a checklist. The checklist approach can be
used by an auditor who has relatively little training in audit software;
however, the auditor is limited to those functions on the checklist.

4.

A precompiler translates the auditor's software instructions into COBOL
or FORTRAN source code statements. These statement are then compiled
and processed like any other application program. The main advantage of
the precompiler approach is that an auditor who knows the appropriate
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programming language can modify the generated source code to insert
functions not provided by the software package.
5.

An interpreter translates the auditor's instructions directly into
machine language instructions. An advantage of the interpretive
language audit software is that the auditor's instructions can be
processed without going through the compilation process.

C.

Considerations in Selecting Generalized Audit Software Package

1.

Needs for the audit software. The auditor should consider the number
and the type of potential audit software users and tailor the selection of
audit software to the tasks to be performed and the installations where
the software will be used.

2.

Computer resources required and available. Many packages are capable of
running on only one computer system. As a result, a software package
that uses a COBOL precompiler may be appropriate if the auditor needs a
package to run on a variety of computers. Additionally, the auditor
should identify the operating system, peripheral devices, and data access
methods used at the installations where the package is to be used and
compare these with the capabilities and requirements of the audit
software packages being considered.

3.

Level of auditor expertise required to use the audit software, both
general EDP knowledge and training in the software. Some packages are
very flexible and are intended to be used by computer audit specialists
or others with a significant skill in data processing. Other packages
are less complicated, and for these packages, the auditor needs only to
have a good understanding of data processing concepts and techniques.
The extent and depth of training needed for an audit software package
depends upon (a) the auditor's level of general EDP expertise, (b) the
design and complexity of the package, and (c) the availability of
technical assistance.

4.

Functions performed. The auditor should determine that the packages
being considered have the capabilities to perform the audit functions
required.

5.

Vendor support. An extremely important consideration is vendor support
in terms of availability, response time, cost, and reliability.

D.

Case Example

1.

The major applications of audit software systems are in audit procedures
involving large numbers of computerized records to which audit procedures
are to be applied. Some of the more common application areas include
receivables, inventory, payroll, demand deposits, and payables.

2.

Examples of
testing, as
of software
and are not

using audit software to perform compliance and substantive
well as the sequence of procedures performed and the types
instructions used, are presented in outline form in the text
restated here.
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E.

Appendix E — Audit Software Selection Checklist
The factors to be considered in selecting audit software are organized in
a checklist format. It provides an outline review of functions and cost
considerations.

III.

GLOSSARY OF NEW TERMS IN CHAPTER

Generalized Audit Software — software to perform processing procedures
needed by auditors in connection with financial data stored in
computer systems.
Interpreter — software to translate and execute each user instruction as
read, without creating a separate source program to be compiled.
Precompiler — software to translate user instructions into source code
statements in a programming language such as COBOL or FORTRAN.
IV.

A.

SELF-TESTING EXERCISES (Answers at end of chapter)

True/False Questions

T

F

1.

One of the most important characteristics of generalized audit
software is its capability to access data stored in different types
of file organization structures and data formats.

T

F

2.

The amount of coding and the time required to develop a computer
program for audit use when using generalized audit software is less
than that required if a general purpose language such as COBOL or RPG
were used.

T

F

3.

Although generalized audit software packages can perform many
types of comparisons, it cannot make comparisons between computer
calculated data and a value supplied by the auditor.

T

F

4.

Audit software packages that use precompilers have an advantage over
interpreter-type audit software because the auditor can insert coding
(in COBOL or other such programming languages) in order to perform a
function that the software does not provide.

T

F

5.

A greater level of auditor expertise is required to use the checklist
approach than using the coding approach to audit software commands.

T

F

6.

When selecting an audit software package the auditor does not have to
be concerned with the operating system, peripheral devices, and data
access methods used at the computer installations. This is because
the software package replaces the operating system and defines
peripheral devices, and the auditor determines the access method to be
used.

T

F

7.

The kind of support provided by the software vendor is not an
important consideration for the selection of audit software.
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T

F

8.

The major application of audit software is in audit areas where there
are large numbers of computer stored records to which audit
procedures are to be applied.

B.

Self-Testing Discussion Questions

1.

What are the advantages of using a generalized audit software package?

2.

What are the major functions usually performed by audit software?

3.

Audit software packages can access the most common of data formats and
structures; however, it cannot access all of them. How can the auditor
"get around" this problem if a package has been installed and cannot be
changed?

4.

Why is coding in an audit software package language generally easier to
learn and use proficiently than coding in a programming language such as
COBOL?

5.

A precompiler-type software package allows a programming language, such
as COBOL, to be inserted to perform functions not included in the
software statements. Discuss the implementation concerns that should be
considered if the auditor is using the package at a client location.

6.

When defining needs during the process of selection of a software
package, what types of concerns should the auditor evaluate?

7.

What factors determine the need for depth and extent of training in the
instructions and the use of a particular audit package before auditors can
use the software?

8.

What questions should auditors ask the vendors when considering selection
of audit software?

9.

In general, what factors should be considered when selecting an audit
software package?

C.

Self-Testing Mini Cases

1.

You have been asked to assist in the testing of Accounts Payable for
year end financial purposes. There are 5,000 accounts on the file.
Describe several audit procedures that could be facilitated through
the use of audit software.

2.

You have completed your preliminary review of the general EDP controls
and have gained an understanding of your client's automated purchasing
system. You are planning to rely on EDP internal accounting controls
relating to the purchasing system. The company maintains an open
purchase order file. Design four compliance tests of the purchasing
system using generalized audit software.
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V.

QUESTIONS AND CASES FOR FURTHER DISCUSSION (Answers not given)

1.

Discuss compliance tests and substantive tests that could be performed
on the following accounts using generalized audit software.
o
o
o
o
o

Cash
Notes Receivable
Inventory
Sales
Cost of Goods Sold

2.

If the auditor runs generalized audit software on the client's computer,
what steps should the auditor take to make sure the file or program is
not tampered with during the execution of the program?

3.

Select two commercially available audit software packages (one from an
independent vendor and one from a CPA firm). Compare and contrast the
functions available in each software package, the number of data fields
the software can address, and the number of reports the software can
produce using only one pass of the file.

4.

What options are available to the auditor who has an audit software
package that can run on only one type of computer, e.g., IBM, and the
client has a different type of computer?

5.

Why is it not likely that generalized audit software packages will be
developed to run on microcomputers?

6.

What are the potential problems an auditor faces when the auditor wishes
to use generalized audit software and the client's records are stored by
a database management system?

7.

Use the logical commands of include/exclude and the logical AND, IF, and
NOT to issue a command for the auditor who wants a listing of all
accounts receivable over $1,000 that are over 60 days old as well as a
listing of all accounts receivable balances that are over 90 days old.

8.

(From November 1978 CPA Examination) An auditor is conducting an
examination of the financial statements of a wholesale cosmetics
distributor with an inventory consisting of thousands of individual
items. The distributor keeps its inventory in its own distribution
center and in two public warehouses. An inventory computer file is
maintained on a computer disk and at the end of each business day the
file is updated. Each record of the inventory file contains the
following data:

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Item number
Location of item
Description of item
Quantity on hand
Cost per item
Date of last purchase
Date of last sale
Quantity sold during year
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The auditor is planning to observe the distributor's physical count of
inventories as of a given date. The auditor will have available a
computer tape of the data on the inventory file on the date of the
physical count and a general purpose computer software package.
Required: The auditor is planning to perform basic inventory auditing
procedures. Identify the basic inventory auditing procedures and
describe how the use of the general purpose software package and the tape
of the inventory file data might be helpful to the auditor in performing
such auditing procedures.

Organize your answer as follows:
Basic inventory auditing
procedure

1.

9.

Observe the physical
count making and recording test counts where
applicable.

How general purpose computer software
package and tape of the inventory file
data might be helpful

Determining which items are to be test
counted by selecting a random sample of a
representative number of items from the
inventory file as of the date of the
physical count.

(From November 1978 CPA Examination) After determining that computer
controls are valid, Hastings is reviewing the sales system of Rosco
Corporation in order to determine how a computerized audit program may be
used to assist in performing tests of Rosco's sales records.
Rosco sells crude oil from one central location. All orders are received
by mail and indicate the pre-assigned customer identification number,
desired quantity, proposed delivery date, method of payment and shipping
terms. Since price fluctuates daily, orders do not indicate a price.
Price sheets are printed daily and details are stored in a permanent disk
file. The details of orders are also maintained in a permanent disk
file.

Each morning the shipping clerk receives a computer printout which
indicates details of customers' orders to be shipped that day. After the
orders have been shipped, the shipping details are inputted in the
computer which simultaneously updates the sales journal, perpetual
inventory records, accounts receivable, and sales accounts.

The details of all transactions, as well as daily updates, are maintained
on disks which are available for use by Hastings in the performance of
the audit.
Required:

a.

How may a computerized audit program be used by Hastings to perform
substantive tests of Rosco's sales records in their machine readable
form? Do not discuss accounts receivable and inventory.

b.

After having performed these tests with the assistance of the
computer, what other auditing procedures should Hastings perform in
order to complete the examination of Rosco's sales records?
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VI.

ANSWERS TO SELF-TESTING QUESTIONS

A.

Answers to True/False Questions

1.

True. The function of generalized software is to facilitate accessing
data stored by the computer. Therefore, the ability to use a variety of
devices and media that use different types of file organization
structures and data formats is basic to generalized audit software's
usefulness.

2.

True. Generalized audit software is designed with the auditor's
requirements in mind. Functions useful to the auditor are specified
with a few instructions; the general purpose program instructions to
perform the same functions may take many lines of code.

3.

False. The types of comparison performed by generalized audit packages
usually include the comparison of a data item (such a data item can be
stored in the computer or supplied by the auditor) and a computed value.

4.

True. Precompiler-type audit software permits a knowledgeable person to
modify the generated source code in order to perform functions not
normally available by the software package. Another advantage of
precompiler-type software is that it generally can be used on computers
designed by many different manufacturers.

5.

False. The checklist approach requires less auditor training and
expertise than audit software in which the auditor codes instructions,
but the auditor is limited to those functions on the checklist.

6.

False. The operating system, peripheral devices and the access methods
used at the installation are important factors and affect the useability
of audit software.

7.

False. The kind of support provided by the vendor is an extremely
important consideration; for example:

8.

o

Is there a technical support group available to answer questions
about the operation of the software package?

o

How quickly is this support available?

o

Is the software updated periodically to be compatible with advances in
the technology?

o

Is the vendor an established firm and financially sound?

True. One of the primary considerations when deciding to purchase or use
an audit software package is to determine if the use of the package is
preferable to manual procedures. The answer is almost always positive
when a large volume of data records are to be processed.
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B.

Answers to Self-Testing Discussion Questions

1.

The advantages of using a generalized audit software package include:
(a) the auditor does not need a detailed understanding of hardware and
software features, (b) in general, it is easier and faster to learn than
a standard programming language, and (c) the functions it provides are
oriented to audit tasks.

2.

The major categories of functions provided by generalized audit software
are the following:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Data access
Selection and statistical functions
Computation
Comparison
Record handling
Output
Miscellaneous functions

3.

If the audit software package lacks the capability to access the storage
medium, file structure, or data format of the records needed by the
auditor, the data records must be converted by a utility program or a
special interface program to a form that the audit software package can
handle.

4.

Coding in an audit software language is generally easier to learn and to
use proficiently than coding in a programming language such as COBOL
because the terminology and functions are oriented toward audit tasks.

5.

The auditor should determine if the language compiler needed is
available on the client's system in order to determine if the package
can be executed on the client hardware. The auditor should also
determine if the software can run on the client equipment even if it has
the desired compiler.

6.

The auditor should determine the answers to the following questions:

o

Does the application to be audited represent a material dollar value
relative to total assets or income? Are there any other reasons why
it is of audit concern?

o

Would manual procedures meet the audit objective as effectively as
the audit software? If so, would the manual procedures be as
efficient?

o

Does the use of audit software allow different audit procedures that
would not be practical otherwise?

o

Would other computer-assisted audit techniques satisfy the audit
objective as effectively? If so, would the alternative techniques be
as efficient?

o

How often can the software be used efficiently?
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7.

The extent and depth of training and instructions in the use of a
particular audit software package depend on the following factors:
o
o
o

The auditor's level of general EDP expertise
The design and complexity of the package
The availability of assistance

In selecting a package the auditor should consider these factors in
determining whether the available training is sufficient. If technical
help is easily available when the user has a problem, the training course
can be shorter than if the auditor needs to solve most of the problems
without assistance.
8.

The kind of support provided by the software vendor is not a
consideration that is unique to the selection of audit software, but it
deserves mention because it can be extremely important. The auditor
should determine answers to such questions as the following:
o
o
o
o

o

9.

Where is technical support obtained?
How quickly will the technical support be available?
How much does technical support cost?
How much effort will the vendor expend to keep the software from
becoming obsolete?
Is the vendor a reliable, financially stable organization?

When selecting a generalized software package, consider the following:
o
o
o
o
o
o

Audit needs
Computer resources required and available
Level of auditor expertise required
Functions required and available
Vendor support
Cost of the software compared to functions performed (from Appendix E)

C.

Answers to Self-Testing Mini Cases

1.

Suggestions could include the following tests:

o

Footing the detail file and reconciling the total to the General Ledger
Accounts Payable total.

o

Footing the individual debits and credits within accounts to determine
that the current balances are mathematically correct.

o

Select debit accounts for listing and possible review for
reclassification.

o

Perform a statistical sampling of invoices to select invoices to trace
to receiving reports or other appropriate support to help ensure a
proper year end cutoff.

o

Statistically select items for vendor confirmation.
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2.

o

Review records in the inventory file and related records in the
payables file to determine that the cost of goods received prior to
year end have been accrued or otherwise properly included in payables.

o

Review the payables records for existence and appropriate values for
necessary items such as authorization codes, purchase order number,
etc.

Examine the open purchase order file to determine, as per company policy,
that competitive bids were obtained and listed as part of the record.
Examine completed purchase orders to determine that a receiving report
number has been indicated on the record.

Determine that there are no missing or duplicate purchase order numbers
on the files.
Select a random sample of purchase orders over $5,000 and obtain the hard
copy of the purchase order to determine that the purchase order has been
properly approved.
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Computer Audit
Tools and
Techniques Used
After Processing:
Testing Files,
Static Testing of
Programs, and
Simulation
Testing
I.

OVERVIEW OF CHAPTER

There are five broad categories of computer audit tools and techniques for
audit testing and audit data collection after processing has been
performed.
o
o
o
o
o

Testing of files
Static testing of programs
Review of system operations
Review of program code
Other software tools

The chapter explains the first two categories: testing computerized data
files (when the auditor cannot use generalized audit software) and
performing a static test of application programs using test data. These
tests are performed independently of normal processing. The other three
"after processing" tools and techniques are presented in Chapter 15.
II.

KEY CONCEPTS

A.

Testing of Files

1.

Generalized audit software is the most widely used tool for performing
audit procedures on data records in files. If the auditor decides not to
use a generalized audit software package or one is not available that will
operate in a particular computer environment, there are a number of other
useful approaches to assist in the manipulation and testing of
computerized data files. Examples covered in the chapter are customized
audit software, modification of client programs, utility software,
converting of files for use on another system with audit software, and
specialized industry audit software.
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2.

Customized audit software is an alternative that requires the auditor to
design and write programs specifically for the files to be examined.
Customized audit software is effective, but may be expensive to create
and operationally difficult for an audit firm to implement.

3.

The problems associated with customized audit software are (a) it is
difficult to obtain personnel with the required expertise in both
auditing and programming, and (b) the software requires annual
maintenance because systems change from year to year.

4.

Modification of copies of existing client programs is another
alternative. This approach reduces the time and effort required to
create customized audit programs by modifying a client processing program
to perform processing procedures needed for the audit. An advantage of
this approach is that it often simplifies the task of obtaining file
layouts and file organization.

5.

Utility programs offer a large range of capabilities and many are useful
for audit file testing purposes. They are relatively easy to use. For
example, the auditor prepares relatively simple parameter inputs
indicating file structure and processing options to be performed.

6.

With small computers, for which generalized audit software is generally
not available, consideration should be given to converting the data files
to a form and format readable by a larger computer installation where
audit software is available.

7.

Specialized audit software is available for certain industries; for
example, banking and brokerage.

B.

Static Testing of Programs

1.

A static program test is performed as a separate processing activity
distinct from normal processing. The auditor processes test data through
the application programs and observes the results of the processing.
This procedure isolates testing from operational factors, so that
testing concentrates on the application logic. The lack of testing
under operational conditions is a disadvantage.

2.

Test data input records consist of a variety of transactions that use all
parts of application program logic (as represented in its documentation).

3.

The auditor prepares test data input and test files as input to a test
run and then compares test results to expected results of processing.
Test data is designed to test whether processing is correct as well as
whether application controls built into the program are operating as
documented.

4.

Problems with test data or "test decks" are: (a) difficulty of
maintaining a current set of test data to test the program adequately;
(b) audit evidence obtained is for a point in time rather than for the
audit period; and (c) programs change frequently during the audit period.
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5.

Methods for developing systematic test data include: (a) flowchart
logic tracing — using program flowcharts in the program documentation,
the auditor develops test data to test all the program logic present in
the flowcharts; (b) code logic tracing — same technique as in (a),
except program code is the documentation used; and (c) systematic error
method, in which the auditor develops test data to test handling by the
program of common error conditions in the data.

6.

Test data generators (TDG) have been developed to aid in preparing test
data records. Using these software packages the auditor can describe
the test data records to be generated and the software will prepare the
test records.

7.

Optimizer packages, developed for evaluating program execution
performance, can be used to evaluate the completeness of the test data
in executing all branches of the program code. When used on a program
with test data input, the optimizer produces a report that identifies the
lines of code that were not used during processing of the test data and
were therefore not tested.

8.

Simulation or parallel processing to test application processing is a
method in which the auditor obtains information on the logic in an
application system and uses general purpose software to create a model to
perform the same processing. Transactions for a test period are processed
with the model (a simulation of the application processing) and model
results are compared with the application results.

III.

o

Identical results from the application and the simulation corroborate
the existence of the tested logic in the application and its use
during the period (for that part of the application being simulated).

o

Simulation is limited by the difficulty of designing and implementing
simulation models for large systems.

o

The auditor may choose to simulate only parts of large applications
rather than the entire application.

GLOSSARY

Boundary value — the value of data or condition that causes selection
among alternative computer processing paths. Generally contained
in an IF statement or an IF-THEN-ELSE block.
Breakpoint — see boundary value.

Debug — to detect, locate, and remove errors from a program routine or
malfunction from computer hardware.
Optimizer — software designed to analyze operational performance of
programs in order to aid redesign for efficiency. Can be used in
connection with test data to identify untested lines of code.
Parallel processing — see simulation.
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Simulation — in audit testing of programs, the technique involves
preparing a separate program (using audit software or other software)
that applies the selected processes and logic being investigated to
the data for a test period. The simulation results are compared
with the actual results from the application being simulated. Also
called parallel processing.
Static Testing — testing using test data performed after processing (or
before processing) but not during regular processing run. Contrast
with dynamic or "live” testing to be described in Chapter 16.
Test data — data designed to test the logic and processing actions of a
program.
Test data generator — software to prepare test data records based on
specifications provided by the user of the package.

Test deck — see test data.
Utilities — software to perform processing support and housekeeping
tasks such as transcribing data from one storage device to another,
sorting, etc.
IV.

A.

SELF-TESTING EXERCISES (Answers at end of chapter)
True/False Questions

T

F

1.

The EDP auditor should be familiar with available software aids
typically used by system designers and implementers because the type
of testing, review and evaluation concerns are often similar.

T

F

2.

A client has a small business computer with diskettes that are
incompatible with generalized audit software. Because of this
incompatibility, there is no way to use generalized audit software.

T

F

3.

To reduce the time and effort required to create customized audit
programs, the auditor should consider modifying copies of client
programs to perform audit tasks.

T

F

4.

System utilities are used by some audit groups because these
utilities offer a large range of capabilities and are easier to learn
than programming languages.

T

F

5.

To reduce the difficulties in preparing test data records, a number
of software packages referred to as test data generators have been
developed.

T

F

6.

A static test of a program is performed as a separate processing
activity that is distinct from normal processing.

T

F

7.

Since errors frequently occur at boundary values, testing the
boundary values provides a complete test of the boundary condition
logic.
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T

F

8.

Although the use of customized audit software can be effective, it is
expensive and frequently difficult to implement.

T

F

9.

Although there is software to develop test data, there is no software
to evaluate completeness of test data.

T

F 10.

The simulation technique has the disadvantage of being tied to client
documentation.

B.

Self-Testing Discussion Questions

1.

Identify the five broad categories of the computer audit tools and
techniques for audit testing and audit data collection after processing.

2.

What are the advantages and disadvantages to consider when determining
whether to develop customized audit software or to use another technique?

3.

What techniques other than generalized audit software and customized
audit software can be used to access data files?

4.

What are the alternatives to using customized software, modified client
programs, and utilities to test files on small computer systems?

5.

Briefly describe three methods to assist the auditor in developing a
complete set of test data to fully test an application program.

6.

How do test data generators and optimizer packages complement each other?

7.

Define simulation or parallel processing used to test application
processing. What are the limitations affecting its use?

C.

Self-Testing Mini Cases

1.

You have been asked to assist the auditors to evaluate and assess the
various techniques available to access financial data stored on the
client's minicomputer. Discuss the various options available and the
problems associated with each.

2.

In developing the audit plan, the audit manager designed an audit test to
run test data through the credit checking routine of the order entry
system. The test was scheduled to occur one day in September. The audit
period is the year ended December 31. No changes had been made to the
program to date and none were planned. No tests of general EDP controls
were included in the plan. The partner revised the audit plan. What
were the likely revisions and why were they made? Be specific.

3.

The data processing manager confided the following to a colleague: The
auditor spent considerable time last audit testing the accounts
receivable program. This audit, they wanted to rerun the test data.
Realizing the program had changed and not wanting to bother with the
development of a new set of test data, the data processing manager
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provided the auditors with a copy of the application programs from before
the change. He reported the auditors were happy with the test.
Explain what the auditors failed to do.

V.

QUESTIONS FOR FURTHER DISCUSSION (Answers not given)

1.

Discuss reasons why generalized audit software is not available for small
systems.

2.

Why is using current live files for program testing an inappropriate
testing technique?

3.

Why is the use by auditors of certain utility software that modify
programs (e.g., SUPERZAP) usually discouraged? Consider both operational
and control considerations.

4.

Why is it difficult to completely test a large program? What is the
difference between a complete test and a satisfactory test?

5.

What is the problem with first-time-through and last-time-through
processing? Why do so many errors happen there?

6.

Compare and contrast the ’’test data” approach with the ’’parallel
processing" approach. When would an auditor choose to utilize one over
the other? What types of errors could parallel processing detect that
test data would not likely detect?

7.

Assume that an auditor suspected that fraudulent programming was built
into an application that had financial importance in the audit. Explain
how the auditor could use the audit tools and techniques described in
this chapter to uncover the fraudulent programming if it existed.

8.

A client has a major payroll application for factory employees. The
program has numerous edit checks built into it. Identify the types of
controls that ought to be built into the payroll application and explain
how the auditor could use test data to test the application.

VI.

ANSWERS TO SELF-TESTING EXERCISES

A.

Answers to True/False Questions

1.

True. Systems designers and implementers have similar concerns to the
auditor, especially during the testing and implementation phases of the
system development life cycle.

2.

False. There are alternatives such as converting the diskette files at a
service center and using the converted files with audit software on
another computer.

3.

True. It is important to note that the auditor should never modify a
client's production program. He should modify a copy. This approach
usually saves time, especially because it simplifies both the task of
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obtaining information about files and records and coding for the record
layout and file organization.

4.

True. In dealing with almost any system, an auditor would find it
worthwhile to have some knowledge of the available utilities. Utilities
are fairly easy to learn and to use.

5.

True. An auditor who has access to a test data generator can create
large volumes of test data in complex formats with reduced effort.

6.

True. This helps to ensure that the testing environment is controlled and
is not subject to schedule pressures and random events of normal
processing. Also, "live" testing may interfere with, or damage, client
files.

7.

False. An effective test of the boundary condition requires the auditor
to test the boundary value, boundary value plus one and the boundary
value minus one. ("One” refers to one increment or decrement in the
input value — this could be 1, .1, .01, etc.)

8.

True. The major difficulties of this approach are that (a) it is
difficult to train and retain qualified personnel, and (b) systems seldom
stay the same from one year to the next, so the program has to be
reviewed, revised, and tested each year. There may be some applications,
however, where the method is efficient.

9.

False. Optimizer packages were originally developed for improving
systems performance, but they also can be used to evaluate the
completeness of test data in the sense of identifying lines of program
code not executed by the processing of the test data.

10.

False. Simulation processing's advantage is that it is not tied to the
client's documentation; however, the auditor runs the risk of overlooking
important considerations by simulating selected functions.

B.

Answers to Self-Testing Discussion Questions

1.

The five broad categories include the following:
o
o
o
o
o

2.

Testing of files
Static testing of programs
Review of system operation
Review of program code
Other software tools

The advantage is that programs can be specifically written to work with
the files to be audited. The software developed may be more efficient as
measured by run time on the client's system. This efficiency would be of
concern only if the auditor expected to make many runs throughout the
year. The disadvantages include staff training, staff skills, and
program maintenance. Another potential disadvantage is that the
customized program could become obsolete quickly if there are major
changes in the client's program.
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3.

The other techniques include (a) modification of existing client
software, (b) the use of utility software, and (c) query languages in
file management and database management systems.

4.

It is possible to take the files from the small computer to a large
computer installation after converting the input to a form acceptable to
the larger system. The auditor can then use a generalized audit package
to perform tests of the data. The other alternative, of course, is to
write a program or learn a query language to extract data from the small
computer files.

5.

The methods are:

(a)

Flowchart logic tracing — the auditor uses program flowcharts to
trace every path through the program. Test data is developed to
test the paths.

(b)

Code logic tracing — the auditor uses a copy of the program source
code to trace paths through the program. Test data is developed to
test the paths.

(c)

Systematic error method — the auditor generates test data for error
conditions that the program logic should detect and determines if
the program does so.

6.

Based on specifications provided to it, a test data generator produces
the test data to be processed by the program. The optimizer, when used
with the program when the test data records are run, provides line use
count including an indication of lines not executed and therefore not
tested by the test data.

7.

Simulation or parallel processing is the technique whereby a model of the
application system (or past system) to be tested is created and used to
process actual data for a period being tested. The output from the
simulation is compared to the regular results of the period and
differences are investigated and resolved. This technique is limited by
the difficulty of designing and implementing adequate simulation models
for complex systems.

C.

Answers to Self-Testing Mini Cases

1.

Because this is a minicomputer environment, generalized audit software is
probably not available. Consequently, one of the alternative methods
should be considered. Customized audit software could be developed, but
this approach may be very expensive. You could modify copies of existing
client programs to limit the development costs associated with designing
the program. This is most effective if the modification is not large, so
the approach has limited applicability. You are relying upon client code
to perform your data selection and analysis. This may not be the
preferable approach. You could use utilities to access the data, but due
to the variety of minicomputer utilities it may require learning unique
job language requirements for each client. If you are not already
knowledgeable, this approach could be very expensive in training costs.
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All three of the above approaches share one risk that the auditor may not
want to assume; that is, the possibility of unintentionally affecting
client data processing. The most secure approach in this regard is to
process (using copies of client data files) at a service bureau where it
would be impossible to alter client data because the actual files would
not be available. Any of the three approaches described above, as well
as generalized audit software, could be used at the service bureau.

All of the above approaches could be used appropriately if they are
controlled properly by an auditor with requisite expertise.
2.

The test would provide assurance that the credit checking routine was
functioning only on one day in September, not that it was functioning
throughout the audit period. The partner probably revised the audit plan
to test the general EDP controls over access to programs and control over
program changes (which assure that programs remain functioning as
authorized and that an audit trail of changes made exists).
The program change log (audit trail) will be reviewed at year end for
changes to the credit checking routine. Through this, the auditors will
obtain assurance that the program tested in September was the same one
used throughout the audit period. Alternatively, if changes were
identified by review of the program change log, the auditors can
evaluate the effects of the changes on the application by review of any
documentation which resulted from the change (e.g., test results).
An alternative revision to the audit program would be to run the test
data for a random sample of days selected throughout the audit period.

3.

The auditors failed to determine that the version of the application
programs they were using was the current production version. This should
have been done after the review and compliance testing of library
procedures indicated these controls were adequate. Testing a program
without this assurance provides little, if any, audit evidence.
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15

Computer Audit
Tools and
Techniques Used
After Processing:
Review of System
Operations, Code
Review, and Other
Software Tools

I.

OVERVIEW OF CHAPTER
The chapter is a continuation of Chapter 14. It describes additional
audit tools and techniques that can be used for audit procedures performed
after client processing has been completed: review of system operations,
review of program code, and other software tools. Logging and job
accounting facilities are used for review of system operations. In
connection with code review, the chapter describes software to aid the
review and explains the elements of audit control over program changes.
The chapter also describes the sources of other software tools and
illustrates typical software found in vendor libraries, in software
catalogs, and with time-sharing services.

II.

KEY CONCEPTS

A.

Review of System Operations

1.

A system operations review applies after-the-fact or passive testing
using information generated as a by-product of normal processing and
stored on system logs or job accounting data logs.

2.

As part of their normal operations, most computer systems create log
files containing records of system activity.

3.

Logs of system activity (a) provide capabilities for restart and
recovery, (b) facilitate file reconstruction, and (c) keep records of
communications traffic or transactions processed.

4.

Auditors may encounter difficulty in using system logs because the
formats and layouts of the records are not designed to interface with the
auditor's computer audit software or other data retrieval tools.
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5.

Job accounting software (such as IBM's System Management Facility [SMF])
is available with most computer systems. It facilitates the capture of
data on the use of computer resources, provides data for an EDP cost
accounting system, and provides data for a system to charge users for
computer resources.

6.

The computer system job accounting data collection is not designed for
audit use, but there are financial audit procedures and management or
optional audit situations in which the system accounting data can be used.

B.

Review of Program Code

A detailed review of the program instructions is effective in gaining an
understanding of the processing that takes place within a program. Code
reviews are used in audits only when other alternatives are ineffective
because the code review process is time consuming, the review must be
updated at each audit, and a high level of EDP expertise is required.
Other techniques for obtaining evidence of programming logic are often
more cost effective. For code review to provide audit evidence, general
EDP controls over program changes must provide reasonable assurance that
the program being reviewed is the program being run (or program in use
during the period being reviewed).
C.

Software Review Aids
Software aids that reduce the clerical details associated with a code
review include:

o

Flowcharting software to produce program flowcharts corresponding to
program code

o

Cross-reference systems to produce reference list of data and
procedure names used in a program and line reference where used

o

Record layout software to produce graphic representations of programmed
record descriptions

o

Optimizers to use in identifying unused or untested code for review

D.

Audit Control of Program Changes

1.

If a program that has been reviewed is likely to be of future concern,
the auditor should (in connection with organizational controls over
program modifications) establish audit procedures to detect undocumented
changes to the program. This action may help the auditor to avoid having
to repeat the entire code review at a subsequent audit.

2.

Change detection techniques for the auditor include audit control copy of
the production source program, a control count of program instructions,
and program code hash totals.
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o

An audit control copy of the source program is created and then
maintained with all documented changes. At a later audit, the auditor
compares the current version of the program in use with the audit
control copy using comparison software. Any differences are
investigated.

o

A control count of the instructions within the program (a control
total) is taken and compared with an instruction count for the program
at a later date. Any difference indicates a change has been made to
the program. It is a fairly weak control because undocumented changes
may be made that replace existing lines of code and thus do not change
the line count.

o

In the hash total method, each line of code is treated as a field of
numeric data and the lines are added together. The exact procedures
for adding alphanumeric fields depend on the data coding used, but in
general, each 8-bit byte to code an alphanumeric character can be
treated as two 4-bit numeric digits. The hash total for audit purposes
is computed periodically. Any difference between the audit hash total
as adjusted for authorized, documented changes and the hash total of
the program in use indicates that an undocumented change has been
made.

3.

Librarian software is used to provide operational control of program
changes. The documentation maintained by the library software is useful
to the auditor in evaluating changes relative to a prior code review.
Most librarian software packages are used only for source code. Since
the object code is the actual language used to perform the processing,
control at this level is also desirable.

4.

As the use of standard application program packages becomes more
widespread, there may be an economic need for a central review of the
packages. This type of review is referred to as a "third party review"
of application packages.

5.

In a possible third-party review of package software suggested in the
text, an auditor is engaged by the vendor of the software package or by a
user group to review the application package and its controls and to
express an opinion on them.

6.

In order to also test for undocumented changes in a software package, the
text suggests a procedure in which the third-party auditor would supply
the client auditor with an audit copy of the reviewed application. The
client auditor would then compare the audit version to the version used
by his client. The client auditor could identify and review any client
changes to the software and determine what, if any, impact such changes
had on the client system of internal accounting control.

E.

Other Software for Audit Use
There are many other types of software that may be useful to auditors.
Sources of information on software useful for the auditor are vendor
libraries, software catalogs (including subscription reference services
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catalogs and program exchange listings), and catalogs of time sharing
services.

III.

GLOSSARY
Application Program Packages — programs or routines that are prepared by
a vendor and sold or leased to user organizations to simplify or
eliminate the need for in-house development of applications.

Data Division — a division of a COBOL program describing the
characteristics of files, records and data elements.
Object Code — the machine language instructions produced from source
program code by a compiler.

Program Hash Total — a hash total is a total of a field that is useful
only as a control, and not as a monetary amount or quantity. In the
case of program code, the hash total is the numeric sum of the
characters in the lines of instructions in the program.
Program Specifications — the definitions of logic and processing
functions for a program.

SELECT Statement — COBOL statement which defines the input/output unit
to be activated for reading from or writing on storage media (e.g.,
tape, disk) located on the selected device.

REDEFINES Clause — COBOL statements to redefine the format of a record
thereby changing the way the coded characters on the record are
interpreted by the program.

Third-Party Code Review — a proposal that review of program code in
software packages performing financial accounting could be done by
one auditor who would provide an evaluation of the controls in the
package to auditors of package user organizations. An audit control
copy of the software package would also be provided for use in
testing for undocumented changes.
IV.
A.

SELF-TESTING EXERCISES (Answers at end of chapter)

True/False Questions

T

F

1.

Review of systems operations logs is an after-the-fact or passive
test, using information generated as a by-product of normal
processing.

T

F

2.

The major reason that auditors have encountered difficulty in using
system logs is that the formats and layouts of the records contained
in these logs sometimes are difficult to access by generalized audit
software or other data retrieval tools.

T

F

3.

Most computer installations have a software facility that collects
operating data to be used for management purposes such as computer
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usage review, cost reporting, and charging users for computer
resources used.

T

F

4.

A detailed review of program code is generally the most efficient and
effective way to gain an understanding of the processing that takes
place within a program.

T

F

5.

An auditor review of an up-to-date program flowchart provides a
better understanding of a program than a review of the source code
listing.

T

F

6.

Library software facilities can supplement program change control and
document that a change has been made to a program, but it is generally
impossible for the auditor to determine the number of changes which
occurred since the last audit review.

T

F

7.

The use of hash totals as a program change audit control technique
can be an effective technique to determine that a program change took
place and to isolate where the change took place.

T

F

8.

As discussed in this chapter, the cross-reference system is effective
in identifying software available from hardware vendors that is
useful to auditors.

B.

Self-Testing Discussion Questions

1.

How are logs of system activity used to promote data processing
operational efficiency?

2.

Give several examples of how system accounting data can be used for
financial or operational audit purposes.

3.

If a review of program code is an effective way of developing an
understanding of program functions, why is the technique used
infrequently?

4.

Describe procedures the auditor might perform to determine that a source
code listing to be reviewed is the version of the program in use.

5.

Briefly describe software aids that can be used to reduce the clerical
effort associated with code review.

6.

List and briefly describe the types of program change control techniques
that might be used by the auditor to detect whether or not changes in
programs have taken place.

7.

Why is it not satisfactory to maintain control over only source code
libraries?

8.

What effect will the increased use of vendor-supported software packages
have on the auditor and audits using computer-assisted techniques?

9.

Identify several software packages typically available from hardware
vendors that may be useful for audit purposes.
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10.

How would you identify software packages, if any, available in the market
to meet the computer auditing needs of your company? What alternative
sources might you consider?

C.

Self-Testing Mini Cases

1.

The auditor has completed a detailed review of the client's payroll
application including a code review. It is an extremely sensitive and
lengthy application and the auditor does not want to review it in the
same detail the next year. What types of recommendations might the
auditor suggest to the client to provide adequate control over program
changes? What procedures could the auditor perform this year that may
avoid a detailed review of the application next year?

2.

The auditor has been asked to identify and evaluate alternatives to
developing an audit software system for a client's new minicomputer
system. How could the auditor obtain information about any alternatives
identified?

V.

QUESTIONS AND CASES FOR FURTHER DISCUSSION (Answers not given)

1.

How can job accounting facilities be used to assist with scheduling and
determining that all (and only) authorized programs have been executed?

2.

What types of COBOL statements should the auditor pay careful attention to
during a review of a COBOL source code program?

3.

How can the logging facilities usually available on computer systems
assist with security in an on-line order entry system?

4.

Identify two or three specific situations where the auditor might want to
review program code as an audit procedure. What are the characteristics
of the situations identified that lead to the recommendation of the use
of program code review over alternative audit techniques?

5.

Identify the major applications generally performed by time-sharing
services. Discuss the advantages/disadvantages of using time-sharing
services versus microcomputers for performing the identified services.

6.

The concept of a "third-party code review" was discussed in this chapter
as a way to have auditors review, test, and attest to the controls and
correctness of processing in vendor-supplied software. Drawing on this
chapter, and the two previous chapters, identify the audit techniques/
tools you feel the auditors performing the review would most likely
utilize. Defend your choice over the "best" potential alternative.

VI.

ANSWERS TO SELF-TESTING EXERCISES

A.

Answers to True/False Question

1.

True. All data items in systems operations logs are historical and are
generated as a by-product of other processing.
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2.

True. It is difficult for the auditors to access and read records on a
log without the use of utility software packages designed to interface
with the logs and prepare reports.

3.

True. The facilities are referred to as job accounting facilities, and
are usually obtained from the hardware manufacturer (but may be obtained
from other software vendors).

4.

False. Although a review of program code is often an effective way to
obtain an understanding, it is usually not very efficient. As a result,
code reviews are used in audits only when other alternatives are
ineffective.

5.

True. A program flowchart usually provides a better understanding of
program logic because the flowcharts have been designed to provide the
reader with an understanding of program functions and flow. Each concept
depicted in the flowchart can represent many lines of program code. The
difficulty with an auditor depending on program flowcharts is that they
are difficult for the organization to prepare and are frequently not kept
up to date. Many installations do not use them and, if available, they
may not be current.

6.

False. Library software facilities, in addition to providing support for
program change control, may provide a detailed audit trail of changes
made.

7.

False. The hash total approach provides an effective starting point for
determining whether a program change occurred. The auditor must
determine where in the program the change took place. This may require a
review of the entire program.

8.

False. The cross-reference system discussed in the chapter identifies
the instruction lines in a program where each data name is used.

B.

Answers to Self-Testing Discussion Questions

1.

System activity logs can provide:
o
o
o

2.

data for restart and recovery in the event of a failure
data to facilitate file reconstruction
records of communications traffic or transactions processed

Several examples of the use of the system accounting data for internal
control review or management audit purposes include the following:

o

The auditor can scan system accounting records to determine that the
applications processed were those authorized to be run, that they were
run at the scheduled time of day, and that they were run with
anticipated frequency within a given period. This type of review aids
the auditor to evaluate control over system usage.

o

The auditor can sort system accounting records into user or account
number order to test user cost allocations.
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3.

o

Job accounting data captured by the system can be compared with the
hardware vendor's usage-based billings to detect overcharges or
billing errors.

o

The auditor can review information on the use of an input/output
device to provide evidence for an evaluation on whether there is
excess equipment.

o

System accounting records can be sorted by job number and by time
required to process the jobs. This data can then be compared with the
volume of records or transactions processed to highlight specific
processing problems and to indicate inefficiencies in system operation.
Unusual variations in running time for a particular job also may be
caused by unauthorized manipulation of the system.

Code review techniques are used infrequently because of the following:
o

Code reviews are very time consuming and, since programs undergo
frequent correction and enhancement (changes), previous code reviews
must be updated at each audit.

o

Code reviews require a fairly high level of EDP expertise, including
training in computer programming.

o

Other, generally more cost effective techniques exist for obtaining
evidence about program logic.

o

For a code review to be practical and worthwhile, client program
documentation must be adequate, and program library procedures must
provide reasonable assurance that the program being reviewed is the
program version in use.

4.

The auditor could review the program change control documentation to
determine the date of the last change and compare the version number of
the program being tested with the version number of the program in use.
He should do this only if he has established that he can rely on the
change control procedures.

5.

Several software aids are available, including the following:

6.

o

Flowcharting software — used to diagram the logic of a program from
the source code.

o

Cross-reference systems — lists all the lines on which each data name
is used in a program.

o

Record layout software — provides a graphic representation of items
in the records in program files.

o

Optimizers — used by the auditor to detect code not executed when data
items are processed.

The program change control techniques for auditor use presented in the
chapter are:
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o

Creation of an audit control copy of the program to be used for
comparison at a later date to identify any changes made subsequent to
the date the control copy was made.

o

An instruction count of the number of instructions in a program as of
the audit date for comparison to the production program in use as of a
subsequent audit date to identify missing or additional lines of code.

o

Hash totals of program lines where an algorithm is used to assign a
value to each line of code. The value assigned to each line is summed
for the program and this value is compared to the value obtained at a
subsequent audit date using the same algorithm. Any difference
indicates undocumented changes.

7.

Object code is the machine-readable language used for processing; as a
result, control at this level is also needed. An object code librarian
system can be used to prevent or detect changes made directly to the
object code library.

8.

The high cost of preparing and maintaining software has caused many
installations to use vendor-written application software packages. It is
suggested in the text that auditors will be called upon to perform a
third-party review of some packages to evaluate controls and to report
their findings to the users of the packages and their auditors. To make
this even more effective, audit techniques can include procedures to
verify that the software in use at the client's installation is the same
software reported upon in the third party review and to identify and
evaluate the effects on the system of internal control of any changes to
the client's package.

9.

Software packages that may be useful for audit purposes include (but are
not limited to) the following:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

10.

Test data generator
An interactive database query and report processing system
A batch query and report facility
A graph analysis program
A source code compare utility
An analysis program that reads the log tape
A dump utility program
A statistical analysis package
A random number generator

Sources of information on software for audit use are the reference
services, catalogs, and program exchange listings that are published on a
regular basis. Reference and program exchange services provide their
subscribers with listings of available programs, usually categorized by
type of program and by required hardware. An alternative source of
computing resources is commercial time-sharing services which maintain
libraries of programs specially designed to assist auditors. These
libraries are available on an interactive basis to anyone who has a
remote terminal and has contracted for the use of the time-sharing
services. Users of the service are charged for the time and resources
they use.
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c.

Answers to Self-Testing Mini Cases

1.

If not already in use, the auditor may suggest that the client install a
library software package to control access to source code and to provide
an audit trail of all changes to production programs. Changes to the
compiled or object version of the program should be controlled in
addition to the source code versions.
The audit procedures to accompany the client procedures might include
one of the following:

2.

o

Copying the program reviewed and using a software package to perform
a source code comparison of this program (as updated with authorized,
documented changes) with the program in use at the next audit to
identify undocumented changes.

o

A count of the instructions within the program reviewed could be
maintained by the auditor and compared to a count of the version in use
at the next audit.

o

Hash totals of program code could be used in the same manner as an
instruction count.

The auditor could begin by reviewing software reference services, catalogs
and program exchange services that are published on a regular basis.
Information could be obtained by direct discussion with the vendors and
other businesses in the industry using the hardware.
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16

Computer Audit
Techniques Used
Concurrently with
Processing

I.

OVERVIEW OF CHAPTER

This chapter introduces eight techniques for dynamic testing concurrently
with processing.
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Integrated Test Facility (ITF)
System Control Audit Review File (SCARF)
On-Line Monitor
Audit Indicator (AI)
Extended Record
Snapshot
Audit Modules
Audit Hooks

The concurrent techniques are generally better suited for internal
auditors due to the conditions required for effective use, but
independent auditors should be aware of the techniques in order to
evaluate the work of the internal auditors. The concurrent techniques
have not had heavy use, but can be effective under appropriate
conditions.

II.

KEY CONCEPTS

A.

Computer Audit Techniques Used Concurrently with Processing

1.

Audit testing conducted in a live environment (dynamic testing) provides
useful audit evidence on processing logic and transaction processing
procedures under normal operating conditions.

2.

The risks of dynamic testing include the possibility of inadvertently
altering actual transaction data and distorting financial results or
operating information.
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3.

The audit evidence obtained from concurrent processing is primarily
related to current system performance. The conditions for effective use
are related to the auditor's familiarity with the details of processing
logic, the auditor's technical competence to supervise implementation and
use of the techniques, and the auditor's availability for on-site
supervision.

4.

The eight techniques for concurrent testing presented in the chapter can
be divided into four major types:
o
o
o
o

Testing of programs concurrently with normal processing
Transaction selection for audit examination
Transaction selection and process data recording
Audit processing facilities included in application programs

B.

Testing of Programs Concurrently with Normal Processing (ITF)

1.

The integrated test facility (ITF) is used for testing an application
system with test data during normal operation.

2.

In an ITF, an audit entity category is added to the application system
and assigned a subunit code. The entity is a branch, department, or
company that exists only for audit tests.

3.

The auditor submits test transactions (those affecting the ITF entity)
along with normal transactions. The output for the audit entity is in
the same form as output for other entities.

4.

The test transactions and related output for the audit entity provides
the auditor with evidence on normal operating procedures and error
handling.

5.

If an application is already designed for use with multiple entities the
cost to implement an ITF will be low, otherwise it may require significant
changes to an application.

6.

One disadvantage is that if the ITF entity becomes identified with the
auditor the effectiveness of the ITF may be somewhat lessened. The
auditor must also be careful to ensure that ITF data do not affect the
financial records.

C.

Transaction Selection (SCARF and On-Line Audit Monitor)

1.

Two transaction selection methods are explained: systems control audit
review file (SCARF) and on-line audit monitor. Both select transactions
for audit examination and evaluation; they differ only in the way
transaction selection criteria are provided to the program.

2.

The System Control Audit Review File (SCARF) technique uses audit
routines embedded within an application program to monitor transaction
activity at designated points within the processing logic and select
transactions for subsequent audit review. The selected transactions are
recorded in a special log which is processed to produce a SCARF report
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for the auditor. SCARF control points are inserted in the program where
errors or failures are most likely to occur.
3.

The on-line audit monitor utilizes extra fields in the validation
instruction table, database, or file. These fields can be used by the
auditor to specify additional criteria to be applied to the input data.
Transactions that meet the auditor's selection criteria are identified,
recorded on a log, and processed. Each period (day) a report of the
selected transactions is written for the auditor's review. Any
subsequent changes to the tagged transactions can also be recorded for
review by the auditors.

D.

Transaction Selection and Process Data Recording (Audit Indicator,
Extended Record, and Snapshot)

1.

This set of techniques is an extension of simple transaction selection to
include recording of process data. Three methods are explained: audit
indicator (AI), extended record, and snapshot. These methods must
generally be implemented as part of the design of an application.

2.

The audit code or indicator (AI) is a code that is added to preselected
input transactions to trigger special handling for audit purposes. As
the indicated transactions pass through selected points in the
application system logic, the transactions and related process data are
written to an audit indicator log. This log is used to print a report
that provides a tracing of processing for the transaction. The AI
approach provides a thorough testing of the system using a small volume
of data; however, the technique could be used to perform unauthorized
manipulations of the system because certain transactions are flagged and
partially processed outside the system.

3.

The extended record approach adds the audit processing data to the
transaction record itself rather than printing the audit data on a log
file. This method may not be efficient in many environments because of
the additional overhead needed to provide the record storage space to
be occupied by the audit data if the record is selected.

4.

The snapshot technique, for tagged transaction at selected points within
program logic, records information on the contents of registers,
accumulators, and other selected areas of memory. In other words, there
is a picture or snapshot of the application status when the transaction is
processed.

E.

Audit Processing Facilities within Applications (Audit Modules
and Audit Hooks)

1.

Audit requirements can be coded in special audit routines. Two methods
of implementing the concept are audit modules and audit hooks.

2.

In the audit module approach, processing logic required for audit purposes
is added by coding an audit module that is made part of the program. The
additional module (coding) within the application has little effect on
the client's normal processing, but it allows the auditor to specify
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additional audit processing. In applications involving a high volume of
accounts or transactions, the audit module approach is effective because
data does not have to be processed twice (once for operational purposes
and again for audit purposes). A disadvantage of the audit module is
that the logic of the auditor's processing is incorporated within a
client program and is therefore available for examination by client or
user department personnel.

3.

III.

Audit hooks are points in application programs, called "exits” that allow
the auditor to attach coding for special audit processing. Audit hooks
are extremely valuable when dealing with vendor-supplied software packages.
Since such packages do not provide audit modules, the auditor can use
exits in the program to attach audit logic and processing procedures.
The use of this technique may grow with increased use of vendor-supplied
software packages.
GLOSSARY OF NEW TERMS IN CHAPTER

Audit Hooks — "exits" within an application program that allow an audit
routine to be attached to the application (currently or in the
future).
Audit Indicator (AI) — transaction selection with recording of process
data for tagged transactions on an audit file.
Audit Modules — audit processing logic included as a module in the
application program.

Dynamic Testing — audit techniques for testing and audit data collection
concurrently with normal processing.

Extended Record — transaction selection and recording of process data
for a tagged transaction with the audit data written as part (an
extended part) of the transaction record.
Integrated Test Facility (ITF) — testing of applications concurrently
with normal processing by means of input data coded for a subunit
defined only for audit purposes. The input data for the ITF unit
receives the same processing as that for operating subunits.

On-Line Monitor — the selection of transactions based on audit criteria
inserted in validation and selection tables at application execution.
Snapshot — transaction selection with recording of system status
information.
Systems Control Audit Review File (SCARF) — the selection of
transactions for audit examination based on programmed criteria and
recording of identified data for the selected items on an audit log.

Transaction Tagging — marking of transactions that are of audit interest
with a special code (tag).
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IV.

A.

SELF-TESTING EXERCISES (Answers at end of chapter)

True/False Questions

T

F

1.

Computer audit techniques used concurrently with processing are
primarily designed for use by internal auditors, and they are of no
concern to independent auditors.

T

F

2.

Computer audit techniques used concurrently with processing are used
infrequently.

T

F

3.

An integrated test facility requires the auditor to integrate testing
routines into the program code.

T

F

4.

Implementation of the SCARF technique generally involves the auditor
during application system development in order to design the SCARF
control points in the application.

T

F

5.

The on-line audit monitor technique is simply a technique whereby the
auditor specifies additional criteria at application execution to be
applied to transaction data entered on-line.

T

F

6.

The audit indicator (AI) approach requires that transactions be
pre-selected prior to input into the system.

T

F

7.

The extended record approach is one of the most efficient methods
available if fixed length records are used by the application.

T

F

8.

The snapshot technique is one of the more complex methods and
supplies more detailed information.

T

F

9.

The audit module approach to auditing transactions concurrently with
processing is not effective if the application involves high volumes
of accounts or transactions.

T

F 10.

The audit hook technique will probably receive more use in the future
because it provides a method for adding audit processing procedures
to purchased software.

B.

Self-Testing Discussion Questions

1.

Discuss the advantages and concerns associated with using computer audit
techniques concurrently with processing.

2.

Identify the four major classes of concurrent audit procedures.

3.

The integrated test facility (ITF) involves the testing of programs
during normal processing. How does this method differ from the other
three major types of concurrent testing?

4.

How do the selection methods SCARF and on-line audit monitor differ?

5.

How do the transaction selection only techniques differ from transaction
selection and process data recording techniques?
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6.

What are the potential advantages/disadvantages associated with the audit
indicator (AI) approach that the auditor should consider before using the
approach?

7.

Why is the snapshot approach considered more complex than SCARF or AI?

8.

What are the benefits and disadvantages of using the audit module
approach to transaction selection?

9.

What are some of the factors that should be considered when the auditor
establishes the point at which SCARF selection instructions will be
inserted into the program logic?

C.

Self-Testing Mini Cases

1.

Your company manufactures a single product at one location. You are the
auditor with the most EDP expertise and you have been asked to choose a
concurrent testing technique for use with a simple on-line real-time
order entry system with a large volume of transactions. List the eight
potential techniques identified in this chapter and indicate next to each
if you would use the technique. If you eliminate any possibilities,
indicate why.

2.

You have been asked to assist in choosing audit techniques that are used
concurrently with processing of a simple accounts receivable batch
application. This in-house developed application will maintain balances
for the company's three operating units. Further, it is planned to
expand the application to include billing within the next year. Indicate
the procedures you would recommend for consideration and your rationale
for selecting the procedures.

3.

Internal auditors in the Financial Instruments Funds Company used a
separate audit mutual fund as an ITF for testing processing posting of
data to customer accounts in different funds. The testing went well, but
the program combined all funds for a government report, so the audit fund
was included. What ITF procedure was omitted?

V.

QUESTIONS AND CASES FOR FURTHER DISCUSSION (Answers not given)

1.

Why should auditors participate in the systems development procedure when
testing methods that are used concurrently with processing are to be
installed in the application under development?

2.

Why are testing methods that are used concurrently with processing not
yet widely used?

3.

Auditors using an ITF said that a major benefit was the insight gained
about the application. Explain what they might have learned and why an
ITF provides it.

4.

The tagging techniques yield a large volume of data.
auditor do with it?
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What does the

5.

What techniques are available to the auditor utilizing an ITF to segregate
the ITF data so that it will not appear in the financial statements?

6.

Consider an electronic funds transfer system that consists of a network
of banks connected via a "switch” to numerous ATM's. Would an auditor
want to use any of the concurrent audit techniques described in this
chapter? If your answer is yes, identify the audit objectives addressed
by the technique and your rationale for selecting the technique. If your
answer is no, explain why you reached that conclusion.

7.

Identify three or four specific applications for which you might consider
using an ITF. What are the common characteristics of the systems
identified?

8.

Identify a situation where the SCARF technique might be used. What would
the auditor do with the output from the SCARF? Be specific with
reference to the specific application on which SCARF might be used.

9.

"Concurrent audit techniques should not be used on transactions that
directly affect financial statement accounts." Do you agree or disagree
with the above statement? Explain.

10.

"Concurrent audit techniques will be widely used by internal auditors in
the next ten years." Do you agree or disagree with the above statement?
Explain. (Assume in formulating your answer that the internal auditors
will have the technical competence to utilize the concurrent techniques
identified in this chapter.)

VI.

ANSWERS TO SELF-TESTING EXERCISES

A.

Answers to True/False Questions

1.

False. While it is true that internal auditors are the primary users of
audit techniques used concurrently with processing, independent auditors
should be familiar with the techniques in order to evaluate the work of
the internal auditors.

2.

True. However, they may increase in use with an increase in internal
audit activities with respect to computer processing.

3.

False. The auditor defines a separate audit entity and develops test
data to be processed as part of the normal transaction flow (the data
items are applied to the audit entity).

4.

True. The system control audit review file (SCARF) technique requires
that audit routines be embedded in the code. The most cost effective and
perhaps the only feasible way to accomplish this is during application
development.

5.

True. Transactions that meet the auditor's specified criteria are
printed to a log file for audit investigation or displayed on a terminal.
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6.

False. The auditor using the AI approach may either pre-select or choose
transactions automatically (such as random selection). Selected records
are tagged.

7.

False. An application designed around fixed-length records will incur
considerable overhead due to the additional space required on all records
even though only a small number will actually store audit data.

8.

True. The snapshot technique is more complex than the other techniques
in that register and storage contents and other status data items are
logged. This is a greater level of detail than with other methods.

9.

False. This approach is most effective when a large number of accounts
or transactions are involved because data items do not have to be
processed a second time for audit purposes, e.g., selection of customer
accounts for confirmation is performed along with accounts receivable
processing.

10.

True. Since there is a trend away from individually written software and
toward the use of software packages, the audit hook approach may be more
commonly used in the future.

B.

Answers to Self-Testing Discussion Questions

1.

Tests conducted in a live environment provide useful audit evidence on
processing logic and processing procedures in the normal operating
environment. The disadvantages include the possibility of modifying
actual financial data which may distort financial reporting or causing
operational problems during production processing.

2.

The four types of concurrent audit procedures are:
o
o
o

o

Testing programs concurrently with processing
Transaction selection
Transaction selection and process data recording for tagged
transactions
Audit processing facilities included in application programs

3.

The integrated test facility (ITF) differs from the other methods because
the ITF approach uses an auditor-defined entity (company, branch or
sub-unit) that is added to the system. Transactions affecting the
fictitious entity are entered along with actual transaction data. The
auditor evaluates system performance based upon the handling of submitted
items processed against the auditor-defined entity. This is a testing
approach with auditor data, whereas the other methods are a selection
from regular transactions.

4.

The SCARF or System Control Audit Review File technique uses audit
routines embedded within an application program to monitor transaction
activity at designated points within the processing logic and select
transactions for subsequent audit review. The auditor defines selection
criteria during the design of the application.
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The on-line audit monitor allows input to flow through a standard set of
validation and update modules controlled by a centralized validation
facility. The validation instruction tables, database and file are
designed with extra fields to be used by the auditor in specifying
additional criteria to be applied. Transactions which meet this criteria
are selected for audit.
5.

The transaction selection techniques record only the selected
transactions. The transaction selection and process data recording
methods also provide data on the processing performed on the
transaction.

6.

The AI approach has several advantages:
o

It facilitates a thorough testing of the system using a small volume
of data

o

The random selection feature allows tests to take place at all times
throughout the processing cycle

o

It provides a review of all types of transactions being processed

The disadvantage is that the features may be used to perform unauthorized
manipulation of the system because certain transactions are tagged and
processed outside the system.
7.

The snapshot approach records more data, for example, intermediate
results obtained while making a computation, the contents of
accumulators, and other systems information before and after transaction
processing.

8.

Audit modules have the advantage of eliminating large volumes of data
from being processed twice. The additional coding in the program has
little effect on normal processing, and it allows the auditor to specify
additional work where it is required.
A disadvantage of the audit module is that the logic of the auditor's
processing is available in the program and can therefore be examined by
non-audit personnel having access to programs.

9.

When using the SCARF technique the auditor must establish the point at
which the SCARF review will be employed. Factors to be considered
include the following:
o

The accounting policies and procedures used by the organization.
SCARF coding might be inserted whenever program logic makes critical
decisions regarding compliance with management policies and
procedures.

o

Industry practices for handling unusual transactions. In such cases,
it might be useful to insert a SCARF review code at those points
within the program where special handling is provided for certain
types of transactions.
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o

Common controls implemented by the EDP or operations groups. For
example, normal processing for an application might be designed to
recognize five different types of transactions. The program logic
might also provide a routine for handling transactions that do not
contain the expected code values. Since these exceptions represent a
variety of error conditions, ranging from input preparation errors to
deliberate attempts to manipulate the system, auditors might want to
insert a SCARF review point within the program to log any significant
transaction that does not contain a valid code value.

o

Security features within the system. For example, a SCARF review
point might be inserted in the password verification routine so that
auditors could examine this process.

o

Heavy input/output or processing activity. SCARF points may be used
to identify transaction records that place an unusual demand on system
resources. This might serve as the basis for developing
recommendations for improving the efficiency of EDP operations.

Other types of activity that might be subject to SCARF analysis include
input errors, out-of-balance conditions, detected errors that are
overlooked by the system (to facilitate processing), corrections
generated by the system, or unusually large financial transactions.
C.

Answers to Self-Testing Mini Cases

1.

Technique

Use

Reason

ITF
SCARF

No
Yes

On-Line Monitor

Yes

AI

Yes

Extended Record
Snapshot

No
No

Audit Module

Yes

Audit Hooks

No

Program designed for only one entity.
Transaction selection for followup on
pre-specified transactions.
Auditor can vary criteria depending on the
objective.
Transaction selection plus process data to allow
more audit tracing of processing.
Much overhead because of large volume.
Fairly simple on-line system probably does not
need system status data.
All audit processing can be incorporated in
design.
Application fully developed in-house, so audit
requirements could be formulated during
development and incorporated as audit module.

Technique

Use

Reason

ITF

Yes

Auditors can create an audit unit to be treated
for input the same as the three operating units.

SCARF
On-Line Monitor
AI
Extended Record
Snapshot

No*
No
No*
No
Yes

2.

Batch system

Overhead is high
Comprehensive output is obtainable, including
status information.
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Technique

Use

Reason

Audit Module
Audit Hooks

Yes
Yes

Some modules can be incorporated.
Future audit needs should be anticipated.

*Benefits of these techniques are obtained using snapshot.
3.

If the separate entities that are processed by an application for which
an ITF is added are combined in some internal or external report, the ITF
results must be removed. This can be done by revising the summarization
routine to exclude the ITF or by manually revising a combined report.
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17

Audit Tools and
Techniques for
Database
Management
Systems

I.

OVERVIEW OF CHAPTER
This chapter presents audit tools and procedures which can be applied to
financial records maintained under the control of a database management
system (DBMS). The audit approach for a database management system
includes: (a) the study and evaluation of internal accounting control
for the database and the database management system, (b) compliance
testing of database controls, and (c) substantive tests of data main
tained by the database management system. The major control characteris
tics of database management systems were described in Chapter 7.

II.

KEY CONCEPTS

A.

The Auditors Study and Evaluation of Internal Accounting
Control for Financial Records in a Database

1.

A database management system (DBMS) is a software system used to manage
the storage, updating, and retrieval of data from one or more databases.
The data may be shared across many applications.

2.

Before beginning an audit, the auditor must gain a general understanding
of the controls over the database system. Sources of information include
(a) the database administrator, (b) the data dictionary/directory, and
(c) the database system documentation (including vendor documentation).

3.

The auditor may wish to evaluate the following controls for the database
and DBMS:
o

Organization and operations, including segregation of functions for
the database administrator

o

Documentation standards for data definitions and the database
management software
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o

The database modules that control access to programs and data and
control changes

o

The database modules for control of data validity, such as edit and
validation procedures

4.

Since database validation modules are general across many applications,
the auditor should test the validation modules as part of the decision
to rely on application controls.

B.

The Use of Database Management System Facilities in the
Review of the System and in Testing

1.

The auditor should plan well in advance to ensure that the necessary
records are available. Examples are copies of system activity logs for
specified periods and a copy of a segment of the database of interest to
the auditor.

2.

If a copy of the database is required, the auditor and the database
administrator should work together to (a) estimate the volume of data,
(b) establish the format of the output, and (c) decide on the output
media.

3.

The database management system has several facilities that can be useful
in the audit:
o
o
o
o

Data dictionary/directory
Backup and recovery facilities
Testing and debugging aids
Query facilities

C.

Use of Data Dictionarv/Directory

1.

The data dictionary/directory is useful because it can provide the
following information:

o
o
o

data definitions
relationship of each data element to application programs
security and validity controls over the data items

2.

The data dictionary/directory may have facilities to assist the auditor
in generating test data required for application testing.

3.

The data dictionary/directory may log changes to data descriptions,
report on usage, and provide other reports.

D.
1.

Use of the Database Backup and Recovery Facilities
The backup and recovery facilities of a DBMS may perform the following
tasks:
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o
o
o
o

Dump a copy of the database on a backup storage medium
Log all changes to the database
Process the backup copy with the log of changes to recreate the
database
Restore the database to the state in which it existed at some point in
the past

2.

The backup and recovery log has images of each record as it appeared
before and after a change to a data element within the record. The log
provides a valuable audit trail of changes.

3.

There are often practical difficulties in the use of the backup and
recovery log for audit purposes because of the large volume of before and
after images and because the format of the logs are not designed to
interface with audit software or other data retrieval aids. There are,
however, database utility programs that are specifically designed to
interface with the recovery log in order to extract records and prepare
reports of activity.

E.

Use of the Database Testing and Debugging Aids

1.

Testing and debugging aids used by the database administrator to set up
the database system, test the system, and eliminate errors, can be used
for audit tests. These aids include (a) facilities to test linkages and
pointers, (b) trace facilities which record the step by step activities
of the DBMS, and (c) operation of the database management system in test
mode.

2.

Database management systems use internal pointers to link and associate
related data items. Software may be used to check the linkages by
verifying the forward and backward chaining process to ensure they are
complete and that the pointers in the forward chaining technique are
consistent with those in backward chaining.

3.

The software facilities used to test linkages and pointers can generate a
report describing any errors, identifying the data item in error, and
identifying its owner.

4.

Operation of the database management system in the test mode allows the
activities and results of processing to be temporarily recorded and
reported, but no changes are actually made to the database.

F.

Use of Database Query Facilities

1.

Auditors can often use generalized audit software to access data stored
in an EDP system; however, this type of software usually cannot access
database structures directly. An alternative to generalized audit
software when records are maintained on a database is for the auditor to
use the database query facilities.

2.

Before deciding whether to use the query facilities, the auditor should
consider (a) the extent to which the query facilities provide the
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capabilities to perform the audit test and (b) the reliability of the
query software.

3.

Query facilities in a database management system vary in their
capabilities. Some can perform functions almost equivalent to audit
software. Others can only select records to be made available to the
auditor's generalized audit software.

4.

To evaluate the query facility's suitability for audit reliance, the
auditor should consider (a) whether the information obtained through the
query facility can be reconciled with control accounts or ledger balances
and (b) whether the risk in relying on the query facility is so high as
to require a detailed review of the query facility.

G.

The Use of Generalized or Customized Audit Software
with a Database Management System

1.

The techniques of generalized and specialized audit software can be
helpful in a database environment; however, the complex data storage
structures of the database may require special procedures for obtaining
data for processing by the audit software. These include (a) copying the
relevant portion of the database and process this file using audit
software, (b) modifying generalized audit software to access data through
the database management system, and (c) using specialized audit software
to access records in the database directly without going through the
database management system.

2.

When copying the database to sequential file, the auditor is somewhat
dependent on the DBMS and installation personnel to perform this task
correctly. Thus, it is important that the auditor have control totals
against which the selected data can be compared.

3.

Some generalized audit software have been modified to interface with the
more common DBMS's. This method has the advantage of relying on the
installation's query software only for access to the data, but not for the
selection and manipulation of the data. To use generalized audit
software, the auditor should (a) arrange for the testing and use of the
package and its interface with the DBMS and (b) compare the data
descriptions needed by the audit software with the data dictionary and
application data description to see that they match.

4.

Customized audit programs can access the database directly; however,
customized programs have several drawbacks: (a) the complexity of the
data structures make writing the program difficult and time consuming,
(b) the client (for good control reasons) may prohibit any access to the
database except through the DBMS, and (c) if not properly developed, the
program may inadvertently update or damage the database.
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H.

Selecting Appropriate Audit Procedures in a
DBMS Environment

1.

As a preliminary step, the auditor should:
o
o
o
o

2.

III.

the
the
the
the

organizational controls in the system
responsibilities assigned to the database administrator
responsibility of financial accounting for financial records
available controls over unauthorized modifications of the

The auditor should become familiar with:

o
o
o

3.

study
study
study
study
DBMS

the data dictionary/directory
data descriptions
facilities and controls for data validation, updating, and inquiry

If the organizational and procedural controls appear appropriate, the
auditor decides on the compliance and substantive tests to be performed.
GLOSSARY OF NEW TERMS USED IN THE CHAPTER

Database Administrator — a function, or group of people, responsible for
designing, maintaining, and monitoring the database system and
establishing controls over backup, access, and use of the data, and
for maintaining the software.

Data Dictionary/Directory — a software facility that organizes and keeps
track of the data items in the database.
Linkage and/or Chaining — in a database, associating records by pointers
in order to allow retrieval of records that are related. For
example, if ten records are related, the first record points to the
location of the second, and so forth.

Pointer — a reference technique in which a data item in a record stores
the address of the location of the next associated record (forward
pointer) or preceding record (backward pointer).

Query Language — the language supported by the database management
system to access data. In some situations, the query language may be
able to perform many of the functions commonly found in generalized
audit software.

IV.
A.

T

F

SELF-TESTING EXERCISES (Answers at end of chapter)

True/False Questions
1.

Although standardized modules perform most of the edit and validation
procedures for updating of data in a database system, the auditor
should review the modules separately for each application being
reviewed.
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T

F

2.

The functions of an automated data dictionary/directory include
logging changes to data descriptions, preparing reports showing which
applications use each data element, and providing other database
usage reports.

T

F

3.

The recovery log is important when the database has to be recreated
as of a certain point in time. However, it is not a useful audit
tool because the format and volume of transactions make accessing the
data for audit purposes almost impossible.

T

F

4.

Testing and debugging aids associated with DBMS's are useful to the
auditor during system development; however, they perform tasks that
are too narrow to be of use for other audit purposes.

T

F

5.

Generalized audit software is usually the most effective way to
access data stored on the database.

T

F

6.

When copying database records onto a sequential file, the auditor
should maintain control totals to test the completeness of the file
copied.

T

F

7.

The complexity of the data structures in a database environment may
make the writing of a customized audit program difficult and time
consuming.

T

F

8.

The risk of using customized audit software to access the database
directly may exceed its benefits.

T

F

9.

Vendor literature is one source of information to determine what con
trol features are available and have been implemented in the system
under audit.

T

F 10.

Operation of the DBMS in the test mode requires that the transactions
input during testing be identified as test transactions and subse
quently removed from the database.

B.

Self-Testing Discussion Questions

1.

Identify three important sources of information useful to the auditor in
obtaining an understanding of a database system.

2.

Identify potential internal accounting controls for the database and DBMS
that the auditor might evaluate during the preliminary phase of review of
internal control. Indicate why these controls are important.

3.

How can the data dictionary/directory be helpful in an audit?

4.

What difficulties might the auditor encounter in using a DBMS log of
transactions for audit purposes? How might these problems be resolved?

5.

How might the auditor access data stored under the control of a DBMS
without resorting to the use of the DBMS's query language?
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6.

What is the advantage of using modified generalized audit software as
opposed to copying records onto a sequential file to access database
records?

7.

What should the auditor do before using generalized audit software in a
database management system environment?

8.

What are the potential disadvantages of using customized audit programs
in a database environment?

9.

Identify the phases of the auditor's review of a database system and the
critical items the auditor will review in each phase.

C.

Self-Testing Mini Cases

1.

An auditor has been assigned to review the Accounts Receivable and
Billing database. He has been asked to determine that the credit and
accounting departments are complying with the following company policies
and procedures, as appropriate.
o

All new customers must be approved by the credit department and
assigned a credit limit (recorded on the database).

o

A customer's open accounts receivable balance cannot exceed his credit
limit without special approval to override this policy from the credit
department manager. The credit limit is checked during input. The
orders are re-entered the following day if the credit override is
approved.

o

All open accounts receivable balances are to be aged after applying
any unapplied credits against the oldest outstanding invoices first.

o

Any credit balances are to be taken into income after remaining
unclaimed for 90 days.

The auditor has a customized audit software package that can access and
manipulate data on the database. How can the auditor use the audit
software package to assist with the tests of compliance?

2.

An auditor has been asked to assist with the year-end test of
transactions for certain accounts. He has a generalized audit software
package but the site uses a database that his audit software package
cannot access. What alternative audit tools should the auditor consider
using and what audit-related concerns are associated with each?

3.

The client has a database management system with an easy-to-use query
language. The field auditor learned simple query techniques in half of a
day and has used the facilities to foot the accounts receivable file,
select records for confirmation, and select records meeting certain
criteria for size, credit balances, and so forth for investigation. Is
this audit procedure satisfactory?
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V.

QUESTIONS AND CASES FOR FURTHER DISCUSSION (Answers not given)

1.

Is proper documentation in a database environment more critical than in a
batch environment?

2.

How could an auditor inadvertently update the database?

3.

Why is an automated data dictionary/directory an advantage over a manual
one?

4.

Why do some database systems operate only in a test mode during the daily
on-line processing and update the database in a batch mode at night?

5.

What is meant by "placing audit reliance" on the DBMS inquiry software?

6.

Identify three or four major vendors of DBMS. Obtain vendor literature
and ascertain the functions that can be performed by the query language.

7.

"Widespread use of database management systems will lead to the demise of
generalized audit software." Do you agree or disagree with the above
statement? Explain and defend your response.

8.

"Although database management systems are found on large mainframe
computer systems, the auditor is not likely to encounter them on smaller
computer systems." Do you agree or disagree with the above statement?
Explain and provide evidence in support of your answer.

9.

Assume that through a malfunction a number of pointers in a DBMS got
destroyed. How might the organization recreate the database?

10.

Most databases are substantially larger than individual application
files. What factors ought to be considered in making a decision as to
how often the database ought to be copied to another storage medium for
backup?

VI.

ANSWERS TO SELF-TESTING QUESTIONS

A.

Answers to True/False Questions

1.

False. The review and testing of a DBMS validation module can provide a
basis for reliance on the edit and validation control whenever it is
used. Therefore it is not necessary to review those routines separately
for each application being reviewed (although the tables of validation
criteria used may be reviewed, since they are unique to each
application).

2.

True. Other ways that the data dictionary/directory can be used for
audit purposes include helping the auditor to gain an understanding of
the system and assisting the auditor in testing controls.

3.

False. The recovery log is useful when the database has to be recreated.
The data format and volume of records present difficulties, but the
information contained on the log can be accessed using database utility
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programs that are specifically designed to interface with the recovery log
and thus make the information available for audit purposes.
4.

False. Testing and debugging aids are useful audit tools. These aids
include: facilities to test linkages and pointers, trace facilities, and
test mode operation of the database.

5.

False. Most generalized audit software cannot access database structures
directly. An alternative is to use the database query facilities of the
DBMS to perform many audit software functions.

6.

True.

7.

True. Additional considerations before writing customized audit software
to access the database are (a) direct access to the database may be a
violation of the organization's database controls and (b) the program
should contain extensive controls to prevent inadvertent changes to the
database.

8.

True. Because of the technical expertise required, the risk of
unintentional alteration, and the installation's reluctance to allow the
auditor to access the database directly, the risk may outweigh the
benefits unless there are indications that the database cannot be
investigated in any other manner.

9.

False. Vendor literature may describe the control features available on
the DBMS software, but does not provide evidence of control features that
have been implemented.

10.

False. When operating in the test mode, the activities and results of
processing are temporarily recorded and reported, but no changes are
actually made to the database. The advantage is that there is no need to
remove the results of processing the test data.

Control totals should be maintained for record counts and amounts.

B.

Answers to Self-Testing Discussion Questions

1.

Three important sources of information for the auditor are the database
administrator, the data dictionary/directory, and the database system
documentation.

2.

The auditor may wish to evaluate the following:
o

Organization and operations, including the segregation of functions for
the database administrator and the assignments of responsibility for
data. Important for evaluating organizational controls.

o

Documentation standards for data definitions and database management
system software. Important for use as information source for audit
procedures. Also important for control of system use and changes.

o

Modules that control access to the DBMS software and the database and
that control changes. Important for control over access and change.
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o

3.

Other database modules for control of data validity, such as edit and
validation module. Important for maintaining integrity and quality of
data in the database.

The data dictionary/directory can be useful for audit purposes in the
following ways:
o

Helping the auditor gain an understanding of the database system. The
data dictionary maintains a record of data definitions, the
relationship of each data element to application programs, and the
security and validity controls over the data items.

o

Assisting the auditor in testing controls within application programs.
Many data dictionary/directory have supplemental software packages
that can generate test data in the format required by each application
program.

o

Providing an audit trail. The data dictionary can log changes to data
descriptions, prepare reports showing which applications use each data
element, and provide other database usage reports.

4.

The auditor may encounter difficulty using the log for audit purposes
because of the format of records in the file. These formats were not
designed to interface with computer audit software or other common data
retrieval tools. However, the auditor can use database utility programs
specifically designed to interface with the recovery log to extract
records and print reports. The auditor may also consider using the
database query facilities to perform many functions usually performed by
generalized audit software.

5.

The techniques of generalized and specialized audit software can be
helpful in a database environment; however, the difficulties of accessing
records caused by the complex data storage structures require special
access procedures. Three approaches to access are (a) copy the relevant
portion of the database and process this file using audit software,
(b) modify generalized audit software to access data through the database
management system, and (c) use custom written audit software.

6.

When copying database records to a sequential file, the installation
personnel and the installation DBMS procedures must be relied upon for
transferring the appropriate information. The modified software approach
has the advantage of relying on the client's inquiry software for access
to the data, but not for selection and manipulation of the data.

7.

To use generalized audit software with the DBMS, the auditor should
(a) notify the database administrator early in the audit to arrange for
the testing and use of the generalized audit software package and its
interface and (b) compare the descriptions of the data that the audit
software will request with the application system data description and
data dictionary to make sure they match.

8.

When using customized audit software in a database environment, the
auditor should consider that:
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o

The complexity of the data structures may make the writing of the
program difficult and time consuming. Therefore, substantial technical
expertise is required.

o

For control reasons, the client may prohibit any access to the database
except through the DBMS.

o

The computer program should contain extensive controls to prevent
inadvertent update or damage to the database.

9.

As a preliminary step in the review, the auditor should study the
organizational controls in the system. The auditor should study the
responsibilities assigned to the database administrator, the
responsibility of financial accounting for financial records, and the
available controls over unauthorized modifications of DBMS software. The
auditor should become familiar with the database dictionary or data
dictionary facilities of the DBMS and should examine data descriptions
for the data items relevant to the financial records. He should become
familiar with the facilities and controls for data validation, updating,
and query, and should perform test queries on financial data items
relevant to the audit. If the organizational controls appear
appropriate, the auditor should then determine the compliance tests to be
performed, if any. The auditor should also determine the substantive
tests of financial data maintained by the DBMS. He should select the
method for obtaining records from the database and for performing tests
and analyses.

C.

Answers to Self-Testing Mini Cases

1.

The auditor should use the customized audit software to assist in
compliance tests as follows:

2.

o

Design an audit software procedure to access the records and check
that for each customer account a credit limit is recorded in the
database and that it is numeric and a non-negative amount. The
application could produce a report of any accounts (by account number)
that are identified as exceptions.

o

Design an audit software procedure to examine if any customer's open
accounts receivable balances are in excess of their approved credit
limits and print a report of any such accounts. Also, design an audit
software application to access the database transaction file and print
a listing of all occurrences of the credit limit override transaction
code.

o

Design a procedure to perform an aging of accounts receivable,
applying the credits as per company policy.

o

Design an audit software procedure to determine if any accounts have a
credit balance in excess of 90 days and print a report of the account
numbers and amounts.

The auditor should consider the following alternatives and associated
control concerns:
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a.

Use the database query facilities to do record selection and copy
selected records to a sequential file to be processed by the generalized
audit software. An audit concern is that the auditor is relying on the
client's programs to access the data. The auditor should maintain
control totals to provide reasonable assurance that the entire population
was available for selection.

b.

Write customized audit software to access and manipulate the data.
related audit concerns include:

The

o

The complexity of the data structures may make the writing of the
program difficult and time consuming. Therefore, substantial technical
expertise is required.

o

For control reasons, the client may prohibit any access to the
database except through the DBMS.

o

The computer program should contain extensive controls to prevent
inadvertent update or damage to the database.

c.

Use the client's query software to perform many of the functions usually
found in generalized audit software packages. An audit concern in this
case is that the auditor must rely almost completely on the installation's
DBMS software to access and manipulate the data.

3.

In general, using the query facilities is satisfactory. The audit
concerns are that the field auditor understands the facilities so that
queries are correctly formulated. External control totals should be used
to check for completeness of retrieval. Also, analysis of the records
retrieved and comparison with previously obtained audit data can test
query results for reasonableness.
The auditor may wish to test the query facilities and his understanding
of its use by formulating and performing some queries for which results
are known.
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18

Auditing ServiceCenter-Produced
Records

I.

OVERVIEW OF CHAPTER

This chapter describes a service center and its operation. Control
concerns are addressed from the perspective of the service center, user,
and auditor. Audit concerns and audit activities are explained. The
concept of third-party reviews is discussed. Time-sharing service
centers are described, along with the unique control problems encountered
in this type of environment. Appendix F accompanies this chapter.
II.

KEY CONCEPTS

A.

Auditing Service-Center-Produced Records

1.

Computer service organizations provide a variety of services related to
the processing of financial records. These services are used by
organizations that:
o

do not have enough data processing activity to justify having a
computer

o

do not have or want to invest the time and resources required to
establish and operate a computer-based data processing facility

o

do not have sufficient in-house computer resources to handle
processing requirements during peak periods

o

may want to acquire a backup capability in the event of a hardware
failure or natural disaster

o

may want special processing equipment or programs not suitable for
the in-house computer
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2.

The types of services that a computer service company may supply to
organizations with in-house computers include:

o
o
o
o
o
o

use of special software packages
contract programming
assistance in maintaining normal processing activities during
conversion from one computer to another
backup facility (for a limited number of clients)
broker for the sale of excess computer time or capacity
facilities management

3.

Service center organizations may include independent companies, divisions
of a computer manufacturer, separate subsidiaries of a financial
institution, a data processing subsidiary, CPA firm, or other service
organization.

B.

Operations of a Computer Data Processing Center

1.

The most common types of application programs used by a service center to
process financial data are (a) standard programs developed by the service
center for specific functions, (b) standard industry programs, and
(c) programs tailored to a client's specific needs.

2.

Client users submit input data on hard copy documents or on a machinereadable medium, such as a tape or diskette. The input can be delivered
to the service center by messenger, mail, or via a datacommunications
system.

3.

The permanent (master) files are usually retained by the service center.
Changes in the master file data are usually submitted as file maintenance
(adjustments) and are processed before or concurrently with processing
the routine transactions.

4.

Most computer service center processing is designed to provide the user
with output documents plus appropriate control totals and listings or
registers.

5.

The responsibility for source records and the retention of output records
usually rests with the user. Therefore, a report obtained from a service
center should contain all necessary historical and identification data
and the user must arrange for proper retention and storage of source
documents and reports to comply with Internal Revenue Ruling 71-20.

C.

Responsibilities and Controls at the Service Center

1.

The computer service center is responsible for maintaining the software
employed in the data processing it provides. Users are responsible for
understanding the application well enough to provide necessary input,
respond to reported exceptions and differences, interpret the output
reports, and provide independent control to ensure the completeness and
correctness of processing.
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2.

For specialized applications (developed for a single client) the service
center participates (and often takes the initiative) in the design, and
accepts full responsibility for program design, programming,and
operation. The user is responsible for defining the requirements of the
application, specifying user-oriented features of the design, and review
and approval of the system at key development points within the design
cycle.

3.

The service center assumes full responsibility for hiring, training and
supervising personnel who program applications and operate the computer
system. The user is not involved in this regard, but usually maintains
contact with the service center through an account executive or other
liaison personnel.

4.

Users are often concerned about security measures taken to protect
information held at the center. A user organization may be able to
satisfy itself about the adequacy of the basic security controls through
inquiry and observation.

5.

Users are also concerned about backup and recovery including master file
reconstructions in the event of loss or destruction and hardware/software
backup arrangements.

D.

User Controls

1.

The controls that ensure the orderly and supervised processing of data
are the responsibility of the management of the computer service center.

2.

The users are responsible for:
o
o
o
o
o

establishing controls over data transmitted to the service center
establishing procedures for checking the quality and correctness of
processing
providing for reconstruction of source documents
establishing controls to ensure timely correction of errors
establishing data controls to check the completeness and accuracy of
service center processing

E.

Auditor Concerns when a Service Center is Used for
Financial Records

1.

If a company uses a computer service center, the auditor has the
additional concerns of an outside organization's involvement in data
processing, internal control, and record retention.

2.

Some factors may provide positive control because the outside service
center requires formal procedures to control operations. In addition,
increased control may be afforded by segregation of functions between
users and the service center. Deliberate manipulation of records may be
less likely because of the separation of the persons in a position to
manipulate data and those having access to the assets of the company.
(An exception to this is when service center employees have access to the
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user's assets through their status as customers of the user organization,
e.g., bank depositor.)

3.

If he plans to rely on internal accounting control, the auditor should
review user control over data preparation, user provisions for
completeness and quality assurance, user backup, user error handling
procedures, and service center operations and control.

F.

Third-Party Reviews of the Service Center

1.

To relieve service centers (service organizations) of the burden of having
to deal with auditors for each of the users, one CPA firm (service
auditor) may perform a "third-party review” in which they review the
systems, procedures, and controls of the center and provide a report of
the results of that review to the user auditors (auditors of client
organizations of service center).

2.

Third-party reviews are defined in SAS 44, Special-Purpose Reports on
Internal Accounting Control at Service Organizations, issued in 1982. An
audit and accounting guide, Audits of Service-Center-Produced Records,
issued in 1974, is an earlier description of the concept of third-party
reviews.

3.

SAS 44 defines two third-party review reports applicable to computer
service centers:
o
o

a report on the design of the system
a report on both the design of the system and compliance tests that are
directed to specific objectives of internal accounting control

4.

The report of the design of the system of internal control of a service
organization may be useful to the user auditor in understanding the
service organization controls and their relationship to his client
organization controls. The report does not provide a basis for reliance
on controls located at the service center. In the third-party review
leading to a report on the design of a system, the auditor studies the
service center's descriptions of the system and internal accounting
controls for the service center and for the applications included in the
review. His report describes the system used to process transactions,
related internal accounting controls, and control objectives and
procedures. He expresses an opinion as to whether the control procedures
are sufficient to achieve the specific control objectives in the
description. He also states the review did not include compliance tests.

5.

A third-party auditor's report on both design and certain compliance
tests may be useful to the user auditor in understanding the system and
the relationship of the service center controls to client controls. In
addition, the report may provide a basis for user auditor reliance on
service center internal accounting controls. The third-party audit
procedures include compliance tests. The auditor's opinion is whether
control procedures and degree of compliance with them were sufficient to
provide reasonable, but not absolute, assurance that specific control
objectives were achieved during the time period covered by the report.
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6.

Even though a third-party review has been performed, a user auditor
should exercise professional judgment in deciding whether to rely on
service center controls. The auditor must also determine the extent
any additional audit procedures that are required. The user auditor
not relieved of responsibility for exercising professional judgment,
the user auditor's report should not refer to the report of the
third-party auditor.

G.

Audit Activities when Client Uses a Service Center

1.

An auditor whose client uses a computer service center must perform
three tasks:

2.

the
of
is
and

(a)

Evaluate user controls over processing.

(b)

Evaluate service center controls over processing, which may involve
obtaining and evaluating the report of a third-party reviewer.

(c)

Obtain evidential matter.

The absence of user control over actual processing increases the
significance of user control over input and output. The auditor
generally evaluates user controls over:
o
o
o
o

data transmitted for processing
master file changes
error correction and resubmission
output

The auditor also needs to evaluate the existence of an adequate audit
trail for the output and the adequacy of security and recovery
provisions.
3.

The auditor should consider reviewing the controls at a service center
when the center is processing financial data that have a material effect
on the client's financial statements, and the client's controls are not
sufficient to provide reasonable assurance of the reliability and
accuracy of the financial data.

4.

When evaluating the controls at a service center, the user auditor may
review a third-party report by another auditor. In evaluating the
report, the user auditor should consider:
o
o
o
o

5.

The auditor's professional reputation
Sufficiency of control procedures described
Scope of compliance tests
Timing of the auditor's report

In an audit of a service center, a service auditor is concerned with the
same controls as in an audit of an EDP system in which no service center
is involved.
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H.

Time-Sharing Computer Service Centers

1.

In time-sharing, a central computer system is used concurrently by
several independent users.

2.

Each user has one or more input/output devices (terminals) connected to
the central computer facility by data communication lines. Users send
data and instructions from their terminals as if they were the sole users
of the computer.

3.

A time-sharing service center should establish controls to do the
following:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Protect
Prevent
Prevent
Prevent
Provide
Provide
Prevent
and the

against alteration or destruction of subscriber programs
unauthorized use of subscribers' proprietary programs
unauthorized access to subscribers' files
loss or destruction of data files
for file reconstruction
for recovery from equipment failure
or detect inaccurate transmission of data between the computer
subscriber's terminal device

4.

It is difficult for an auditor to obtain satisfaction about the computer
center's time-sharing system software by direct examination because the
system is complex and some centers do not allow access to details of the
system. Some time-sharing computer centers have retained accounting
firms to examine their systems and to offer opinions about the
organization and operation of the centers. Such reviews are particularly
important if major processing tasks and file handling are performed by the
time-sharing service. However, the reviews provide assurance only for as
long as the system remains unchanged and is operated in the authorized
fashion.

5.

The most important internal controls in a time-sharing environment are
the controls exercised by the client over input data, and the control
totals, record counts, and so on to check output. The audit trail of
printouts in such a system should provide sufficient documentation for
evaluating controls. Client records maintained at the service center may
be tested by using printouts of the file or by running audit routines.
When a computer program is used by the auditor for testing, it may be
possible or perhaps necessary to use the client's terminal devices.

III.

GLOSSARY OF NEW TERMS IN CHAPTER
Computer Service Organization — organization providing computer
processing and related services for a fee.
Facilities Management — functions performed by a service organization
that contracts for the management of an in-house computer
installation.
Report on the Design of the System — a report by a third-party auditor
that describes the system and expresses an opinion as to the
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suitability of the control procedures to achieve specified control
objectives.

Report on the Design of the System and Compliance Tests that are Directed
to Specific Objectives of Internal Accounting Control — a report by
a third-party auditor that extends the design of the system to
include compliance tests. The auditor expresses an opinion as to
whether the control procedures and degree of compliance are
sufficient to provide reasonable assurance that control objectives
were achieved during the period reviewed.
SAS 44 (Special-Purpose Reports on Internal Accounting Control at Service
Organizations) — Statement on Auditing Standards defining a
third-party review.

Service Auditor — the auditor conducting a third-party review.

Service Center — a computer service organization.
Third-Party Review — a review of the controls in a service center by an
auditor who prepares a report which can be used by other auditors who
have clients that utilize the service bureau. The review should
describe the EDP controls that are in place and their current
operation.
User Auditor — the auditor using a third-party review.
IV.

A.

SELF-TESTING EXERCISES (Answers at end of chapter)

True/False Questions

T

F

1.

Input data records to be processed at a service center are usually
hand-delivered on a disk.

T

F

2.

The number of input records submitted to a service center can
sometimes be reduced by the use of the exception principle for certain
applications such as payroll.

T

F

3.

When using a service center, the user is usually responsible for
source records (input) and output record retention.

T

F

4.

When an application is developed specifically for a client by a
service center, the service center does all of the design and
programming of the application; the users become involved when the
application is ready for acceptance testing.

Users of service centers are responsible for establishing procedures
for checking the quality and completeness of processing.

T

F 5.

T

F 6. When a client is using a service center where all data processing
functions are performed by service center personnel, the auditor
usually is less concerned about deliberate EDP-related manipulation
of records than the auditor would be in a data processing function
within a financial institution.
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T

F

7.

The service auditor is the auditor receiving the services of the
third-party reviewer.

T

F

8.

Service centers are generally reviewed by each customer's auditors.
Accordingly, an auditor-liaison function is normally established.

T

F

9.

When a third-party review has been performed and the findings
reported, the user auditors have conclusive evidence upon which to
determine audit reliance for data.

T

F 10.

Time-sharing involves giving users a specific block of time for
exclusive use of a computer system. In this way the computer
resources are shared.

B.

Self-Testing Discussion Questions

1.

Why might a business organization choose to use a computer service
center?

2.

What types of services do service centers provide to their clients?

3.

The chapter identifies three major orientations of application programs
commonly used by service centers to process financial records. Identify
these orientations and indicate when they might be provided.

4.

Contrast the control responsibilities of the service center with those of
the users of the service center.

5.

Explain the function and content of a report on the design of the system
from a third-party review of a service center.

6.

Explain the function, content, and use of a third-party auditor's report
on both the design of the system and certain compliance tests.

7.

Assume an auditor has a client who uses a computer service center to
process significant financial data. How does the outside processing
affect the auditor in planning an audit of this client?

8.

When an auditor's client uses a service center, in general, what types of
user controls should be evaluated by the auditor?

9.

When should a user auditor consider performing a review or obtaining a
third-party report of a service center?

10.

What types of controls should a time-sharing service establish to protect
individual client data?

C.

Self-Testing Mini Cases

1.

An auditor is involved in an audit of a client who uses a service center
to process its salaried employees payroll. The client is in a labor
intensive industry, and all employees are salaried. The payroll expense
is a material amount on the client's financial statements. The payroll
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files are maintained by the service center, and routine transactions are
input biweekly by the client on an exception basis. The auditor has
determined that a visit to the service center is not required, even
though a third-party review has not been performed. What most likely
influenced the auditor in reaching this conclusion?
2.

An auditor is involved in a 12/31/XX audit of a client who uses a service
center to process their billing application. The client sends shipping
transactions to the service center on a daily basis and receives a sales
journal monthly. The user auditor has performed a study and evaluation of
the client's system of internal control and has determined the following:
(a) the user properly controls all price changes to the price master
file, (b) the client has proper controls to ensure that all shipments are
billed, and (c) the client relies upon the service center to apply the
proper price and for all extensions and footings on the invoices. The
service center processes billings for many users and has retained the
services of a CPA firm to perform a third-party review. The user auditor
has requested a copy of the third-party review, a report on both the
design of a system and certain compliance tests. What will the user
auditor look for in the report and what impact might it have on audit
procedures to be performed?

V.

QUESTIONS AND CASES FOR FURTHER DISCUSSION (Answers not given)

1.

When should a user auditor obtain a third-party report?

2.

Will time-sharing systems be used more or less frequently in the future?
Explain your answer.

3.

Is off-site backup of transaction files less of a concern when a service
center is used to process transactions than when an in-house system is
used?

4.

What should be the extent of user participation during development of an
application developed specifically for a user?

5.

Assume you have a small business client that is deciding between buying a
small business microcomputer for data processing versus using a computer
service center for data processing. Identify the major advantages/
disadvantages of the two alternatives. Be sure to include in your answer
a specific discussion of control issues.

6.

Identify areas where a client using a computer service center to process
financial data might have better control than a similar client that
processes similar data on a microcomputer.

7.

Assume that a client uses a service center for processing of payroll and
billings. During the preliminary phase of the review, the auditor
discovers that the client has virtually no controls over input. How
would this finding affect the remainder of the audit? Be specific in
your answer and give examples for both payroll and billings.
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VI.

ANSWERS TO SELF-TESTING QUESTIONS

A.

Answers to True/False Questions

1.

False. Input can be delivered to a service center by messenger, through
the mail or via telecommunications. The input data can be hard copy
documents or machine readable media such as a tape or diskette. It would
be unusual for data to be on a disk. The trend is for the user to submit
input via terminals situated at the user installation.

2.

True. The exception principle requires that only changes from the stored
data be input into the system, e.g., only data for salaried employees who
have received raises since the last execution of the payroll application.

3.

True. Typically all input and output is sent to the user. The service
center is usually only concerned with the actual processing and keeping of
master files (unless special arrangements have been made).

4.

False. The user organization should participate during all phases of
development and approve the system at key development points.

5.

True. The users are ultimately responsible for the completeness and
accuracy of their financial and other data.

6.

True. The deliberate manipulation of records is made less likely by the
separation of the persons in a position to perform such manipulation from
those having custody of or access to the assets of the company. An
exception would be if the service center employees have access to assets
by virtue of being a customer (e.g., bank where service center employees
are depositors).

7.

False.

8.

False. The accounting profession, to relieve service centers of the
burden of having to deal with auditors for each of the service center's
clients, has recommended that third-party reviews be performed by one
auditor. The service auditor reviews systems, procedures, and controls
of the center and provides the results of the review to the user
auditors.

9.

False. Even though a third-party review has been performed, a user
auditor must exercise professional judgment in deciding whether to rely
on the service center controls. The auditor must also determine the
extent of any additional audit procedures that are required.

10.

The service auditor is the one performing the third-party review.

False. In time-sharing, a central computer system is used concurrently
by several independent users. Users send data and instructions from
their terminals as if they were the sole users of the computer. The
central computer accepts data and instructions simultaneously from
several users. By allotting each user a small segment of computer time,
it services the users concurrently.
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B.

Answers to Self-Testing Discussion Questions

1.

Computer service organizations are used by businesses that:

2.

o

do not have enough data processing activity to justify having an
in-house system

o

do not want to invest the time and resources required to establish and
operate an in-house facility

o

need additional capacity to handle peak data processing periods

o

wish to have a backup system in the event of hardware failure or
natural disaster

o

require special services that might not be suitable for the in-house
computer

A computer service company may supply:
o
o
o

o
o

o

3.

4.

custom designed software packages
contract programming
assistance in the maintenance of normal processing activities during
conversion from one computer to another
contractual agreement to provide a standby facility
services as a broker for the sale of excess computer time on a client's
in-house system
facilities management whereby the service center provides management
for a client's in-house computer

In the most common type of service involving financial records, the
service center processes various types of accounting transactions. Three
major classes of application programs are:

o

standard programs developed by the service center for specific
functions; for example, payroll preparation

o

standard industry programs, such as customer and stock record
accounting for the brokerage industry

o

programs tailored to the client's specific needs that have been
prepared by the user, by the service center organization, or by another
organization

Management of the computer service center is responsible for the controls
necessary to ensure the orderly and supervised processing of data. The
user is responsible for establishing controls over data transmitted to
the service center, establishing procedures for checking the quality and
completeness of processing, providing for reconstruction of source
documents in the event of loss in handling, and establishing controls to
ensure timely correction. Users also establish input data controls
(control totals, document counts, numbers of accounts, and so on) to
enable them to check the completeness and accuracy of service center
processing.
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5.

A third-party review is performed by an auditor employed by the service
center. For the report of the system, the auditor obtains and tests the
service center's description of the system, procedures, and controls.
The auditor prepares a report that describes the system, its internal
controls, and control objectives for transaction processing. The auditor
expresses an opinion as to whether the systems, procedures, and controls
are suitably designed to provide reasonable assurance that the specific
control objectives identified in the description would be achieved, if
there were satisfactory compliance with control procedures. These
reports are made available to user auditors to aid them in understanding
the system and its relationship to the user organization controls. Since
there are no compliance tests, this type of third-party report does not
provide a basis for reliance on service center controls.

6.

The third-party review leading to a report on both the design of the
system and certain compliance tests is an extension of the review of the
design of the system to include compliance tests. The report contains a
description of the system-related internal accounting controls, control
objectives, and control procedures to achieve the objectives. The
service auditor states an opinion as to whether the control procedures
and degree of compliance with them were sufficient to provide reasonable,
but not absolute, assurance that the control objectives were achieved
during the time period covered by the review.

7.

An auditor whose client uses a computer service center must perform these
tasks: (a) evaluate user controls over processing, (b) evaluate service
center controls over processing, which may involve obtaining and
evaluating the report of a third-party reviewer, and (c) obtain
evidential matter.

8.

The types of controls to be considered by the auditor include:
o
o
o
o
o
o

User control over data transmitted for processing (with additional
controls necessary if the client performs data conversion)
User control over error correction and resubmissions
User control and testing of output
User control over master file changes
Adequate audit (management) trail for the output
Adequate protection and security

9.

An auditor should consider reviewing the controls at a service center or
obtaining a third-party review when the service center processes
financial data that have a material effect on the client's financial
statements and the client's controls are not sufficient to provide
reasonable assurance of the reliability and accuracy of the financial
data.

10.

A time-sharing service should establish controls and protections such as
the following:

o
o
o
o
o

Protection against alteration or destruction of subscriber programs
Control against unauthorized use of subscriber's proprietary programs
Control against unauthorized access to subscriber's files
Protection against loss or destruction of data files
Provision for file reconstructions
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o
o

Provision for recovery from equipment failure
Control against inaccurate transmission of data between the computer
and the subscriber's terminal device

C.

Answers to Self-Testing Mini Cases

1.

Section 321.03 of the Codification of Statements on Auditing Standards
states, "When EDP is used in significant accounting applications, the
auditor should consider the EDP activity in his study and evaluation of
accounting control. This is true whether the use of EDP in accounting
applications is limited or extensive and whether the EDP facilities are
operated under the direction of the auditor's client or a third party."
A further clarification of this aspect of the auditor's responsibility is
included in paragraph 8 of the Statement on Auditing Standards #44,
Special-Purpose Reports on Internal Accounting Control at Service
Organizations. "When a service organization records transactions and
provides related data processing services for a client organization, the
user auditor should identify significant classes of transactions that are
processed by the service organization and obtain an understanding of the
flow of transactions through the entire accounting system, including the
portion that is maintained by the service organization."

A service auditor's report on the design of the system ("third-party
report") could be very helpful to the user auditor to obtain an
understanding of the flow of transactions. Alternatively, vendor
literature which contains a description of the system might be used for
this purpose.
According to SAS #44, if the client organization maintains sufficient
controls to prevent or detect errors or irregularities over data
processed by the service center, "...the user auditor would be able to
place reliance on internal accounting control procedures at the client
organization with no further study of control procedures maintained by
the service organization."

Therefore, the auditor in the case could have correctly determined that
neither visiting the service center, nor obtaining a third-party report
would be necessary if:

2.

(a)

No procedures necessary to achieve the objectives of internal
accounting control are located at the service center, and

(b)

Sufficient information (other than a third-party review) exists
to enable the auditor to understand the flow of transactions through
the system and the basic structure of the internal accounting
controls.

Once the user auditor has decided to rely on controls resident at the
service center, the service center must be visited or the auditor must
obtain a copy of the third-party review. The user auditor in this case
has decided to obtain a copy of the third-party review. Once he the
report is received, the auditor should read it to further understand the
flow of transactions through the system and determine that the procedures
described in the system description are sufficient to achieve the control
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objectives. The user auditor should then determine that appropriate
compliance testing was performed by the service center auditor and that
the results of that testing allowed an opinion that control procedures and
degree of compliance provided reasonable assurance that the control
objectives were achieved during the time period covered by the review.
If appropriate, the auditor would determine potential reliance on the
controls located at the service center. The user auditor's review of the
third party report may disclose that additional testing is required.
Such testing may be performed by the user auditor or be requested of the
third-party auditor.
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Control and Audit
Considerations
for Minicomputer
and
Microcomputer
Systems

I.

OVERVIEW OF CHAPTER
Minicomputers and microcomputers are widely used in both large and small
organizations. These smaller computers differ from their larger counter
parts in that they:

o
o
o
o
o

require less physical data processing space and have little or no
special environmental requirements
have limited input/output capacities
require fewer data processing personnel
frequently use purchased rather than in-house developed software
typically have fewer general controls

The chapter focuses primarily on the control characteristics and
control and audit concerns of these smaller systems, rather than the
technology of the systems.
II.

KEY CONCEPTS

A.

Characteristics of Minicomputers and Microcomputers

1.

"Microcomputer” usually refers to small, "personal" computer systems not
much larger than a typewriter. The systems can be used on desk tops, be
carried around, and are generally accessible to only one person at a time
(though some systems now handle multiple users). Most software is
purchased. Although many microcomputers were initially purchased for
non-accounting uses, there is now significant use of accounting packages
on microcomputers.

2.

Minicomputers are positioned in size between microcomputers and
large-scale computers. Most minicomputers have powerful processing
capabilities, but generally have had more limited input/output capacity.
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Some of the important characteristics generally associated with
minicomputers are:

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

physical location in user area
limited number of EDP staff
heavy user involvement (sometimes small number of distinct EDP staff)
limited number of applications
no requirement of specialized environmental controls
little segregation of duties regarding either functions or
responsibilities
tendency for on-line input and on-line update
tendency for purchased software
limited output capabilities

B.

Effects of Minicomputers on Data Processing

1.

There are six major effects of minicomputers on data processing.
effects are:

These

o

Specialization — a relatively small number of applications and a
correspondingly small-sized staff make it difficult to segregate
functions.

o

Hardware and software standards — there is a lack of standardization
across vendors; this affects backup and portability of programs.

o

Programming languages — COBOL is not used with the same frequency as
with large systems. Other languages have greater use.

o

Logging and audit trails — less extensive facilities for logging are
provided. The magnetic media audit trail is generally not retained
for a long period.

o

File/program backup — most systems have limited magnetic tape
capabilities.

o

Hardware vendor support — support is generally more limited than with
larger systems.

2.

The characteristics of minicomputers affect audit planning in terms of
(a) planning and timing required to review or test records; (b) using
programs to access data stored on the system; and (c) developing potential
audit steps when controls associated with the system are weak.

C.

Control Evaluation in Minicomputer Systems

1.

In most situations, but not all, the general controls found in mini
computer systems are likely to be weaker than similar controls in larger
systems. Most of these weaknesses are due to the small size of the data
processing staff, lack of segregation of functions, and limited secondary
or off-site storage associated with the systems.
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2.

Segregation of functions between users and EDP deserves special audit
attention in smaller systems. Often the users perform most of the EDP
functions, thereby eliminating the segregation between users and data
processing. When users are heavily involved, the company should consider
assigning to one user the function that would normally be performed by an
independent control group. Examples of logs to be kept by this person
include:
o
o
o

transaction balances by type of transaction
master file control totals
control total comparison based on estimated totals

Whenever segregation of functions between users and EDP are particularly
weak, the organization should put increased emphasis on dual controls over
such areas as (a) check signing, (b) physical control over the movement
of assets, and (c) payments or other credits against accounts receivable.
3.

Other potential areas subject to general control weaknesses in mini
computer and microcomputer systems to be considered by the auditor are:
o

Procedures for ensuring appropriate authorization of transactions and
corresponding restrictions on the ability of EDP to initiate or
authorize transactions.

o

Segregation of functions within data processing, e.g., data entry
versus processing and programming versus operations.

o

Participation by users in decisions to purchase hardware and software
and to develop software. Lack of participation may result in less
control awareness and less assumption of control responsibility by
users. Adequate documentation of decisions and development procedures
may not exist.

o

Completeness of systems testing before implementation. Examples of
minimum tests are given in the text.

o

User sign-off and approval of the system before putting it into
operation.

o

Control over master file and transaction file conversion.

o

Control over program changes and updates to purchased software.

o

Documentation requirements both for in-house development and for
purchased software.

o

Hardware controls, particularly parity (but many newer systems now
incorporate parity features).

o

Control over system software.

o

Access to documentation.

o

Access to programs and data files.
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o

Access to the computer hardware.

o

An EDP control function.

o

Operations manuals.

o

Internal audit involvement with new systems.

o

Internal review and testing of systems.

4.

Physical location security for minicomputers are generally weak because
the systems are often located in user areas. Off-premise storage and
retention of files and programs are vitally important for minicomputer
systems.

5.

Minicomputer systems are often coupled with other minicomputers and large
mainframes to form distributed data processing systems. The auditor
needs to review such systems to ascertain whether they have the charac
teristics of one large system or whether the minicomputer functions mostly
as a stand-alone unit.

6.

Because much of the software associated with minicomputers is purchased,
the organization needs to evaluate the controls built into the purchased
software because it is often very expensive to retrofit the controls into
the application, e.g., limit and reasonableness tests.

7.

In evaluating application controls, the auditor should pay particular
attention to:
o
o
o

o

control over converting data into machine readable form
movement of data between departments
controls to prevent processing of wrong files (many systems do not
have internal header and trailer labels)
distribution of output to authorized users

8.

Audit review of internal controls is done mainly by observation and
review of documents. Most minicomputer systems do not support the use of
generalized audit software; therefore, the auditor must consider writing
extract programs, using client query software or report-writer programs.

D.

Control Evaluation in a Microcomputer Environment

1.

There is generally no segregation of controls in a microcomputer
environment, therefore such controls cannot be relied upon.

2.

Microcomputer systems require greater use of manual controls, e.g.,
limiting physical access over software and data.

III.

GLOSSARY OF NEW TERMS USED IN CHAPTER
Distributed Data Processing — distribution of data processing
capabilities, including hardware, to user locations. Computers at
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user locations are often connected to a network and can communicate
with each other and/or a large central mainframe computer.
Microcomputer — a small, "personal” computer system.

Minicomputer — imprecisely defined as a small computer system with more
capabilities than a microcomputer but without the full range of
system capabilities of a full-scale system.
IV.

A.

SELF-TESTING EXERCISES (Answers at end of chapter)

True/False Questions

T

F

1.

It is generally agreed that a minicomputer has three or more times
the power of a microcomputer.

T

F

2.

Most minicomputers designed for business data processing have
standardized on COBOL as the major programming language.

T

F

3.

Since most small systems have inadequate segregation of user and EDP
controls, it is important that the organization emphasize manual dual
controls to help compensate for the segregation weaknesses.

T

F

4.

It is beneficial that purchased software comes with little documen
tation because it makes it difficult for users or EDP personnel to
make unauthorized changes to important programs.

T

F

5.

The user group should assign one user to act as an EDP control
function if such a function does not exist within data processing.

T

F

6.

Backup of files and programs in a microcomputer system is best
accomplished by establishing user backup procedures.

T

F

7.

Parity checking is often not used in the hardware of many mini
computer and microcomputer systems.

T

F

8.

Even though other controls are limited, virtually all minicomputer
systems have strong password control functions to help limit access
to data and programs.

T

F

9.

Since generalized audit software generally is not supported on mini
computer systems, the auditors should consider writing their own
computer programs to extract data from computerized files.

T

F 10.

When applications software is purchased from outside vendors, an
organization cannot use limit and reasonableness tests because such
software is not tailored to the company purchasing the software.

B.

Self-Testing Discussion Questions

1.

Identify the major characteristics of minicomputers. Why is it better
that minicomputers be defined in terms of their operational characteris
tics, rather than their hardware characteristics?
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2.

Identify the roles of minicomputers in distributed systems. What are the
audit and control considerations associated with each of the alternative
roles?

3.

How does each of the following areas impact the auditor's evaluation of
control in minicomputer systems?
o
o
o
o
o
o

data processing specialization — technical competence
hardware and software standards
programming languages
logging and audit trails
file/program backup
hardware and vendor support

4.

Are application controls relatively more or less important in
minicomputer systems in contrast to large-scale systems? Explain.

5.

What alternatives to generalized audit software are available for audit
use on minicomputer systems? What are the advantages/disadvantages of
each alternative?

6.

Assume a situation where the minicomputer resides in a user department
with very few or no EDP personnel. What can be done to improve control
to compensate for the apparent weaknesses due to inadequate segregation
of duties?

7.

How are microcomputers generally used in organizations?

8.

How can backup and limited access to computer programs and data be
accomplished in microcomputer systems?

9.

How do documentation requirements differ for an organization that uses a
minicomputer and relies heavily on purchased software from a larger
organization with a large, centralized data processing function?

10.

Identify the specific items that a test of new minicomputer application
should cover.

C.

Self-Testing Mini Cases

1.

Many large organizations are experiencing organizational control problems
associated with the proliferation of microcomputers. Essentially, there
is a desire to let users become more independent in developing their own
systems and controlling their processing. Users often argue that cen
tralized data processing staffs are not responsive to the needs of local
departments. Thus, the advent of cheaper, user controlled microcomputer
systems presents an opportunity to make computing power more accessible
to users.
a.

Describe the problems/exposures that might be associated with
uncontrolled proliferation of microcomputers within an organization.

b.

Present a case for effective and extensive microcomputer use in large
organizations.
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V.

QUESTIONS AND CASES FOR FURTHER DISCUSSION (Answers not given)

1.

Consider a medium to large-scale organization with many heterogeneous
departments. Write a set of data processing standards to effectively
control the use of microcomputers within the organization. Prior to
writing the standards, identify the major items you considered in writing
the standards.

2.

A general control discussed in this chapter was that "all master file and
transaction file conversion should be controlled to prevent unauthorized
changes and to provide accurate and complete results.” Identify and
describe the necessary controls to accomplish the above objective.

3.

A number of alternatives exist to using generalized audit software on
minicomputer systems. Identify the alternatives and discuss the
advantages/disadvantages associated with each.

4.

Assume you are to audit the XYZ manufacturing company that uses a
minicomputer for much of its financial processing (including sales,
receivables, payables, inventory, and general ledger). Write an audit
plan for: (a) a general review of the computer system; and
(b) substantive tests of accounts receivable.

5.

Distinguish between a microcomputer, minicomputer, and a large-scale
computer system. What are the audit implications associated with the
differences between the three categories of systems?

6.

Describe how logging differs on minicomputer systems as opposed to larger
systems. How do the differences affect the audit trail in the smaller
system? How should the audit trail be modified or complemented in the
smaller system?

7.

The text mentions that there is substantially less hardware and software
standardization on smaller computer systems than has typically been found
on large-scale systems. What are the implications of this lack of
standardization to the organization using a small computer? What are the
implications to the auditor?

8.

How are continuation provisions made more difficult or easier with
minicomputer systems as opposed to larger systems?

9.

What are the arguments for and against purchasing vendor software for
minicomputer systems versus developing most software in-house?

10.

Assume a company has a minicomputer system that has essentially replaced
a manual bookkeeping system which had been supplemented by a time-sharing
system for inventory and batch payroll processing done on a local bank's
data processing equipment. All of the accounting had been centered in the
controller's department composed of the controller, the payroll
supervisor, the accounts receivable bookkeeper, the accounts payable
bookkeeper, and a general accountant. You may assume that all these
personnel can be adequately trained to use the new computerized system.
No other personnel will be hired.
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VI.

a.

Take each of the general control objectives described in the chapter
and write a procedure to identify the necessary controls to
accomplish the objective.

b.

Draw an organization chart of the controller-EDP department that you
would recommend with the purchase of this new minicomputer system that
would best achieve good internal control.

ANSWERS TO SELF-TESTING EXERCISES

A.

Answers to True/False Questions

1.

False. The definitions of microcomputer and minicomputer are imprecise
because the technology keeps changing. Some microcomputers have the
power of some minicomputers, but there is a general hierarchy with a
microcomputer smaller than a minicomputer.

2.

False. Most minicomputers use languages other than COBOL.
been a standardization on any substitute for COBOL.

3.

True. Dual controls help compensate for certain segregation of duties
weaknesses. Controls are recommended for such areas as check signing,
transfer of physical assets, or recording of accounts receivable.

4.

False. Although limited documentation may make it difficult for users or
EDP personnel to make unauthorized changes to programs, there is need for
adequate documentation to assure efficient running and understanding of
the system.

5.

True. The EDP control function is a fundamental and important function.
If such a function is not provided in data processing, it is feasible to
establish such a function in an individual who is otherwise independent
of the data processing operation.

6.

True. It is important that microcomputer files and programs be backed up
by the person who uses the system.

7.

True. Parity checking is often not used on minicomputer and
microcomputer systems. However, many newer systems have parity controls.
Generally, the hardware reliability of the systems is quite good.

8.

False. Most minicomputer systems do not have strong password control
features. Additionally, most password control features are optional and
require that the features be explicitly implemented.

9.

True. Most minicomputer systems will not use generalized audit software,
therefore the auditor should consider writing their own computer program
(as one alternative to extract data from the computerized files).

10.

False. It is true that purchases of outside software are often made
without considering the control ramifications, or considering the need to
tailor control tests to the individual company. However, a company
should explicitly address these control issues in its criteria for
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There has not

developing a new system, and thus assure that such controls are
available. Purchased software can often be tailored with such features.

B.

Answers to Self-Testing Discussion Questions

1.

The major characteristics of minicomputers are described in more detail
in Section II-A of this chapter. It is important that minicomputers be
defined in terms of their operational characteristics because it is the
operational characteristics that determine the nature, timing, and extent
of tests to be performed on the computer system. Further, hardware
characteristics are more likely to change over a period of time than are
the other operational characteristics. Focusing on the operational
characteristics forces the auditor to concentrate on the issues that are
most important to the evaluation of controls and the conduct of audit
tests.

2.

Minicomputers may be connected to a network with other minicomputers, and
also linked by communication lines to a centralized data processing
facility. It is important for the auditor to determine whether the
minicomputer is used as part of a larger computerized system, or whether
the minicomputer is really a stand-alone computer system. The control
considerations follow from this evaluation. If the distributed network
is viewed as one large, computerized system, then the control evaluation
would be very similar to any other large computerized system (except for
the addition of the communication problems associated with a network).
If the minicomputer is used primarily as a stand-alone processing entity,
then the auditor would need to be aware of the control features and
control problems associated with a stand-alone minicomputer system as
described in this chapter.

3.

See Section II-B of this chapter for a more thorough discussion of these
possible effects.

4.

Application controls remain important in all computerized systems,
regardless of the size of the system. In smaller systems, however, the
frequent weaknesses in general controls will preclude reliance upon many
of the application controls. There is often a further problem with
minicomputer systems in that the application controls found in purchased
software may not be as comprehensive as those often designed in larger
systems.

5.

The alternatives to using generalized audit software are:

o
o
o

Simple audit programs written by the auditor to extract data.
Use of client query software by the auditor to extract data.
Use of report-writer programs to extract data from the system.

The audit program written by the auditor can be more specific to the task
at hand and consequently more efficient. If there are not major changes
anticipated in the client data files or programs, then this program
could be carried forward for use in future years. The use of client
query software or report-writer programs require less programming
expertise and experience by the programmer.
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6.

Controls in such a situation can be improved a number of different ways.
Some alternatives to consider are:
o

Establishing the equivalent of an EDP control group by an assignment
to a user who is independent of data processing.

o

Establishing the use of dual control over such activities as check
signing, transfer of assets, or posting of accounts receivable.

o

Establishing physical controls over access to programs and data files.

o

Independent testing and review of computer output files by someone who
is independent of most of data processing.

o

Implementation of procedures for complete systems testing before any
software is purchased or implemented.

7.

Microcomputers are generally used in organizations to support modeling,
planning, analysis, and decision making rather than to support the
accounting function. For example, microcomputers often use spread sheet
programs to project future cash flow or budgeting data, tax programs to
look at the taxable income under alternative decisions, word processing
programs to assist in processing memos and other information, and data
base management systems to assist in operations. When used in the above
manner, there are less control consequences for the auditor to evaluate.
Recently, however, there is a growing trend to put major accounting
applications on microcomputers and to market microcomputers as accounting
systems. This trend is expected to continue. Most of these accountingoriented microcomputer systems will have many of the characteristics of a
minicomputer system. A major difference will be the limited number of
users on the system at one time, and the use of diskettes for storage of
data.

8.

Backup and limited access to computer programs and data in a microcomputer
system can be effected primarily by physical controls. Someone must
establish physical control over the programs and the tapes or diskettes,
and provide access only to authorized personnel. Some physical
observation or control of blank disks should also be present with a
microcomputer.

9.

The documentation required should not necessarily differ for an
organization using minicomputers than for an organization that has a
large, centralized data processing function. Care should be taken to
establish documentation requirements as an important evaluative criteria
in purchasing outside software. The major areas where documentation may
differ are in data processing operations manuals where there would not be
sections on programming standards and so forth.

10.

A systems test of a new minicomputer application should cover:
o
o
o
o
o

limit and reasonable test
alpha or numeric field specifications
the correctness of processing
the ability to make corrections to a master file
the methodology for handling split transactions within a system
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o
o

correctness of computations
any other major type of control that should be implemented in the
particular application under review

C.

Answers to Self-Testing Mini Cases

1.

a.

b.

Uncontrolled proliferation of microcomputers within an organization
can result in a number of potential problems when they are applied to
processing effectively the financial records including:
o

lack of standardization of data processing systems throughout the
organization

o

the development of new applications without implementing the
organization's control standards for the applications

o

the potential access of sensitive information stored on
microcomputer systems without good access controls, whereas the
data were previously stored on a larger system with strong access
controls

o

possible inefficiencies due to the development of applications
without realizing the capacity constraints of the microcomputer
system

o

lack of sharing of data and information which might better be
treated as a corporate resource

Yes, microcomputers can effectively be used in large organizations.
Some of the areas to consider are:

o

use in a distributed data processing network

o

use for running special application programs in particular
departments, for example, development of annuity programs in an
insurance company, or simulating investment strategies for another
company

o

stand-alone processing at small individual locations of a larger
company

o

use in manufacturing and production control

o

use as a front-end to a larger mainframe computer system

Certainly there may be other options applicable to any specific
organization. Microcomputers can be an important addition to data
processing.
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Audit Staff
Selection,
Organization, and
Training for EDP
Auditing

I.

OVERVIEW OF CHAPTER
This chapter describes a number of alternative staffing strategies to be
considered by a CPA firm and the advantages and disadvantages of each
alternative. Minimum computer audit competence required for staff
personnel is described along with a brief analysis of how the technical
competence requirements have changed between 1966 and 1982. Alternative
sources of training material are summarized.

II.

KEY CONCEPTS

A.

CPA Firm Options in Meeting Technical Proficiency Standards

1.

A CPA firm may consider four options to meet their computer audit
technical competence needs:

o
o
o
o

2.

staff of generalists with EDP training
use EDP audit specialists from other firms
develop EDP audit specialists within the firm
use management advisory service personnel as EDP audit specialists

Potential advantages/disadvantages of the four options to be considered
are:
Option

Advantages

_____ Potential_____
Disadvantages

a. Generalist
o Flexibility in staff
trained in EDP
assignments
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o Difficulty in handling
audits requiring in-depth
expertise

Potential

Option

Advantages

Disadvantages

b. Use outside
EDP audit
specialists

o Obtain proficiency on
an as-needed basis

o Competence is not built
within the firm where
ultimate audit decisions
must be made
o Limits marketing potential
for new clients

c. Develop EDP
specialists
within firm

o Difficulty in developing
o Technical competence
and maintaining specializa
for both complex and
tion and career path for
non-complex EDP audits
EDP auditors
maintained in the firm

o Specialists can pro
vide additional EDP
training for other
auditors

o Limited flexibility in job
assignments
o Vulnerability to employee
turnover

o Increased proficiency
in performing computer o Difficulty in developing
balance between computer
audits
audit and other audit
skills
o Potential increased
client responsiveness

d. Use MAS
personnel

o EDP expertise can be
called upon as needed
o Higher level of data
processing technical
competence

o Lack of audit orientation

o Different personal skills
and orientation may be
needed for MAS versus
audit

B.

Technical Proficiency Requirements

1.

In 1966, the expected basic level of knowledge for all auditors included
knowledge of (a) hardware/software functions; (b) computer application
processing; and (c) application development and implementation.

2.

An expansion of the basic requirements for all auditors was suggested in
1975 to include:
o

basic understanding of hardware, operating systems, file processing
techniques, and data structures

o

working knowledge of generalized audit software

o

ability to review and interpret systems documentation sufficient to
review and analyze internal controls

o

working knowledge of basic EDP controls
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o

3.

Technology changes since 1975 suggests the following additional basic
requirements:

o
o
o

4.

general familiarity with the application development and program
modification processes

general familiarity with database management systems
understanding of the data administration function
understanding of security and continuation considerations

There has been a recognition of special audit knowledge required for
computer audit specialists. These skills are defined in terms of tasks
that need to be performed such as:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

provide technical assistance in using generalized audit software
apply computer-assisted audit techniques
perform technical EDP control reviews
write or review computer programs
interact with data processing personnel
test and evaluate security and continuation provisions
evaluate and test database management systems

5.

The AICPA committee on education and experience requirements for CPAs
outlined nine semester credits of EDP instruction (not including
auditing) as basic requirements for all auditors.

6.

A CPA firm may want to consider the following as sources for continued
staff training in EDP auditing:

o
o
o
o
o
III.

AICPA and state society seminars
business or professional organization seminars
university courses
technical school courses
in-house courses

GLOSSARY OF NEW TERMS IN CHAPTER

(none)

IV.
A.

SELF-TESTING EXERCISES (Answers at end of chapter)
True/False Questions

T

F

1.

The increased complexity of computerized systems dictates that all
CPA firms must develop computer audit specialists.

T

F

2.

All auditors should have some understanding of database management
systems.

T

F

3.

A general staff auditor should have a working knowledge of
generalized audit software.
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T

F

4.

Using outside EDP audit specialists would violate the AICPA's code
of ethics because it would imply the CPA firm accepted an audit even
though it did not have the technical competence to perform the
audit.

T

F

5.

Lack of EDP audit specialization within a firm that services clients
with computerized systems would violate the technical proficiency
standards of the profession.

T

F

6.

A computer audit specialist should be able to write computer programs
to extract data from files.

T

F

7.

A CPA firm can best develop computer audit skills by hiring data
processing personnel and training them in auditing because data
processing knowledge is the more difficult to obtain.

T

F

8.

As of 1982, a 150-semester-hour educational program was required by
the AICPA as a minimum requirement to become a CPA.

T

F

9.

The minimum computer audit technical requirements are required for
all members of the audit staff involved on an audit engagement —
including partners and managers.

T

F 10.

There is no career path for EDP auditors in a CPA firm.

B.

Self-Testing Discussion Questions

1.

Identify the major problems with developing an EDP audit specialist
within a CPA firm.

2.

What are the disadvantages of using MAS personnel to perform EDP audit
tasks ?

3.

What are the advantages of using MAS personnel to perform EDP audit
tasks ?

4.

What is the difference between the staff auditor's required knowledge of
generalized audit software and the computer audit specialist's required
knowledge of generalized audit software?

5.

Two options are discussed in training computer auditors: (a) recruit
auditors and train them in data processing; or (b) recruit data processing
personnel and train them in auditing. Discuss the advantages/
disadvantages of each approach.

C.

Self-Testing Mini Cases

1.

A regional four-office CPA firm (staff of 37) is considering the
development of a computer audit specialist position within the firm.
Identify and discuss the various issues that ought to be addressed by the
firm in making the decision on whether or not to establish the computer
audit position.
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V.

QUESTIONS AND CASES FOR FURTHER DISCUSSION (Answers not given)

1.

Why is it important that a computer audit specialist be able to review a
computer operating system?

2.

A number of continuing education forums are discussed in this chapter.
Obtain some more detailed information on the various seminars. Evaluate
the effectiveness of these alternative education modes in meeting a
firm's EDP audit technical requirements.

3.

Identify the major tasks that should be performed by a computer audit
specialist. For each task identified, define the necessary EDP audit
skills or data processing skills to perform the task. Also evaluate the
potential educational sources to build these skills.

4.

Obtain a copy of the proposed program for a five-year school of
accountancy. Evaluate the advantages/disadvantages of the five-year
professional school of accountancy concept relative to EDP auditing.

5.

Identify and discuss the major advantages/disadvantages of using outside
EDP audit specialists to perform computer audit tasks.

VI.

ANSWERS TO SELF-TESTING EXERCISES

A.

Answers to True/False Questions

1.

False. The increased complexity of computerized systems requires that
all CPA firms have staff members with minimum computer audit expertise.
The additional expertise required will vary with the type of clients.
All firms are not required to develop computer audit specialists.

2.

True. The increased use of database management systems requires that all
auditors have some knowledge of database management systems. Such
knowledge is essential whenever the database systems are an integral part
of data processing of financial records.

3.

True. A general staff auditor should have a working knowledge of
generalized audit software. This knowledge would include defining file
requirements and formulating audit software requests to extract or
manipulate data on computerized files.

4.

False. A firm may use outside EDP audit specialists (other auditors) on
audit engagements. The use of outside EDP audit specialists is a
positive move by the CPA firm to ensure the needed technical expertise to
conduct the audit. However, the firm has responsibility for the opinion.
It is not a violation of the AICPA code of ethics.

5.

False. A CPA firm, in many cases, can develop sufficient EDP audit
expertise without developing EDP audit specialists within the CPA firm.
It is possible to develop a fairly high degree of EDP audit competence
without a specialist position in the firm. The specialist position
becomes more necessary as client data processing becomes more complex.
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6.

True. A computer audit specialist should be able to write, test, and
debug computer programs to extract data from files.

7.

False. There is considerable debate on the best way to develop necessary
computer audit skills. Research to date has not indicated that starting
with a data processing trained individual is better than training an
auditor in data processing.

8.

False. The 150-semester hour education program has been suggested by an
AICPA task force as an ideal program for a professional accounting
degree. The program is a suggested program, not a required program.

9.

True. The minimum computer audit technical requirements are applicable
to all staff involved on an audit engagement that includes a computerized
accounting system. These requirements apply to supervisory and
management personnel as well as to the staff auditors.

10.

False. A number of firms have experimented with the concept of a computer
audit specialist and have developed successful career paths for these
individuals. However, other firms have rejected the EDP auditor career
path.

B.

Answers to Self-Testing Discussion Questions

1.

There are a number of potential problems with developing an EDP audit
specialist within a CPA firm. These potential problems include:

2.

o

the cost of developing such expertise

o

the development of career paths for individuals seeking a computer
audit specialization

o

the vulnerability of the firm to turnover in the computer audit area

o

the problem of keeping the computer audit specialist busy on a variety
of tasks

o

the potential problem of relying on the computer audit specialist
instead of developing necessary skills in the staff auditors

o

the potential problem of emphasizing computer audit skills to the
detriment of other audit skills

The potential disadvantages of using MAS personnel to perform EDP audit
tasks include:

o

the MAS personnel may not be trained in audit techniques, or
alternative audit approaches

o

there may be communication difficulties between MAS personnel and
audit personnel because of differences in training and perspective

o

MAS personnel are trained to look at different things than are audit
personnel
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3.

o

It may may be difficult to schedule MAS personnel on audit jobs because
of MAS schedule conflicts

o

it may be difficult to give MAS personnel sufficient audit experiences
to develop their EDP audit skills

o

MAS personnel may be interested in MAS work, not audit work

The primary advantages of using MAS personnel to perform EDP audit tasks
are:

o

MAS personnel usually have a high degree of data processing technical
competence

o

the personnel are available within the firm; there is no need to go
outside of the firm for special EDP competence

o

the firm lowers development costs by transferring the data processing
skills from MAS personnel to audit personnel

o

the MAS personnel may be able to consult with computer audit
specialists on engagements of a complex nature

4.

The staff auditor is required to have a general knowledge of how
generalized audit software can be used in performing an audit. The staff
auditor should be able to formulate file requests, and communicate those
requests in a form that can be used by the generalized audit software.
The computer audit specialist should be able to perform all of the tasks
that are performed by the staff auditor, plus the additional task of
installing the audit software on a client's computerized systems, and
ensuring that the software is not tampered with during the course of data
processing.

5.

The advantages of hiring auditors and training them in data processing
are:
o

auditing is the primary skill that is needed

o

the auditor has training in control concepts; such concepts often are
not emphasized in data processing training

The disadvantage to this approach is that the auditor does not normally
gain the important, on-the-job experience that comes with having a
day-to-day operational data processing position.

The advantages of recruiting and training data processing personnel in
auditing are:
o

the data processing technical competence is generally perceived to be
the more difficult competence to attain

o

experience in data processing may give the individual special insights
that are not normally gained by an external auditor
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The major disadvantages of this approach are that:
o

it may be more difficult for non-auditors to learn auditing skills than
is generally perceived

o

there may be different personality traits associated with a
successful data processing career than are associated with a
successful auditing career

C.

Answers to Self-Testing Mini Cases

1.

A number of issues ought to be addressed by the regional CPA firm in
making a decision on the development of a computer audit specialist
position within the firm. Some of the issues to be considered are:

o

the number of clients with computerized accounting systems, both
presently and expected in the future

o

the increased ability for the firm to market its services if it has a
computer audit specialist

o

the potential for increased in-firm training in computer auditing by
the computer audit specialist

o

the need to invest in continuous training for the computer audit
specialist

o

the cost of hiring a person with the technical skills to become a
computer audit specialist

o

the number of jobs that can be assigned to the computer audit
specialist

o

the ability to develop a career path for the computer audit specialist

o

an analysis of the potential backgrounds, data processing or auditing,
from which to recruit the computer audit specialist

o

development of specific communication procedures to improve the
communication between the EDP audit specialist and the seniors,
managers, and partners on a specific job

o

the nature of the client's computer systems, such as whether or not
generalized audit software could be used effectively, or whether other
alternative techniques must be used

o

the minimum technical competence required by the CPA firm in meeting
generally accepted auditing standards
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